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Abstract
This thesis proposes the novel concept of Vertex Unique Labelled Subgraph (VULS)
mining with respect to the field of graph-based knowledge discovery (or graph mining).
The objective of the research is to investigate the benefits that the concept of VULS
can offer in the context of vertex classification. A VULS is a subgraph with a particular
structure and edge labelling that has a unique vertex labelling associated with it within
a given (set of) host graph(s). VULS can describe highly discriminative and significant
local geometries each with a particular associated vertex label pattern. This knowledge
can then be used to predict vertex labels in “unseen” graphs (graphs with edge labels,
but without vertex labels). Thus this research is directed at identifying (mining) VULS,
of various forms, that “best” serve to both capture effectively graph information, while at
the same time allowing for the generation of effective vertex label predictors (classifiers).
To this end, four VULS classifiers are proposed, directed at mining four different kinds
of VULS: (i) complete, (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent and (iv) minimal frequent. The thesis
describes and discusses each of these in detail including, in each case, the theoretical
definition and algorithms with respect to VULS identification and prediction. A full
evaluation of each of the VULS categories is also presented.
VULS has wide applicability in areas where the domain of interest can be represented
in the form of some sort of a graph. The evaluation was primarily directed at predicting
a form of deformation, known as springback, that occurs in the Asymmetric Incremen-
tal Sheet Forming (AISF) manufacturing process. For the evaluation two flat-topped,
square-based, pyramid shapes were used. Each pyramid had been manufactured twice
using Steel and twice using Titanium.
The utilization of VULS was also explored by applying the VULS concept to the
field of satellite image interpretation. Satellite data describing two villages located in
a rural part of the Ethiopian hinterland were used for this purpose. In each case the
ground surface was represented in a similar manner to the way that AISF sheet metal
surfaces were represented, with the z dimension describing the grey scale value. The
idea here was to predict vertex labels describing ground type.
As will become apparent, from the work presented in this thesis, the VULS concept
is well suited to the task of 3D surface classification with respect to AISF and satellite
imagery. The thesis demonstrates that the use of frequent VULS (rather than the other
forms of VULS considered) produces more efficient results in the AISF sheet metal
forming application domain, whilst the use of minimal VULS provided promising results
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in the context of the satellite image interpretation domain. The reported evaluation also
indicates that a sound foundation has been established for future work on more general
VULS based vertex classification.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Data Mining (DM) is the process of extracting implicit, previously unknown, and po-
tentially useful information from large amounts of data [95]. DM is an element in the
Knowledge Discovery in Data (KDD) process [74, 75]. The data that data miners wish
to mine comes in many different forms including: images, graphs, text and so on. There-
fore the field of data mining includes sub-fields such as image mining, graph mining, and
text mining. The work described in this thesis is concerned with graph mining. More
specifically the work presented in this thesis proposes the concept of Vertex Unique La-
belled Subgraph (VULS) mining; the identification and extraction of subgraphs (with
specific configurations and edge labelings from a single graph) that have a unique vertex
labelling associated with them. In other words, given a subgraph g with a specific struc-
ture and edge labelling, but no vertex labelling, and one single graph G with labelled
edges and vertices. If wherever g occurs in G it always has the same vertex labelling,
then g is a VULS. The utility of VULS, as will be demonstrated later in this thesis, is
that they can be used to label vertices in previously “unseen” vertex unlabelled graph.
A simple example is given in Figure 1.1 so as to facilitate a better understanding of
the concept of VULS. With reference to input graph G in Figure 1.1, subgraph 1 is
a VULS since the vertex labelling associated with the specific configuration and edge
labelling in the third column is unique in the context of G. Subgraph 2 is not a VULS
since there are two possible vertex labelings (so not unique). It is important to note
when considering whether a subgraph is a VULS or not that it is the vertex labelling
in relation to configuration and edge labelling that needs to be unique, not the vertex
labels in isolation. A VULS can include labels that appear in other VULS and other
subgraphs, it is the relationship between the vertex labels that needs to be unique for
a VULS to exist. The lower limit for the size of a VULS is one edge. The upper limit
is the size of the input graph, in fact the entire input graph will be a VULS (although
with little utility). In practice, as will become apparent later in this thesis, an upper
limit is placed on the size of a VULS to ensure their utility. Further detail concerning
the VULS concept are presented in Chapters 2 and 4 later in this thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Example of VULS.
The essence of graph mining is the extraction of useful knowledge from graph rep-
resented data. There has been a substantial amount of research effort directed at many
aspects of graph mining. This research work can be loosely defined in terms of the
following categorisation: (i) frequent subgraph mining [136], (ii) optimal graph pattern
mining [204], (iii) correlated graph pattern mining [191], (iv) graph pattern summariza-
tion [208], (v) approximate graph pattern mining [240], (vi) graph classification [211],
(vii) graph clustering [185], (viii) graph indexing [231, 232], (ix) graph searching [188]
and (x) vertex classification [80]. The work presented in this thesis falls into the category
of vertex classification. However, to the best knowledge of the author, there has been
no comparable work directed at the concept of VULS mining, or the usage of VULS for
vertex classification, as presented in this thesis.
Graphs are a powerful mechanism for representing structured data, for example graph
vertices can correspond to objects and the edges to relationships or interactions between
those objects. Two examples of the usage of graphs to represent protein networks are
given in Figure 1.2 [210]. In the figures1 the vertices represent the proteins and the
edges represent interactions among proteins. Generally speaking, the vertices and edges
in graphs may be labelled or unlabelled. The edges may be directed or undirected.
Graphs may be cyclic or acyclic. A frequently encountered type of graph structure is
the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) structure [35, 72]. Another particular kind of graph
structure, and that of specific relevance with respect to the work presented in this thesis,
is the grid graph [92, 145].
Graph mining has been applied to a great variety of domains. Reported examples
include: (i) chemical informatics [183], (ii) bioinformatics [54, 179], (iii) video indexing
[34, 105], (iv) text retrieval [32, 162, 195], (v) Web mining, XML document mining
[27, 30, 33, 38], (vi) face recognition [234] and (vii) Telecommunication and computer
network analysis [19, 60, 71, 91].
1http://www.liacs.nl/ erwin/dbdm2009/GraphMining.pdf
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Figure 1.2: Graph examples of protein networks [210]
The application domain at which the research presented in this thesis is directed at
three Dimensional (3D) surface analysis (interpretation). 3D surface data occurs in the
context of many environments. Obvious examples are applications that use map data
such as geological studies [141, 154]; we might wish to predict (say) that a certain region
within some given map features a particular form of geology. A less immediate example
is image analysis, however images can clearly be viewed as 3D surfaces if we consider
the third dimension to be “grey scale” intensity. Other applications where 3D surfaces
are of significance include manufacturing processes where 3D parts are produced. One
example of the latter, and that which is central to motivation for the work presented in
this thesis, is sheet metal forming ([77]). The significance of 3D surface analysis, in the
context of graphs is that 3D surfaces can be represented in terms of a grid, which in turn
can be represented in terms of grid graph where each grid cell centre point is a vertex
and each edge represents an immediate neighbourhood relationship linking adjacent grid
centre points (vertices). Vertices in such grid graphs may then be labelled, for example
with (say) geological labels (as suggested above) or ground surface texture labels. The
central idea presented in this thesis is that given a vertex labelled grid graph, VULS
mining can be applied to identify a set of VULS that can be used to predict the vertex
labelling contained in previously unseen grid graphs (provided they have been drawn
from the same application domain).
The rest of this introductory chapter is organised as follows. A more detailed discus-
sion, than that presented above, of the motivation for the work described is presented
in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents the formulation of the main research question to
be addressed by the thesis and also lists the related issues to be addressed to provide
an answer to the research question. The research methodology adopted is presented in
Section 1.4, whilst the research contributions of the work are presented in Section 1.5.
Section 1.6 presents an overview of the organisation of the rest of this thesis. This is
followed by a review of the published work to date, resulting from the research described,
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in Section 1.7. Finally, this chapter is concluded with a summary presented in Section
1.8.
1.2 Motivation
As noted in the previous section the focus for the work is grid graph vertex classification
with application to 3D surface analysis and more particularly the sheet steel metal
forming application domain. This section elaborates on the motivation for this focus.
The primary motivation for the work presented was a desire to provide a solution to
an open problem in sheet metal forming whereby the produced shape is not the desired
shape due to distortions introduced during the manufacturing process. In the context
of the sheet metal forming motivation for the work presented in this thesis is therefore a
demand for accurate and well formed sheet metal components in a variety of industries
(such as the automotive and aircraft manufacturing industries). To this end there are a
number of manufacturing process that can be adopted. One such process, and that used
for evaluation purposes with respect to the work described in this thesis, is Asymmetric
Incremental Sheet Forming (AISF). In AISF the metal sheet from which the desired
component is to be manufactured is clamped into a “blankholder”, a forming tool then
follows a predefined tool path to “push out” a desired shape [121]. The main advantage
of AISF, over alternative sheet metal forming processes, is that of cost reduction [88, 193]
(it doesn’t require heating). However, a major limitation of techniques such as AISF is
that, as a result of applying the process, deformations called Springback are introduced
whereby the produced shape is not the same as the desired shape. Springback is defined
as the elastic deformation that occurs in a produced shape as a result of the application
of a sheet metal forming process; this deformation only becomes apparent when the
manufactured piece is unclamped. In other words, the produced shape differs from the
desired shape. Springback is a complex physical phenomenon that is related to the local
geometry of the shape to be manufactured. Essentially the shape to be manufactured
can be viewed as a 3D surface which in turn can be represented in terms of a grid graph
with edges representing slope (the δz value between adjacent grid center points). If the
nature of the springback associated with individual grid graph vertices (grid cells) can
be predicted then some form of mitigation can be applied; an idea first proposed in
[65–67, 130]. The VULS concept proposed in this thesis therefore seems idealy suited to
providing a solution to the sheet metal forming springback prediction problem. Given
a manufactured part with known springback, a grid graph can be formulated with each
vertex labelled with a springback value. VULS mining can then be applied and the
result applied to the definition of new shapes to be manufactured.
Other than the application domain motivation described above the work presented
in this thesis was also motivated by the general need for supervised learning techniques
that can be effectively utilised to predict vertex labels in “unseen” graphs. More specif-
ically the desire to investigate an entirely novel approach to vertex label classification.
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Current work on vertex classification is directed at exploiting the topology of the graphs
considered [17]. Current work is also typically not founded on graph mining techniques
(as in the case of the proposed VULS technique). For example in [189, 242], a clustering
approach is used, whilst in [86] a probabilistic Bayesian network model is applied and
in [56] Markov random walks are used. To the best knowledge of the author the above
sets the work described in this thesis apart from other existing work.
In summary the work presented in this thesis was motivated by the following:
1. A desire to address a real world problem (in the domain of sheet metal forming).
2. The need for more effective vertex classification methods directed at graph repre-
sentations with a focus on grid graphs.
3. The opportunity to research an aspect of graph mining that has not previously
received attention (to the best knowledge of the author).
1.3 Research Question and Related Issues
Given the motivations presented in the previous section, the main research question to
be addressed by this thesis is:
“How best can the proposed VULS mining be conducted so as to achieve
effective vertex classification?”
To provide an answer to this research question we also address the resolution of the
following subsidiary technical research questions:
1. What is the most appropriate mechanism for identifying VULS? Al-
though the fundamental idea of VULS mining seems clear, the practicalities of
VULS mining, because the idea was entirely novel, remained a subject for detailed
investigation.
2. Can efficiency gains be realised by mining some subset of the com-
plete set of VULS? Graph mining, of all forms, is known to be computationally
expensive [108, 225]; typically graph mining requires a substantial amount of iso-
morphism testing [158]. Thus instead of identifying the complete set of VULS, we
can attempt to identify some appropriately descriptive subset of the complete set
of VULS.
3. Given that we can mine a variety of different categories of VULS which
of these are the most useful in terms of effectiveness and efficiency?
Effectiveness and efficiency are important with respect to classification in general
although there is typically a trade-off between the two.
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4. How do we measure the quality of a set of VULS without applying them
to a test set? One way of testing a set of identified VULS is to apply them in a
vertex classification setting. However, in practice, this opportunity will typically
not be available. An alternative VULS quality measure is thus required.
5. Once a set of VULS have been identified what is the mechanism for uitil-
ising this set of VULS in the context of vertex classification? VULS are
only of benefit if they can be successfully applied with respect to vertex classifica-
tion, how this can best be achieved was a subject for the research.
The research presented in this thesis used sheet metal forming, particularly AISF,
as a focus. There were thus also a number of subsidiary application dependent research
questions that the work needed to address. Namely:
1. How best to generate the desired grid graphs from raw AISF data? In
the sheet metal forming industry desired surfaces are typically specified using CAD
data, while the shapes produced can be defined in terms of a point cloud obtained
using some optical measuring instrument. How grid graphs can be generated from
this data was unclear at the start of the research.
2. What further applications can the VULS concept be applied to? For the
VULS idea to have general utility it needs to have a wide range of applicability. The
nature of these further applications, applications that entail 3D surface analysis of
some kind, was unclear at the commencement of the work.
The overall objective of the work presented in this thesis was thus to provide answers
to the above research questions.
1.4 Research Methodology
The adopted research methodology was to commence by investigating a mechanism for
identifying the complete set of VULS in a given grid graph. The start point for this
work was the well known gSpan algorithm for frequent subgraph mining [229]. The
gSpan algorithm operates in a Depth First Search (DFS) manner and this seemed like
an appropriate strategy to be adopted for VULS mining. The gSpan algorithm also
features a particular canonical form for graph representation and the concept of right
most extension, both of which were adapted for the work described in this thesis.
It was anticipated, as noted above, that the complete VULS algorithm would be
computationally intensive. Alternative, more efficient VULS mining algorithms were
thus seen to be desirable. Three alternative forms of VULS mining were considered:
(i) minimal VULS mining, (ii) frequent VULS mining and (iii) minimal frequent VULS
mining. The four different forms of VULS mining could then be compared in the context
of effectiveness.
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To conduct the desired evaluation “real life” data sets, describing 3D surfaces that
had been manufactured, were obtained from industry. More specifically data sets were
obtained from the Tecnalia Corporation (Spain) and the IBF institute of metal forming
(Germany) with whom (at time of writing) the Department of Computer Science at The
University of Liverpool had contact within the context of the INnovative MAnufactur-
ing (INMA) Framework 7 European project. The data sets described two flat-topped
pyramid shapes referred to as the Gonzalo and Modified pyramids. In total eight data
sets were obtained each comprising before and after point clouds. For further explo-
ration, and to investigate the more general utility of the VULS mining concept, other
forms of 3D surface were considered. More specifically satellite image data describing
two villages located in a rural part of the Ethiopian hinterland were obtained using the
Google Static Map Service and translated in grid graphs.
The evaluation was conducted predominantly in the context of vertex classification.
The available data sets were divided into appropriate training and test sets. VULS
mining was then applied to the training sets and the resulting set of VULS utilised with
respect to the test sets. This process is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The resulting predicted
vertex labelling could then be compared to the known labelling. The VULS mining
algorithms and prediction algorithm (Backward-Match-Voting algorithm) in Figure 1.3
will be described further in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. Standard approaches
in the field of data mining, and more specifically classification, were used (such as Ten-
fold Cross Validation (TCV) [79]) for testing and evaluation purposes. The metrics used
to measure classification performance were accuracy, runtime, and AUC (Area Under
the receiver operating Curve [9, 23, 97]). A number of additional metrics, specific to
VULS mining, were also used; namely: number of VULS and coverage.
Figure 1.3: The VULS mining evaluation process using training and test sets
Comparisons were also conducted using traditional classifiers for vetex classification,
namely the J48 decision tree classifier and Naive Bayes. To determine whether the
results obtained were also statistically significant the Friedman and Nemenyi tests were
applied [29, 81, 143]. Finally, a variant of Dems˘ar’s significance diagrams was used to
visualise the statistical results obtained.
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1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of the research presented in this thesis are:
1. The concept of VULS, which is entirely novel within the context of graph mining.
2. An alternative approach to vertex label classification that does not use a training
set in the traditional form. Existing wok on vertex classification has typically
adopted a traditional approach that uses a training set, comprised of a set of pre-
labelled subgraphs each featuring a small number of edges and encoded in a tabular
format, which is then used to generate a classifier which can then be applied to
new data. This approach assumes the existence of an appropriate set of subgraphs.
The proposed VULS mining automates the labelled subgraph identification process
(although training data is still required).
3. Four algorithms for mining four types of VULS within a host graph. The algo-
rithms can be used to find the complete set of VULS, only the minimal ones, or
frequent ones, or minimal frequent ones. More specifically:
(a) compVULSM The complete VULS mining algorithm that finds all the VULS
that exist in a given input graph.
(b) minVULSM The minimal VULS mining algorithm which finds the subset
of VULS whose subgraphs are not VULS (but whose supergraphs may be).
The conjecture here was that this would be a more efficient form of VULS
mining (than complete VULS mining) that would still realise an effective set
of VULS.
(c) freqVULSM The frequent VULS mining algorithm which finds the subset of
VULS whose occurrence count is above some predefined threshold. Again the
conjecture here was that this would be more efficient than complete VULS
mining while still providing an effective set of VULS (in terms of vertex
classification).
(d) minFreqVULSM The minimal frequent VULS mining algorithm that finds
the subset of VULS that are both minimal and frequent. The conjecture here
was that minimal frequent VULS mining would combine the advantages of
both minimal and frequent VULS mining.
4. The Backward-Match-Voting (BMV) algorithm for vertex classification.
5. A complete evaluation and statistical analysis of the relative merits of VULS min-
ing in the context of vertex classification with respect to sheet steel forming, the
primary application domain considered.
6. I wider investigation of the application of VULS mining in the context of ver-
tex classification with respect to satellite image interpretation and analysis, the
secondary application domain considered.
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1.6 Thesis Organization
The organisation of the remainder of this thesis is as follows:
1. Chapter 2 presents the necessary background to the work described together
with a review of related work.
2. Chapter 3 presents a brief description of the AISF and satellite image appli-
cation domains. More specifically the datasets which were used for experimental
purposes. Recall that the AISF application was used as the primary application
focus for the work, while the latter was used to confirm the general applicability
of the proposed VULS techniques. The necessary data preparation and image
pre-processing is also described in this chapter.
3. Chapter 4 provides a formalism for the VULS concept including the four identi-
fied categories of VULS: (i) complete, (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent and (iv) minimal
frequent. The chapter includes simple examples of each.
4. Chapter 5 presents detail of each of the four proposed VULS mining algorithms:
(i) compVULSM, (ii) minVULSM, (iii) freqVULSM and (iv) minFreqVULSM.
5. Chapter 6 describes the prediction algorithm, namely the Backward-Match-
Voting (BMV) algorithm, for applying VULS in the context of vertex classification.
6. Chapter 7 gives a comprehensive experimental analysis of the nature of VULS
in the context of vertex classification with respect to AISF. The chapter includes
a detailed statistical analysis.
7. Chapter 8 presents an experimental analysis of the utility of VULS in the context
of vertex classification with respect to an alternative application domain than sheet
metal forming; specifically satellite image interpretation.
8. Chapter 9 concludes the thesis. The chapter presents a summary of the work
together with the the main findings in terms of the identified research questions
identified above. The chapter also presents a number of potential directions for
future work founded on the research presented in this thesis.
1.7 Published Work
Some of the work described in this thesis is founded on work previously published by
the author in refereed publications. These publications are itemized below, in each case
the relevance with respect to the contents of this thesis is highlighted.
1. Journal Papers:
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(a) W. Yu, F. Coenen, M. Zito, and S. El-Salhi (2015). Vertex Unique
Labelled Subgraph Based Classification. Submitted for refereeing
to the AI Journal. This journal paper compares the operation of earlier
versions of the complete VULSM and minVULSM algorithms with respect
to four different styles of grid graph: (i) degree 4 undirected, (ii) degree 8
undirected, (iii) degree 4 directed and (iv) degree 8 directed. The reported
experiments indicate that the VULSM algorithm, when applied to directed
grid graphs with a degree of 4, tended to produce best results. The relevance
of this paper with respect to the thesis is that the paper summarised the work
presented here. Note that similar experimental results to those described in
the paper are presented in chapter 7.
2. Conference Papers:
(a) A. Albarrak, F.Coenen, Y.Zheng, W.Yu (2012). Volumetric Image
Mining Based on Decomposition and Graph Analysis: An Appli-
cation to Retinal Optical Coherence Tomography. The 13th IEEE
International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Infor-
matics (CINTI2012), pp. 263-268. Budapest, Hungary. 20th-22th
November, 2012. This paper considered a method for classifying volu-
metric images using a decomposition and graph analysis based method. In
the paper a hierarchical decomposition techniques was used to incrementally
divide a given 3D volume into sub-volumes according to some critical function
and then to represent the decomposition as a tree. The evaluation was con-
ducted by considering the classification of 3D Optical Coherence Tomography
(OCT) retinal images according to whether they feature Age-related Macu-
lar Degeneration (AMD) or not (AMD is an eye condition that can result in
blindness in old age). A frequent subgraph mining algorithm was applied to
the tree representations and the resulting identified frequent subgraphs used
to define a feature vector encoding which was then fed into a standard clas-
sifier. The significance with respect to the work presented in this thesis is
that the work described, although not directly concerned with vertex classi-
fication, lead the author to the idea of VULS based vertex classification; the
central theme of this thesis.
(b) W. Yu, F. Coenen, M. Zito, and S. El-Salhi (2013). Vertex Unique
Labelled Subgraph Mining. Thirty-third BCS SGAI International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence (BCS SGAI2013), Springer
Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 21-38. Cambridge, UK. 10th-12th Decem-
ber, 2013. This was the first paper published by the author that proposed
the concept of Vertex Unique Labelled Subgraph Mining (VULSM), a new
form of graph mining. The paper presents the Right-most Extension VULS
Mining (REVULSM) algorithm for finding the complete set of VULS in a
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given input graph. The REVULSM algorithm was a preliminary version of
the compVULSM algorithm presented later in this thesis in Chapter 5. The
reported experimental results demonstrated that the VULS idea is sound and
that the REVULSM algorithm can identify VULS in real data. The evalua-
tion was conducted using the sheet steel forming application data also used
in this thesis.
(c) W. Yu, F. Coenen, M. Zito, and S. El-Salhi (2013). Minimal Vertex
Unique Labelled Subgraph Mining. The 15th International Con-
ference on Data Warehousing and Knowledge Discovery (DaWak
2013), Springer Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 317-326. Prague, Czech Re-
public. 26th-29th August, 2013. This paper built on 2(b) and proposed a
minimal VULS mining algorithm, the Minimum Breadth First Search Right-
most Extension Unique Subgraph Mining (Min-BFS-REUSM) algorithm, to
improve the efficiency of the VULSM process (with respect to the REVULSM
algorithm presented in 2(b)). The Min-BFS-REUSM algorithm was an early
version of the minVULSM algorithm presented later in this thesis in Chapter
5. The reported experimental results indicated that the Min-BFS-REUSM
algorithm could successfully identify all minimal VULS in reasonable time
and with (in some cases) excellent coverage (an important requirement in the
context of the sheet metal forming application used as a focus for the work).
(d) W. Yu, F. Coenen, M. Zito, and S. El-Salhi (2013). Vertex unique
labelled subgraph mining for vertex classification. The 9th In-
ternational Conference on Advanced Data Mining and Applica-
tions (ADMA 2013), Springer Berlin Heidelberg, pp. 542-553.
Hangzhou, China. 14th-16th December, 2013. This paper was the
first to suggest that the VULS concept could be used in the context of vertex
classification and proposed the Match-Voting algorithm for applying sets of
identified VULS in the context of vertex classification. The Match-Voting al-
gorithm was a fore-runner of the Backward-Match-Voting (BMV) algorithm
presented later in this thesis in Chapter 6. Experiments were conducted us-
ing the REVULSM and Min-BFS-REUSM algorithms from papers 2(b) and
2(c), and the sheet metal forming application also used for evaluation pur-
poses in this thesis. The results reported in this paper indicated that minimal
VULS mining is both efficient and effective in term of coverage (at least in
the context of the sheet metal forming application used for the evaluation).
(e) W. Yu, F. Coenen, M. Zito, and K. Dittakan (2014). Classification
of 3D Surface Data Using the Concept of Vertex Unique Labelled
Subgraphs. The 9th International Workshop on Spatial and Spa-
tiotemporal Data Mining (SSTDM), 2014 IEEE International Con-
ference on Data Mining Workshop (ICDMW), pp. 47-54. Shen-
zhen, China. 14th-17th December, 2014. This paper extended the
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work from 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d) by introducing the idea of frequent and mini-
mal frequent VULSM. The paper included revised versions of the earlier al-
gorithms for complete and minimal VULSM similar to those presented later
in Chapter 5 of this thesis. This paper also presented the Backward Match
Voting (BMV) algorithm for predicting (classifying) vertex labels associated
with “unseen” graphs using a given collection of VULS. An extended version
of the description of the BMV algorithm is presented in Chapter 6 of this the-
sis. Unlike previous papers in this series the evaluation was conducted using
a satellite image interpretation application (earlier papers had all used sheet
metal forming as the evaluation application domain). The satellite data used
describing two villages located in a rural part of the Ethiopian hinterland
data. The collected satellite images were encoded in a grid format which was
then converted into a 3D surface formalism by considering the average grey
scale value for each grid cell as the z value. The idea here was to predict
vertex labels describing ground type. A statistical analysis of the results, us-
ing the Friedman test, was also presented so as to demonstrate the statistical
significance of the VULS based 3D surface regional classification idea. The
results indicate that the VULS concept is also suited to the task of 3D surface
regional classification.
1.8 Summary
In summary, this chapter has provided an overview and background for the research
described in the remainder of this thesis, including details concerning the motivation
for the work and the research question and associated issues. The work is broadly
focused on four different categories of VULS: (i) complete, (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent
and (iv) minimal frequent. The main objective of the work described is to provide an
answer to the research question: “How best can the proposed VULS mining be conducted
so as to achieve effective vertex classification?”. This introductory chapter has also
provided a brief description of the programme of work, the evaluation criteria used and
the contribution of the work. In the following chapter (Chapter 2) a literature review,
intended to provide much more detail regarding the necessary background concerning
the research described in this thesis, is presented.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of the background, related work and the application
domain central to the work described in this thesis. The related work is mainly founded
on three areas of research study (as shown in the Venn diagram presented in Figure 2.1):
(i) Graph mining, (ii) Vertex classification and (iii) 3D surface representation. With
respect to Figure 2.1 the research described in this thesis can be conceptually placed at
the intersection between the three research themes. Each of the themes is considered in
this chapter. We commence the discussion, in Section 2.2, with a review of graph mining
techniques. One particular graph mining technique that is of significant relevance with
respect to VULS mining is Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM). This is thus considered
in some detail in Section 2.3. We then go on to consider 3D surface representation
and vertex classification techniques in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. A review of
the evaluation metrics, and their derivation, used with respect to the work described in
this thesis, is then presented in Section 2.6. Finally, this chapter is concluded with a
summary in Section 2.7.
Figure 2.1: The three main research themes of this thesis: Graph Mining, Vertex
Classification and 3D Surface Representation.
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2.2 Graph Mining
Graph mining is concerned with the discovery of hidden information in graph data. A
graph is a set of vertices and a set of edges connecting pairs of vertices. In this thesis,
and in common with much other work, graphs are also considered to have both vertex
and edge labels. Thus, without loss of generality, each graph G is defined in terms of a
tuple of five elements:
〈V,E, LV , LE , F 〉 (2.1)
where:
1. V is a set of n vertices. The elements of V are denoted by the letters u or v,
occasionally with subscripts if the nature of the collection of vertices is important
with respect to a particular context.
2. E is a set of m edges. The elements of E are usually denoted by the letter e, again
occasionally with subscripts.
3. LV is the set of vertex labels.
4. LE is the set of edge labels.
5. F is a labelling function that defines the mappings V → LV and E → LE .
Each vertex (or edge) of the graph is required to have a single label; the same label can
be assigned to many vertices (or edges) in the same graph. If the labelling is restricted
to the vertices, or the edges, the graph is defined by a four-tuple. If no labelling is
present, the graph is defined by the pair (V,E).
Throughout this thesis the expression |X| denotes the cardinality (number of ele-
ments) of X, if X is a set or an ordered sequence. However, if G is a graph, the size of
G, is normally defined as the number of vertices or the number of edges. In this thesis
|G| = |V | (thus, |E| = O(|V |)).
If E is a collection of sets each formed by two elements of V we say that G is an
undirected graph. If E is a collection of ordered pairs of elements of V then G is a
directed graph. A path P in a graph G is an ordered sequence of vertices v1, v2, . . . , v|P |
such that vi and vi+1 form an edge in G, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , |P | − 1}. The graph G is
connected if every pair of vertices in G are connected by a path.
A subgraph of G is any graph φ ≡ {Vφ, Eφ, LVφ , LEφ , F} with (Vφ ⊂ V , Eφ ⊂ E,
LVφ ⊂ LV and LEφ ⊂ LE). A candidate c of G is a subgraph of G without the vertex
labelling, thus c = {Vc, Ec, LEc , F}. Note that c may appear many times in G, there
may be a number of instances of φ that are equivalent (isomorphic) to c.
Given a candidate c, and a graph G, a set of potential vertex labels Lv can be
associated with each v ∈ Vc by inspecting the labelled occurrences of v in G. We denote
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by S′ the collection {Lv : v ∈ Vc}. A VULS of G is a connected subgraph where |Lv| = 1
for each Lv ∈ S′.
Referring back to the introduction to this chapter, other than “standard” VULS as
defined above, we can identify three other kinds of VULS: Minimal VULS, Frequent
VULS and Minimal frequent VULS.
Definition 1: Minimal VULS. A minimal VULS is a VULS such that
none of its subgraphs are VULS.
Definition 2: Frequent VULS. A Frequent VULS (FVULS) is a VULS φ
whose occurrence count, Occurrence(φ), within the input graph G, is greater
than some pre-specified threshold σ.
Definition 3: Minimal frequent VULS. A minimal frequent VULS is a
VULS φ which is both minimal and frequent.
The relationship between the different forms of VULS is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
relevance of the numbering included in Figure 2.2 will become clear later in chapter 4.
The concept of VULS will be considered in further detail, with some worked examples,
in chapter 4.
Figure 2.2: Venn Diagram showing the relationship between VULS, Minimal VULS,
Frequent VULS and Minimal frequent VULS
This section is organised as follows. Section 2.2.1 presents an overview of the research
domain of graph mining starting with a categorisation of this domain. Graph mining
often involves the identification of patterns (subgraphs or subtrees) in graph data. There
are various forms of graph pattern that may be of interest and these are reviewed in
section 2.2.2. Subgraph isomorphism is a central activity frequently required for graph
mining and this is discussed in section 2.2.3. Another important aspect of graph mining
is the mechanisms whereby graphs are represented so as to facilitate mining; some kind
of canonical form is required, and this is therefore discussed in section 2.2.4.
2.2.1 Graph Mining Categorisation
The domain of graph mining can be categorised in a number of ways, the most straight-
forward is to consider the domain in terms of: (i) transaction graph mining and (ii)
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single graph mining. In transaction graph mining [47, 115, 118, 136, 221] the input
comprises a collection of graphs and the objective is to find hidden patterns that exist
across this collection. Transaction graph mining is essentially an extension of frequent
items set mining [2, 21, 93, 94] as used with respect to tabular data. In single graph
mining the input comprises a single large graph and the objective is to find patterns that
exist within this single large graph. An application domain where single graph mining
is often applied is social network analysis [3, 133, 203]. Examples of social networks
include twitter communities, Facebook communities, and co-authoring networks. The
work presented in this thesis belongs to the single graph mining category.
Alternatively, graph mining when used for classification purpose can be divided into
two categories: (i) graph classification and (ii) vertex classification. With respect to the
first category the objective is to use pre-labelled training graphs to produce a classifier
with which to classify previously unseen graphs [128]. From the literature we can identify
a number of graph classification approaches, these include: LEAP [230], gPLS [182],
CORK [205], and COM [123]. With respect to the second category the objective is to
train a classifier, using training data, so as to construct a classifier that can be used
to classify (label) vertices whose labels were previously unknown. Vertex classification
may be conducted within a single graph (where some of the vertices have been pre-
labelled for training purposes) or across a collection of graphs (where the vertices in
some graphs have been pre-labelled for training purposes). The work presented in this
thesis is particularly concerned with the concept of vertex classification and thus the
principles of vertex classification are considered in further detail in Section 2.4 later in
this chapter.
2.2.2 Subgraph Patterns
A central concern of graph mining, either directly or indirectly, is the identification
of patterns (subgraphs) within graph data. We are typically interested in identifying
subgraphs that feature some particular structure. The patterns of interest can be cate-
gorised as follows [46]: (i) topological patterns, (ii) frequent patterns and (iii) relational
patterns. The first has to do with the topology of the subgraphs of interest, subgraphs
that feature a specified topology. Examples include arbitrary subgraphs, induced sub-
graphs, maximal complete subgraph (cliques) and paths [28, 118]. The second category
has to do with frequency of occurrence, thus subgraphs that are frequent, maximal, or
closed. The third category is concerned with the relationships between subgraphs, thus:
various embeddings within discovered patterns, embeddings that can have arbitrary
overlaps, partial overlaps, being vertex- and/or edge-disjoint and coherent substructures
[107]. The particular patterns of interest with respect to this thesis are VULS, which can
be considered to fall within the topological category identified above. If we are talking
about frequent VULS or minimal frequent VULS then the VULS concept can also be
said to fall into the frequent pattern category.
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As will become apparent later in this thesis, the proposed VULS mining methods used
in this work, especially frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS mining, “borrow”
concepts and techniques from the domain of FSM (Frequent Subgraph Mining), thus
VULS mining techniques also fall into the second of the above categories. From the
literature the most common types of frequent subgraph that can be mined include: (i)
“ordinary” frequent subgraphs [109], (ii) closed frequent subgraphs [39, 43, 228], (iii)
maximal frequent subgraphs [106, 207], (iv) approximately frequent substructures [240],
(v) contrast substructure [46], and (vi) discriminative frequent substructures [124, 232].
The first of the above, ordinary frequent subgraphs, is the most relevant to VULS
mining, especially frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS mining. Because of its
significance with respect to the work presented in this thesis frequent subgraph mining
is discussed in further detail in Section 2.3 later in this chapter.
2.2.3 Graph Isomorphism
Graph isomorphism is concerned with the problem of deciding whether two graphs are
identical or not. In other words, given two graphs, does there exist a one to one mapping
of the vertices in one graph to the vertices in the other such that vertex adjacency is
preserved [78]. Isomorphism testing is computationally expensive. This is particularly
the case with respect to frequent subgraph mining (see below) because of the large num-
ber of graph comparisons that need to be made; graph isomorphism plays an essential
role in determining whether a candidate subgraph exists within a given graph and how
often it exists. Isomorphism testing also plays a significant role with respect to vertex
classification (see section 2.5 below). Subgraph isomorphism with respect to non-regular
graphs is known to be a NP-complete1 problem [78], no algorithm has been found that
can solve the isomorphism testing problem in polynomial time [49, 85]. However, sub-
graph isomorphism with respect to trees, permutation graphs, chordal graphs and grid
graphs (as used in this thesis) is not a NP-complete problem [78]. Note that a tree is a
graph containing no cycles [216], and a grid graph is a node-induced finite subgraph of
the infinite grid [119].
There has been much work on algorithms to enhance the efficiency of isomorphism
testing; examples include: (i) Ullmann’s algorithm [160, 215], (ii) Backtracking algo-
rithm [186], (iii) Nauty [157], (iv) VF and VF2 using a State Space Representation
(SSR) [48, 49] and (v) geometric isomorphism [139]. However, none of these existing
isomorphism detection algorithms are entirely suited to VULS mining, or VULS based
vertex classification, as envisioned in this thesis. The reasons for this are:
1. Most existing isomorphism approaches use vertex invariants (such as the degree
of a vertex, the “twopaths” concept, adjacency triangles, k-cliques, independent
k-sets and distances) to solve the isomorphism problem [78]. However, calculation
1NP-complete: In computational complexity theory, the complexity class NP refers to the set of
decision problems whose solutions can be verified in polynomial time. A decision problem ρ is NP-
complete if ρ is in NP and every other problem in NP is reducible to ρ in polynomial time [50].
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of the invariant values, especially with respect to the more complex invariants, is
time consuming; it is also very difficult to determine which invariant is the best
for a particular graph. Instead, what is typically done is to leave the decision
of if and when to use a vertex invariant up to the user (except for degree which
is always used). Given a number of complex graphs, time would be required to
experimentally determine what invariant to use.
2. Most of above isomorphism approaches use adjacency matrixes to represent graphs,
which is not well suited in the context of the VULS mining proposed in this thesis.
Thus the isomorphism testing approach used with respect to the work presented
in this thesis is based on that espoused within the gSpan frequent subgraph mining
algorithm [229]. The gSpan isomorphism approach is to take a single graph G and
apply some function C(G) which returns a canonical label such that C(G) = C(H)
iff G and H are isomorphic. In other words, gSpan addresses the graph isomorphism
problem by comparing the “canonical labellings” of two graphs. If these labellings are
the same, then these graphs are isomorphic. The concept of canonical labelling (forms)
is described in more detail in the next section. The gSpan algorithm is considered in
further detail in Section 2.3 later in this chapter.
2.2.4 Canonical Forms
A canonical form is an agreed way of representing some object (such as a graph). In the
context of graph mining canonical forms are important so that the relevant algorithms
can be both effective and efficient [177, 222]. In the case of isomorphism testing canonical
forms are significant so as to ensure that, given two identical graphs, they are represented
in the same manner (thus simplifying the isomorphism testing). In other words, a
canonical form facilitates isomorphism checking because it ensures that if a pair of graphs
are isomorphic, then their canonical labellings will be identical [20, 117, 136, 177]. In the
case of graph mining algorithms that involve the generation of candidate graphs, such as
the VULS mining algorithms with respect to this thesis, the usage of a canonical form
is important so as to avoid the generation of duplicates (the same graph but expressed
in different ways).
From the literature we can identify a number of canonical labelling strategies such as:
(i) Minimum DFS Coding [229], (ii) the Coding proposed by Akihiro Inokuchi [118], (iii)
Canonical Adjacency Matrix (CAM) encoding [109, 116], (iv) Canonical Representation
of free trees [180], (v) String encodings for rooted ordered trees [152, 171], (vi) Canonical
forms for rooted unordered trees [8, 42], (vii) DFS Label Sequence (DFS-LS) encoding
[236], (viii) Depth-Label Sequence (DLS) encoding [127], (ix) Breadth-First Canonical
String (BFCS) encoding [40], (x) Depth-First Canonical String (DFCS) encoding [43]
and (xi) Consolidated Pru¨fer Sequence(CPS) encoding[200]. The first, Minimum DFS
Coding differs from the other canonical forms in that it uses a tree representation of
each graph instead of a more traditional adjacency matrix. With respect to the work
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described in this thesis, Minimum DFS Coding, was adopted because of its popularity
in the context of frequent subgraph mining.
Depth-First Search (DFS) is an algorithm for traversing or searching tree or graph
data structures. One starts at the root (some arbitrary vertex in the case of a graph)
and explores each branch before backtracking. This requires some ordering of vertex
identifiers; given two branches emanating from a vertex some ordering needs to be
imposed so that one branch is selected before the other. In the case of graphs a similar
mechanism needs to be imposed to select a start vertex.
For one graph G, there are lots of ways to construct different DFS trees by selecting
a different root U and different growing edges. When performing a depth-first search in
a graph, various DFS trees can be constructed each with its own DFS code. In other
words, a lot of DFS codes can be adopted to represent a graph G, to prevent ambiguity
we require a canonical form so that among all these DFS codes, there is only one minimal
DFS code. It is this minimal DFS code that will then be employed to represent G. In
the following, how to generate various DFS codes for graph G is described first. Then
an example is given to illustrate such process and how to choose the minimal one as
the canonical form from the various DFS codes generated is also explained at the same
time.
The DFS code for a graph consists of a sequence of tuples describing the edges in a
given graph G. The tuples are of the form:
〈U, V, LU , LE , LV 〉
where: (i) U is the identifier for the start vertex, (ii) V is the identifier for the end
vertex, (iii) LU is the vertex label for U , (iv) LE is the edge label and (v) LV is the
vertex label for V . The DFS codes for G is generated as follows:
1. Impose an ordering on the vertices (a sequential set of unique vertex identifiers).
Mark all edges as “unread”.
2. Select the first vertex in the ordering as the root (the start point) U .
3. Create an ordered list of edges {e1, e2, . . . , en} emanating from root U . List back-
ward edges prior to forward edges.
4. Process the edge list {e1, e2, . . . , en}, i = 1 (1 6 i 6 n):
(a) If ei is marked as being “unread”, create a code describing the edge and store,
mark the edge as “read” and proceed to (b).
(b) If ei is a forward edge, choose the end vertex of ei as root U , repeat from 3.
(c) Otherwise, ei is a backward edge, increment i (i+ +), and repeat from (a).
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Figure 2.3: Depth-First Search Tree and its Forward/Backward Edge Set [229]. Note
that forward edges are represented by solid lines and backward edges dashed lines.
Table 2.1: DFS code for Figure 2.9 (b), (c) and (d) [229]
edge NO. (b) (c) (d)
0 〈0, 1, X, a, Y 〉 〈0, 1, Y, a,X〉 〈0, 1, X, a,X〉
1 〈1, 2, Y, b,X〉 〈1, 2, X, a,X〉 〈1, 2, X, a, Y 〉
2 〈2, 0, X, a,X〉 〈2, 0, X, b, Y 〉 〈2, 0, Y, b,X〉
3 〈2, 3, X, c, Z〉 〈2, 3, X, c, Z〉 〈2, 3, Y, b, Z〉
4 〈3, 1, Z, b, Y 〉 〈3, 0, Z, b, Y 〉 〈3, 0, Z, b,X〉
5 〈1, 4, Y, d, Z〉 〈0, 4, Y, d, Z〉 〈2, 4, Y, d, Z〉
For instance consider the graph G given in Figure 2.3 (a). From this graph various
DFS trees can be generated depending on the choices of the root U among the vertices.
Figure 2.3(b), (c) and (d) give three different DFS trees for the graph in Figure 2.3(a).
If we choose the first “X” in Figure 2.3(a) as the root U , the DFS tree shown in Figure
2.3(b) will be generated. In the same manner, if we choose “Y” or the second “X” as
the root. The trees shown in Figures 2.3(c) and (d) would be generated. Thus G can
be represented as three different ways. Therefore there are three different DFS codes
one per DFS tree as shown in Table 2.1 to represent the same graph G (Figure 2.3(a)).
Note that forward edges are represented by solid lines and backward edges dashed lines.
The question is how to find the minimal DFS codes from these three DFS codes.
The minimum DFS code, as the name suggests, is the minimum code according to
some lexicographic order of the graph edges. In other words, an ordering is imposed on
the element values with respect to five tuples 〈U, V, LU , LE , LV 〉. Thus, in Table 2.1,
edge 0 is compared first with respect to (b), (c) and (d). The first and second elements
are the same (0 and 1). The third element “X” is lexicographic before “Y”, thus DFS
codes (b) and (d) are “smaller” than (c). We need to find the minimal DFS code, thus
(c) is out, (b) and (d) are left so we continue by comparing edge 1; obviously the first
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two elements are the same (1 and 2), the third element “X” is before “Y”, thus DFS
code (d) is smaller than (b). Thus, (d) is the minimum DFS code for G and thus it
is the unique canonical form with which to represent G (Figure 2.3(a)). Note that a
subgraph is a duplicate subgraph if and only if its DFS code is not minimum.
Given two graphs G and G′, G is isomorphic to G′ if and only if the minimum
DFS code of G is identical to the minimum DFS code of G′. The isomorphism testing
process is given in algorithm 1. If the minimum DFS codes of two graphs are not the
same, the two graphs are not identical. Thus the problem of mining subgraphs can be
said to be equivalent to analysing their corresponding minimum DFS codes. Note that
the minimal DFS code is dependent upon the global set of labels in an input graph
or set of input graphs. Thus any two subgraphs that subscribe to this global labelling
can still be compared; of course if they do not subscribe to this global labelling then
comparison is not possible. As will become apparent later in section 2.3.3.2, the use of
minimum DFS codes can enhance the process of frequent subgraph mining by comparing
the minimal DFS code of two graphs to do the isomorphism testing. Thus for the VULS
classification proposed in this thesis, minimum DFS coding was adopted for subgraph
matching (subgraph isomorphism) with respect to both the VULS mining and vertex
classification by VULS.
Algorithm 1
1: procedure IsomorphismTest(G, G′)
2: S= the set of minimal DFS codes for graph G
3: S′= the set of minimal DFS codes for graph G′
4: result=true
5: if |S| != |S′| then
6: result=false
7: else
8: for all i from 1 to |S| do
9: if Si 6= S′i then
10: result=false
11: return result
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: return result
16: end procedure
2.3 Frequent Subgraph Mining
Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM) is, as the phrase suggests, concerned with the identi-
fication of subgraphs that occur frequently in the input data. A good way of perceiving
the FSM process is to conceptualise it as one of searching through a lattice describing
all possible patterns and selecting those that are (in some sense) frequent. The work
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presented in this thesis “borrows” ideas from the concept of FSM and especially the well
known gSpan algorithm [229]. More specifically: (i) some general ideas concerning FSM
were incorporated into the proposed VULS mining; and (ii) frequent VULS mining and
minimal frequent VULS mining, a variation of the proposed generic VULS mining, was
founded on the idea of FSM. FSM algorithms, typically operate using a candidate gen-
eration, frequency counting and pruning loop; the proposed VULS mining algorithms
operate in a similar manner although (except in the case of frequent VULS or minimal
frequent VULS mining) without the frequency counting element.
There are a great variety of FSM algorithms. Some of which were developed for
transaction graph mining and have subsequently been used for single graph mining and
others that have been specifically designed for single graph mining. It should also be
noted that many subgraph mining algorithms are extensions of subtree mining algo-
rithms which in turn are often extensions of frequent item set mining algorithms as used
with respect to binary valued tabular data [11, 122]. Recall also that a tree is a special
form of graph that offers advantage in the context of graph mining, namely that can-
didate generation and isomorphism testing is much more straight forward than in the
case of graphs.
In the context of FSM, particularly when applied to transaction graph data, a concept
known as the Downward Closure Property (DCP) or the anti-monotone property of
itemsets is often utilised. This is an important concept with respect to both FSM and
frequent VULS mining, thus is discussed in further detail in Section 2.3.1 below. A
central element of FSM algorithms is the mechanism used to determine the frequency of
subgraphs, this is thus discussed in Section 2.3.2. To determine whether a subgraph is
frequent or not its occurrence count is typically compared with a frequency threshold σ,
the nature of this threshold is discussed in Section 2.3.3. Candidate generation is then
considered in Section 2.3.3.1.
2.3.1 The Downward Closure Property
In the context of transaction FSM, where frequency is counted in terms of one count per
transaction in which some subgraph g appears, the downward closure or anti-monotone
property states that if g is not frequent none of its supergraphs can be frequent. This
is significant with respect to FSM candidate generation as discussed in the following
subsection. In some cases the Downward Closure Property (DCP) may apply in the
context of single graph mining depending on how the frequency counting is conducted
[187, 197, 218]. However, in the context of VULS mining, as will be demonstrated in
Chapters 4 and 5, this does not apply; if g is not a VULS this does not mean that none
of the supergraphs of g are also not VULS.
2.3.2 Frequency Counting
As noted above, mechanisms for conducting frequency counting play an essential role in
FSM, and by extension frequent (and minimal frequent) VULS mining. In FSM the term
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Figure 2.4: Patterns with the non-monotonic frequency [138].
support2 is used to describe the occurrence or frequency count of a graph. There are a
variety of ways that support can be defined. In part this is dependent on the nature of
the FSM problem: transaction graph based or single graph based. In transaction graph
mining the options are whether: (i) to consider the presence of a particular subgraph
g in a transaction graph t to represent a count of one regardless of how many times g
actually occurs in t, or (ii) to take into account the occurrences of g in t. We refer to
the second as occurrence counting. In single graph mining the only option is to adopt
occurrence counting and take into account occurrences of g. Given that the focus of this
thesis is on single graph mining the discussion on support counting presented in this
section is directed solely at mechanisms in the context of single large graphs [26, 76].
In general, in the context of single graph mining, there are two possible methods for
determining the frequency of a subgraph. In the first, two embeddings of a subgraph
are considered different, as long as they differ by at least one edge (non-identical). As
a result, arbitrary overlaps of embeddings of the same subgraph are allowed. In the
second, two embeddings are considered different, only if they are edge-disjoint. These
two methods are illustrated in Figures 2.5 and 2.4. In the example presented in Figure
2.5 there are three possible embeddings of the subgraph shown in Figure 2.5(a) in the
input graph given in Figure 2.5(b). Two of these embeddings (shown in Figures 2.5(c)
and (e)) do not share any edges, whereas the second embedding (Figure 2.5(d)) shares
edges with the other two. Thus, if we allow overlaps, the frequency of the subgraph is
3, and if we do not it is 2.
2Support can be defined in general as the proportion of occurrence of a subgraph over a total number
of graph transactions in a transaction graph mining data set.
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Figure 2.5: Overlapped embeddings [138].
The above two ways of counting the frequency of a subgraph lead to problems
with dramatically different characteristics. If we allow arbitrary overlaps between non-
identical embedding the DCP (see above) does not hold. This is illustrated in Figure
2.4 where both the 7-edge subgraph G7 and the 6-edge subgraph G6 are subgraphs of
G. The smaller 6-edge subgraph G6 has only one non-identical embedding whilst the
larger 7-edge subgraph G7 has six non-identical embeddings. The occurrence count for
G6 is therefore less than the occurrence count for G7, thus in this case the DCP does
not necessarily hold; if the frequency threshold σ is defined as 6, then G7 is frequent
but its subgraph G6 is not frequent. On the other hand, if we determine the frequency
of each subgraph by counting the maximum number of its edge-disjoint embeddings3,
then the DCP does hold [217].
With respect to the proposed frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS mining the
first frequency counting method, where two embeddings of a subgraph are considered
different as long as they differ by at least one edge (thus allowing two embeddings
to share some edges), was adopted. Thus the proposed frequent VULS and minimal
frequent VULS mining algorithms presented later in this thesis do not subscribe to the
DCP (see Chapter 5).
2.3.3 The Minimum support threshold σ
As noted in the foregoing subsection a subgraph is considered to be frequent if its support
exceeds a given threshold σ. One option is to fix the value for σ prior to commencing
the FSM. However, it should be noted that: (i) if σ is low we will extract a large number
subgraphs, including many spurious subgraphs; and (ii) if σ is high we may miss many
interesting patterns occurring at low levels of support. Most existing FSM algorithms
3Two embeddings of a subgraph are considered different, as long as they don’t share any edge.
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require that σ be pre-specified. These algorithms are then evaluated by considering
a range of values for σ [26, 70, 76]. This is not appropriate with respect to VULS
mining due to two drawbacks noted above. Also by fixing the value of σ in advance, the
occurrence distribution of generated subgraphs is not taken into account. An alternative
is to compute σ dynamically in a self-adaptive manner. Thus, in the context of frequent
VULS and minimal frequent VULS, a bespoke mechanism for calculating σ dynamically
was developed by the author; this will be presented later in Chapter 5.
In the context of the above there are other measures that can be used to identify
“interesting” subgraphs such as all-confidence [170], h-confidence [226], Jaccard similar-
ity measure [44], MiNImum image based (MNI) support metric [26], Harmful Overlap
(HO) support metric [76], and Maximum Independent Sets (MIS) support metric [76].
However, the ordinary support measure is the most frequently used and hence it was
adopted with respect to the work presented in this thesis.
2.3.3.1 Candidate Generation
As noted above, candidate generation forms a central part of FSM as well as the proposed
VULS mining. FSM typically operates in an iterative manner starting with one edge
candidate subgraphs, then two edge candidate subgraphs, and so on. The proposed
VULS mining also operates in this manner. On each iteration the graphs from the
previous iteration are grown by adding a node connected to the previous graph by an
edge. The important issue in candidate generation is to grow subgraphs so that, as
the process continues, duplicate candidate graphs are not generated. This is why it is
important to use a canonical form as described above in Subsection 2.2.4.
From the literature the most representative candidate generation methods that can
be identified are: (i) Right most extension [1, 196, 198], (ii) Equivalence class based ex-
tension [237], (iii) Right-and-left tree join [100], (iv) Extension and join [38, 41, 110, 117],
(v) Level-wise join [136], and (vi) gFSG-join [139]. With respect to the proposed VULS
mining the right most extension mechanism was adopted due to its reported effectiveness
and efficiency [1, 196, 198]. The right most extension mechanism is described in further
detail in the remainder of this subsection.
The right most path extension method is reported to be complete in that all valid
candidates are enumerated once (it is a non-redundant method) [1, 196, 198]. The
right most extension method views candidate graphs in the form of trees. The tree is
“grown” by: (i) adding backward edges from the rightmost vertex, and then (ii) by
attaching new nodes only to the vertices along the “rightmost path”, the dashed lines
indicate the newly added edges. This is illustrated in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Where the
red vertices indicate the rightmost path. Figure 2.6 gives a current k−edge graph while
Figure 2.7 gives the possible one edge extensions of this graphs to give a sequence of
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(k + 1)−edge subgraphs. Note that backward edges4 can only grow from the rightmost
vertex, while forward edges can grow from vertices on the rightmost path.
Figure 2.6: k-edge subgraph (k=4).
Figure 2.7: (k+1)-edge subgraphs generated by right most extension from the k-edge
subgraph given in Figure 2.6.
2.3.3.2 Frequent Subgraph Mining Algorithms
As noted above, FSM can be directed at either: (i) a set of transaction graphs or (ii)
one large single graph. Broadly FSM techniques can also be divided into two categories
according to the search strategy adopted: (i) Breadth First Strategy (BFS) also referred
to as the Apriori approach; and (ii) Depth First Strategy (DFS) also referred to as the
pattern growth approach. These two categories are similar in spirit to their counterparts
found in Association Rule Mining (ARM), namely the Apriori algorithm [4] and the FP-
growth algorithm [93] respectively.
4A forward edge is an edge that extends to a new end node while a backward edge extends to an
existing end node.
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Figure 2.8: Apriori-based (BFS).
The Apriori approach is illustrated in Figure 2.8. Note that each node corresponds to
a k-edge subgraph. The figure shows that the search for frequent subgraphs starts with
1-edge subgraphs and then moves on to 2-edge subgraphs and so on in a BFS manner.
The new (k+1)-edge subgraphs are generated by growing the previously identified k-
edge subgraphs by using, for example, right most extension. The frequency of the newly
formed (k+1)-edge subgraphs is then checked and only frequent subgraphs are extended.
The whole process iterates in this manner level by level as k is increased. Essentially, the
Apriori-based approach proceeds in a “generate-and-test” manner using a BFS strategy
to explore the subgraph lattice of the given graphbase.
Figure 2.9: Pattern-growth (DFS). Only frequent K-edge subgraphs will be grown to
(K + 1)-edge subgraphs.
In Figure 2.9 the DFS (pattern growth) approach is shown. Note again that each
node corresponds to a k-edge subgraph. For each discovered subgraph g, using the DFS
strategy, g is extended recursively until all the frequent supergraphs of g have been
discovered [229]. All subgraphs containing g1 (coloured in purple) are generated, then
all subgraphs containing g2 (coloured in blue) are generated excluding these containing
g1 and so on. In this manner the pattern growth approaches can avoid duplicate sub-
graphs efficiently. The approach also requires less memory than the Apriori approach.
Moreover, as opposed to Apriori approaches; pattern growth approaches do not need to
generate all the k-edge subgraphs first so as to explore (k+1)-edge subgraphs. Therefore
a pattern growth approach DFS strategy was adopted for VULS candidates generation
and BFS strategy was adopted for identifying VULS from VULS candidates with respect
to this thesis.
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Table 2.2: Frequent subgraph mining algorithm categorisation [122, 140]
Transaction graphs
BFS strategy
AGM [116]
AcGM [117]
FSG [136]
gFSG [139]
Farmer [167]
ISG[206]
MUSE[244]
DPMine [89]
DFS strategy
MoFa [22]
gSpan [229]
ADI-Mine [220]
FFSM [109]
SPIN [111]
TSP[104]
RP-FP[144]
RP-GD[144]
JPMiner[150]
MSPAN[146]
GASTON [168]
Single graph
HSIGRAM [138]
VSIGRAM [138]
FPF [187]
DPMine [89]
SUBDUE [45]
Grew [137]
gApprox [36]
RAM [239]
Table 2.2, taken from [122, 140], gives a categorisation of a range of well known FSM
algorithms according to whether they were intended for transaction graph FSM or single
graph FSM; and in the case of transaction graph FSM, whether they operate in a BFS
or a DFS manner.
The remainder of this section gives a detailed overview of the gSpan algorithm be-
cause of its relevance with respect to the research on VULS mining presented later in
this thesis.
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Algorithm 2 gSpan(G,σ).
1: Sort the labels in G by their frequency;
2: Remove infrequent vertices and edges from G;
3: Relabel the remaining vertices and edges in G according to frequency;
4: S = {};
5: S1 ← All frequent 1-edge subgraphs in G;
6: Sort S1 in DFS lexicographic order;
7: S = S ∪ S1;
8: for each edge e ∈ S1 do
9: s = {};
10: s = s ∪ e; /* s is the set of all subgraphs contain e */
11: S = S ∪ Subgraph Mining(G,s); /* Algorithms 3 */
12: G = G− e; /* Remove e from graph dataset G */
13: if The number of graphs in G < σ × |G| then
14: exit;
15: end if
16: end for
Algorithm 3 Subgraph Mining(G,s)
1: if s 6= mininmalDFScode(s) then
2: return null;
3: end if
4: Enumerate s in each graph in G by right most extension new edge to s and count
its children c’s occurrence support(c);
5: for each c do
6: if support(c) > σ then
7: s = s ∪ c;
8: Subgraph Mining(G,s);
9: end if
10: end for
11: return s;
In the context of transaction graph mining, given a database G comprised of a
collection of graphs and a threshold σ (0 < σ ≤ 1); where G = {G1,G2, . . . ,Gn} and
Gi represents a graph in the graph dataset G. The frequency of a subgraph g in G is
defined by Occurrence(g) = |{Gi ∈ G|g⊆ Gi} | . The support of a graph g is defined as
the fraction of the graphs in G to which g is subgraph isomorphic.
support(g) = Occurrence(g)/|G| (2.2)
A subgraph g is frequent if and only if support(g) > σ. The objective of FSM
algorithms such as gSpan (graph-based Substructure pattern mining) algorithm [229] is
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to find all frequent subgraphs in G. gSpan is a DFS transaction graph FSM algorithm.
The basic gSpan algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 [229]. The input is a graph dataset
G and a minimum support threshold σ. The output is the set of identified frequent
subgraphs S. Note that the concept of frequency is generic regardless of whether we
are considering FSM with respect to transaction graphs or one single large graph (as
in the case of the proposed VULS mining). In both cases frequency is defined using a
threshold σ. The distinction is in how the threshold is defined. In transaction graph
mining it can be expressed simply as a percentage of the transaction graphs in which a
candidate subgraph needs to exist for it to be frequent. This is not so straightforward
in the context of a single graph mining where σ needs to be calculated in some other
way or user specified.
Returning to Algorithm 2, assume we have a label set of {A,B,C, . . . } for the ver-
tices, and a label set of {a,b,c, . . . } for the edges. In Algorithm 2, lines 8-16, on the
first iteration we will discover all the frequent subgraphs containing an edge 〈A, a,A〉.
On the second iteration we will discover all the frequent subgraphs containing 〈A, a,B〉,
but not 〈A, a,A〉. This procedure repeats until all the frequent subgraphs are discov-
ered. Algorithm 3 is recursively called to grow the graphs and find all their frequent
descendants. Algorithm 3 starts (line 1) with a check whether DFS code of subgraph s is
minimal. If the DFS code of subgraph s is not minimal, s has been discovered before (it
is the duplicate subgraph), thus return null, otherwise keep on generating supergraphs
of s by right most extension. The Subgraph Mining procedure stops searching either
when support of the subgraph is less than σ, or its code is not a minimum code, which
means this subgraph and all its descendants have been discovered before.
The VULS classifiers presented later in this thesis “borrow” three techniques from
gSpan: (i) the use of the canonical form, more specifically minimal DFS coding as de-
scribed in section 2.2.4 above; (ii) the candidate generation mechanism, more specifically
right most extension as described in section 2.3.3.1; and (iii) the DFS strategy as intro-
duced above. Private correspondence with the author (XiFeng Yan) of gSpan confirms
that since gSpan has subgraph isomorphism checking embedded within in it. Thus the
time complexity of gSpan can’t be computed in any meaningful manner.
2.4 3D Surface Representation Techniques and Grid Graphs
This section introduces the concept of surface representation, used with respect to vari-
ous application domains such as: medicine and bioinformatics [54, 179, 209, 235], man-
ufacturing [98, 103] and especially computer graphics in the context of animation and
video gaming [99, 102]. The significance is, that as noted in the introduction to this
thesis, the AISF primary application domain of interest involves 3D surfaces (as does
the secondary satellite image interpretation domain).
There are many ways of representing 3D surfaces. The most straight forward is a
point cloud [134], these can be used in the context of both the sheet metal forming
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and the satellite image interpretation applications as will be described in chapter 3.
A point cloud is simply a collection of unordered and unorganised data points, P =
{pi = (xi, yi, zi) |1 6 i 6 n}. A variety of techniques are available to generate such
point clouds, these include: (i) laser and optical scanners, (ii) 3D digitizers (coordinate
measuring machines), (iii) some Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) systems and (iv) range data converters5 such as in [5, 214]. In
the case of the work described in this thesis concerning sheet metal forming the clouds of
interested were generated either using a CAD system or an optical measuring system6.
Although point cloud representations are simple there is often a need, depending on
a particular application domain, for a higher level representation. A wide range of 3D
representation techniques have been proposed. An overview of these different represen-
tations is presented in this section. These are categorised as follows: (i) Mathematical
representations (Parametric and Implicit representation)[151, 201, 202], (ii) Mesh (Poly-
gonization) representations (grid graph representation), and (iii) other representations
such as Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [223], Boundary Representation (B-Rep)
[178] and Voxel Representation[87, 126].
Most 3D surface representations listed above are directed at visualisation and not
further interpretation. These types of representations are therefore not well suited to
surface representation for springback prediction and satellite image interpretation (the
application focus with respect to this thesis). Note that in the context of the work
described in this thesis we are interested in 3D representations that are not only able
to capture the geometrical information contained in a given surface but also support
the application of classification techniques. Mesh (Polygonization) representations meet
such needs because they provide a useful mechanism for representing 3D surfaces in such
a way that they can be mined (as will be demonstrated later in this thesis). A regular
mesh grid representations, more precisely a square grid representation, was adopted with
respect to this thesis, and hence mesh representations are considered in some further
detail in the remainder of this section.
A Mesh representation, of a given 3D object, is defined in terms of a collection of 0-
dimensional cells (vertices), 1-dimensional cells (edges) and 2-dimensional cells (facets)
in R3. Thus, an object is defined by a pair of ordered lists:
〈P,V〉
where:
• P = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} is a set of polygons described in such a way that pi =
vi1, vi2, . . . , vij is the polygon comprised of j vertices (thus if j = 3 we would
have a triangular polygon [31], see Figure 2.10). The set P is normally used to de-
scribe topological information (information about the connectivity between V). In
5Range data is 2D data where each “pixel” value describes the distance between the points in a 3D
scene (object) to a specific point such as a camera. It is sometimes considered to be a special form of
3D data referred to as “2.5D” data.
6The actual system used was a GOM (Gesellschaft fur Optische Messtechnik).
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Figure 2.10: Triangular mesh representation using j = 3 [134].
Figure 2.11: Rectangular mesh representation using j = 4 [134].
other words, the mesh can be seen as unstructured grid. For the work presented in
this thesis, j was set to 4 indicating the usage of square polygons with respect to a
“regular mesh grid” (or square mesh as shown in Figure 2.11) as will be described
further in chapter 3.
• V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is a set of n vertices defined in terms of a 3D coordinate system
where vi = (xi, yi, zi).
Constructing a mesh representation from a point cloud is a well known problem in
the field of 3D geometrical modelling referred to as “surface reconstruction”. Surface
reconstruction has been widely investigated in the context of various domains such as
reverse engineering (reconstructing a representation given a visualisation of a 3D object)
and face recognition. Alternatively the polygons that frequently make up mesh represen-
tations can be generated from parametric mathematical representations [135] and from
implicit mathematical representations [169]. Recall that the representation techniques
used with respect to this thesis should facilitate graph translation (as well as VULS ver-
tex classification). Mesh representations inherently support such graph conversion. The
popularity of mesh representations comes from their simplicity and high manageability
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in the context of 3D design (easy to define and modify). With respect to the work
described in this thesis, the advantages of the mesh representation are incorporated into
a uniform equal grid representation where the centre points of these grids represent the
set V. Using a regular grid the connectivity information can be easily attained, therefore
the regular grid (mesh) representation adopted in this thesis is considered to be a special
form of the mesh representation without the set P. More specifically a regular (square)
grid representation was adopted because:
1. It was compatible with the CAD/CAM systems used to generate desired shape
descriptions in the context of sheet metal forming.
2. It was simple to generate and process.
3. When combined with other representation forms (such as grid graphs) it readily
supported edge connection (as will be demonstrated later in this thesis).
4. It facilitated the capture of local geometries (again as will be demonstrated later
in this thesis).
5. It provided a useful mechanism whereby geometrical information could be stored
(and subsequently used or reused).
6. It provided flexibility in that it supported translation into other forms such as grid
graphs.
As noted above further detail of the grid (mesh) representation used with respect to
this thesis will be presented in Chapter 3. However, it should be noted here that grid
representations have been used elsewhere, for example with respect to texture analysis
in the context of satellite image processing [87, 126] and terrain analysis in Geographical
Information System (GIS) [153]; thus adding to the case for their adoption with respect
to the work presented in this thesis. Of course the effectiveness of mesh representations
can be influenced by surface complexity. However, in the case of the 3D surfaces consid-
ered in this thesis, surfaces representing objects that can be produced using AISF and
surfaces representing satellite images, this is not an issue.
An additional advantage of regular square grid mesh representations, of specific in-
terest with respect to the VULS mining proposed in this thesis, is that they can easily
be represented as grid graphs. More specifically graphs where each vertex represented a
grid square (with a value associated with it) which is connected to its immediate neigh-
bouring grid squares by edges labelled with slope in each case. The advantage offered
by this representation is that it lends itself to the concept of VULS mining to identify
unique subgraphs that have a particular error pattern (vertex labelling) associated with
them. Given a new shape S the identified VULS can then be used to predict a resulting
shape S′ as a result of applying some process P . Of course good coverage of S is nec-
essary so as to generate effective predictions. Further detail concerning grid graphs will
be presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Finally, at the end of this section, it should also be noted that there are alternative
mesh representations, to that proposed and utilised in this thesis, that have been adopted
elsewhere with respect to research related to AISF, such as the work presented in [149,
159]. However the work presented in [149, 159] was not directed at using data mining
(vertex classification) techniques to predict springback. It is the view of the author that
usage of a regular square grid mesh is best suited to the derivation of grid graphs to
which VULS mining, and by extension vertex classification, can easily be applied; than
the more complex alternative mesh representations used in [149, 159].
2.5 Classification
A central theme of this thesis is classification, specifically vertex classification. Classi-
fication is concerned with the construction of a “classifier” which can be used to label
previously unseen data. Classification algorithms can be categorised as being: (i) su-
pervised, (ii) unsupervised and (iii) semi-supervised. Supervised learning requires the
availability of (costly) pre-labelled training data with which to build (train) a classifier.
Unsupervised learning requires no training data but tends to produce less accurate clas-
sifiers. Semi-supervised learning is where use is made of both labelled and unlabelled
data for training purposes, typically a small amount of labeled data is used together
with a large amount of unlabelled data. Semi-supervised lies somewhere between un-
supervised learning (without any labelled training data) and supervised learning (with
only labeled training data).
The single graph vertex classification sub-domain can be divided into two application
dependent approaches: (i) semi-supervised learning and (ii) supervised learning. In
the case of semi-supervised learning we consider a single input graph which is partially
labelled and the objective is to build a classifier, using the vertices with known classes, to
predict the labels for the remaining vertices. From the literature there are many reported
techniques directed at semi-supervised learning for vertex classification, such as: (i)
graph regularization [15, 53] (where the graph is represented as a weighted matrix), (ii)
methods based on the amount of “functional flow” through the vertices [164], (iii) global
graph consistency methods [125, 219], (iv) methods that use Markov Random Fields [56],
(v) methods that use Gaussian Random Fields [163, 212] and (vi) more recently, methods
founded on kernelized score functions (for vertex ranking) [175]. Supervised learning,
in turn, is founded on the use of one or more fully vertex pre-labelled training graphs
which are then used to train a classifier to be applied to previously “unseen” graphs
(graphs without vertex labels). So far there is limited research directed at supervised
vertex classification. Existing techniques include: (i) “robust vertex classification” using
a sparse signal representation [37] and (ii) universally consistent vertex classification for
latent position graphs [199]. The work presented in this thesis falls into the supervised
single graph vertex classification category and this is therefore discussed further in this
section.
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The rest of this section is organised as follows. As noted above, vertex classification
is typically conducted in either a semi-supervised or supervised manner, the first is
discussed in Section 2.5.1 while the second is discussed in Section 2.5.2. More general
classification, as opposed to vertex classification, is of significance in the context of this
thesis because, for comparison purposes, a number of traditional classifiers are applied
to the vertex classification problem. More specifically J48 and Naive Bayes are used. A
brief overview of these is thus given in Section 2.5.3.
2.5.1 Semi-supervised Vertex Classification
In the context of semi-supervised vertex classification, the problem of labelling a partially
labeled graph is considered. This general problem arises in a number of different settings.
For example, in survey sampling, one has a database of individuals along with their
preference profiles that determines a graph structure based on similarity of preferences.
One wishes to estimate a survey variable (e.g. hours of TV watched, amount of cheese
consumed, etc.). Rather than survey the entire set of individuals every time, which
might be impractical, one may sample a subset of the individuals and then attempt to
infer the survey variable for the rest of the individuals. There has been an increase of
interest in semi-supervised learning recently, because of the increase in the number of
datasets with large amounts of unlabelled examples and only a few labelled ones. For
instances, [53] proposes a non-parametric algorithm using a function induction method
that minimizes a regularization criterion applied to an out-of-sample example.
In label prediction problems vertices represent partially labeled instances and the
edges pairwise similarities among vertices; the aim is then to label the unlabelled part of
the graph by exploiting the topology of the network and the a priori knowledge encoded
in the labelled vertices [17]. A variety of methods have been proposed for vertex label
classification, examples include: (i) algorithms based on the “guilt-by-association” prin-
ciple [156, 176], (ii) methods focused on clustering [189, 242] and (iii) methods based
on random walks [10, 16, 56, 120, 241, 243]. The main differences between the vari-
ous semi-supervised vertex classification algorithms, such as spectral methods, random
walks, graph mincuts and transductive SVM; lie in their way of realizing the assumption
of consistency. Furthermore, some semi-supervised vertex classification techniques may
be adapted to supervised vertex classification.
2.5.2 Supervised Vertex Classification
In the context of supervised vertex classification, classifiers are generated from training
graph data (with both vertex and edge labels). The generated classifiers are then used
to predict class labels of vertices in “unseen” graphs. Exemplar techniques include: (i)
robust vertex classification via sparse signal representation [37], (ii) universally consistent
vertex classification [199], (iii) Bayesian network [86], (iv) Probabilistic Model [56], (v)
Markov random walks [56], (vi) SVM (Support Vector Machines) [212] and (vii) the
random dot product graph model [194]. The work presented in this thesis is directed
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at supervised vertex classification. However, most existing vertex classification methods
operate in a very different manner to graph mining (the theme of this thesis). Thus
VULS vertex classification proposed in this thesis thus represents a novel approach to
the vertex classification problem. For the same reason, it is difficult to compare our
VULS classifiers with existing vertex classification methods, therefore, some alternative
existing classification approaches have been chosen with which to compare the proposed
VULS classifiers, this will be discussed further in the next Subsection.
2.5.3 Classification Techniques
As noted above, later in this thesis some comparison is conducted using more standard
forms of classification, typically directed at tabular data. More specifically, the J48
decision tree classification and Naive Bayes classification algorithms are utilised because
these are popular exemplars of “standard” classification algorithms. Some brief details
of these two algorithms is therefore presented in the following two Sections.
2.5.3.1 J48.
The J48 algorithm is a WEKA7 implementation of the ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3)
Decision Tree (DT) algorithm. With respect to the work described in this thesis the J48
algorithm [174] was adopted as it has been considered to be a benchmark DT classifier
throughout the data mining community. J48 uses Information Gain (IG) as the splitting
criteria whereby the attribute with the highest information gain is selected to be used
at the current node. IG(A) is a measure of the difference in entropy from before to after
the set S is split on an attribute A. In other words, how much uncertainty in S was
reduced after splitting set S on attribute A. IG is calculated using Equation 2.3:
IG(A,S) = Entropy(S)−
∑
t∈T
Pt × Entropy(t) (2.3)
where (i) Entropy(S) is the entropy of set S, (ii) T is the subsets created from splitting
set S by attribute A such that S =
⋃
t∈T t, (iii) Pt is the proportion of the number of
elements in t to the number of elements in set S, and (iv) Entropy(t) is the entropy of
subset t. Entropy(D) is a measure of the amount of uncertainty in the (data) set D. It
is calculated using Equation 2.4.
Entropy(D) =
i=|c|∑
i=1
−Pilog2Pi (2.4)
where Pi is the probability of class i ∈ c. Normally, Pi = |Ci,D||D| where |Ci, D| is the num-
ber of records corresponding to class i with respect to the entire data set D. Intuitively,
0 6 Entropy(D) 6 1. Entropy is thus a measure of the homogeneity of a given data
set. If Entropy(D)= 0, then all the records belong to the same class and therefore the
7http://data-mining.business-intelligence.uoc.edu/home/j48-decision-tree
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outcome is certain. On the other hand, if Entropy(D)= 1 this would mean that the data
set is totally homogeneous and all classes are equally likely. IG is thus a measure of the
expected reduction in the entropy for a given attribute. In other words IG indicates the
“importance” of a given attribute with respect to the DT construction process. In the
context of Equation 2.3 the importance of an attribute is determined by identifying the
entropy value of the attribute before and after splitting. The same calculation is made
for the complete set of attributes and the attribute that maximises information gain is
selected for the DT node in question. The interesting reader can find further detail and
a worked example in [173].
2.5.3.2 Naive Bayes.
Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers based on the well known Bayes probability
theorem:
P (H|A) = P (A|H)P (H)
P (A)
(2.5)
where H is a “hypothesis” and A is an “evidence”. The probability of the hypothesis
H holding given the evidence A is denoted by the conditional probability P (H|A) and
is called the posterior probability. In the context of classification, A is a vector of n
features whereby A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}. Similarly, the conditional probability P (A|H) is
the posterior probability of a given H. P (H) and P (A) are called the prior probability
of the hypothesis H and the feature vector A respectively. The prior probability is the
distribution probability without considering any event, while the posterior probability
considers the event H. Bayes theorem assumes that all the attributes in a feature vector
are independent, this is why it is sometimes referred to as Naive Bayes; however, the as-
sumption simplifies the calculation. Given a training set of n records T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}
where each ti comprises l attributes ti = {a1, a2, . . . , al}. Suppose that there are m
classes where ti belongs to class k if and only if the posterior probability P (Ck|ti) has
the highest probability value amongst other classes:
P (Ck|ti) > P (Cj |ti),1 6 j 6 m, and j 6= k (2.6)
Recall that P (Ck|ti) is calculated using Equation 2.5. A Bayesian classifier is con-
structed as follows [95].
1. Estimate the prior probability P (Ck) of each class, P (Ck) =
|Ck,T |
n , where |Ck, T |
is the number of tuples in T that belongs to class Ck and n is the total number of
tuples in the training set. The prior probability P (H) is constant for all classes.
2. Maximise the posterior probabilityP (ti|ck) by finding the total product of the
posterior probability of each attribute in ti individually as follows
8.
8In case of continuous attribute values, the Gaussian distribution is assumed along with a mean µ and
standard deviation σ to be used for the calculation of probability. P (x |Ck) = f(x) = 1√2piσ e
−(x−µ)2
2σ2 .
See [94] for more details.
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P (ti|Ck) =
l∐
i=1
P (ai|Ck) = P (a1|Ck)×P (a2|Ck)×P (a3|Ck)×· · ·×P (al|Ck) (2.7)
3. Finally, calculate P (ti|Ck)P (Ck) for all m classes. The class Ck that has the
highest P (ti|Ck)P (Ck) value associated with it is selected as the predicted class.
The main limitation of Bayesian classifiers is the Naive Bayes assumption. However,
their main advantages are their simplicity and computational efficiency; they only require
a single scan of the training data and provide a fast classification of new unlabelled cases.
[95].
2.6 Evaluation Criteria
One of the aims of the work presented in this thesis was to investigate the utility of the
proposed VULS mining in terms of vertex classification. As noted in the introduction
to this thesis this investigation was conducted with respect to two application domains
(i) springback prediction in the context of sheet metal forming and (ii) ground type
identification with respect to satellite image interpretation. In the context of vertex
classification the proposed VULS classifiers were evaluated individually and compara-
tively using the following metrics:
• Individually: Using accuracy and Area Under ROC Curve (AUC).
• Comparatively: First by comparing collated AUC values, and then statistically
by applying the Friedman and the Nemenyi tests to demonstrate whether there
was a statistically significant difference between the operation of the proposed
classifiers.
These measures are reviewed in this section. This section is organised as follows. Sub-
section 2.6.1 presents an overview of the evaluation measures used with respect to the
individual evaluations (accuracy and AUC). An overview of statistical significance test-
ing is presented in Subsection 2.6.2. The Freidman Test, the statistical comparison
technique adopted with respect to the work presented in this thesis, is then described
in Subsection 2.6.3.
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2.6.1 Accuracy, AUC, TCV and SD
Figure 2.12: Confusion matrix.
There are many mechanisms for assessing the effectiveness of classifiers; as noted above,
with respect to the work presented in this thesis, accuracy and AUC were used because
the usage of these measures is frequently reported in the literature [112, 147]. Alternative
methods include sensitivity and specificity. Accuracy is calculated simply as shown in
Equation 2.8:
accuracy =
number of records correctly classified
total number of records
(2.8)
However, although accuracy provides for an easily understandable measure of the
overall quality of a classifier (hence its usage in this thesis), it does not take into con-
sideration the distribution of the classes. In this respect AUC is a more appropriate
measure [23, 97]. Broadly, the ROC curve concept was originally used in signal de-
tection theory to depict the trade-off between hit rates and false alarm rates. The “hit
rate” is called the True Positive Rate (TPR), benefit or sensitivity; while the “false alarm
rate” is called the False Positive Rate (FPR), or cost. Both are expressed in the form
of a real number ranging from between 0.0 and 1.0. TPR and FPR are calculated using
the concept of what is known as a confusion matrix as shown in Figure 2.12. Confusion
matrices are used with respect to two class problems. With reference to Figure 2.12:
(i) the True Positives (TP) value is the number of instances that are correctly classified
as belonging to the Positive class, (ii) the False Negatives (FN) value is the number
of instances belonging to Positive class that are erroneously predicted as belonging to
Negative class, (iii) the True Negatives (TN) value is the number of instances that are
correctly classified as belonging to Negative class and (iv) the False Positives (FP) value
is the number of instances belonging to Negative class that are erroneously predicted as
belonging to Positive class. Using a confusion matrix TPR and FPR are calculated as
shown in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 respectively. Note that accuracy can also be derived
from a confusion matrix using Equation 2.11.
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Figure 2.13: The ROC curve. The solid blue line indicates a good ROC curve that
reaches the upper left corner and the dotted line indicates a random classifier (guessing).
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
= sensitivity (2.9)
FPR =
FP
TN + FP
= 1− specificity (2.10)
accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.11)
A ROC curve is generated by plotting the FPR (False Positive Rate) against the
TPR (True Positive Rate) (with the FPR plotted along the X-axis and the TPR along
the Y-axis). Both TPR and FPR range from 0 to 19. In the ROC space, the best
classification performance exists in the upper left corner (where FPR=0 and TPR=1)
while the diagonal represents random classification (guessing); as shown in Figure 2.13.
Therefore, a “good” ROC curve is one that reaches the upper left corner.
The Area Under a ROC curve (AUC) is a single value frequently used to measure
classifier performance (0 ≤ AUC ≤ 1). In other words AUC is an indicator of the
probability that a classifier will correctly classify instances [9, 113, 148, 161]. Note
that an AUC value of 0.5 indicates a random classifier (guessing). To illustrate the
distinction between accuracy and AUC, consider a 2-class problem where class 1 has
990 instances and class 2 has 10 instances, then the accuracy of the generated model by
simply guessing class 1 would be 990990+10×100 = 99%; “on the face of it” a good accuracy
value. However, a classifier that does this is clearly not a good classifier as indicated by
the AUC= 0.5 that would describe this situation. Thus the main advantage of AUC is
its ability to deal with unbalanced data sets since it considers the distribution of classes
(TPR and FPR values) [73]. Therefore, AUC was chosen to be the other performance
measure used with respect to the proposed classifiers presented in this thesis because of
9https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAl6eAyP-yo
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the uneven vertex label distributions within the evaluation datasets. The further detail
of AUC can be found in [147].
However, with respect to the evaluation data sets used these featured more than
two classes, hence the above confusion matrix based approach to AUC calculation was
inappropriate. Instead the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) statistical method, which
employs a ranking concept based on the signal detection theory proposed by [96], was
used with respect to the work described in this thesis to calculate AUC values10. A full
example on how to calculate the AUC value, based on the MWW statistic, is presented
in Appendix A.
For the presented evaluations Ten Cross Validation (TCV) [192] was adopted, where
appropriate, in order to reduce the likelihood of overfitting [79]. Overfitting mainly
occurs when a generated classifier (model) is fitted to the training data in such a per-
fect manner that the resulting classifier is not suited to classifying anything else (thus
defeating the objective of generating the classifier in the first place). TCV is used in
order to limit the implication of overfitting. TCV is a well established technique for
evaluating the performance of supervised learners whereby the data is divided into ten
parts so that class labels are distributed equally (stratified). Using the TCV technique
the learner is applied ten times, each time to a different 9/10 of the data set, and tested
using the remaining 1/10. On completion, the recorded results of the ten iterations are
used to compute an averaged set of results.
Note that in this thesis, when reporting average values, such as those generated using
TCV, the associated Standard Deviation (SD) is also reported. SD is a measure of how
much variation exists with respect to a given average value. A low SD indicates that
the values are close to the average. A high SD indicates that the values are spread out
over a large range of values.
2.6.2 Overview of Statistical Performance Comparison
Given a collection of classifiers and a particular data set, one will usually produce a
better accuracy and AUC then the others. The question is whether this is statistically
significant or not. There are many techniques for statistical comparison. This section
provides some background concerning the most common (popular) techniques used to
perform the statistical comparison of competing classification techniques, and explain
the reason why the Friedman’s Test (presented in the following Section) was used in this
thesis.
A number of different approaches have been proposed to conduct statistical compar-
ison between the operation of different classifiers. Typically, these approaches can be
categorised as being either: (i) parametric or (ii) non-parametric. The first is used when
the distribution of the data set is drawn from a normal (Gaussian) distribution. The
second makes no assumption about the distribution of the data set (Distribution-Free).
10The AUC/ROC calculation conducted using the well known Weka data mining workbench is also
done using the Mann Whitney statistic [224].
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The size of the data sets also has an impact on whether parametric or non-parametric
analysis is conducted. For large data sets, both the parametric and the non parametric
statistical tests have the same implication (in other words, there is no difference between
the parametric and non-parametric tests for large data sets). Several forms of statistical
test have been proposed with respect to both parametric and non-parametric testing.
For comparison between only two classifiers over different data sets, the paired t-test
has been proposed for parametric data, while the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test has been
proposed for non-parametric data. For more details and examples concerning theses
tests see [55].
To determine whether there is a statistical difference between the operation of more
than two classifiers the Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) and Friedman test have been
extensively used [190]. The ANOVA statistical test is based on two assumptions: (i)
the normal distribution of the classification results and (ii) that the data sets used have
equal variance (the homogeneity of variance) [55]. Although both assumptions cannot be
guaranteed, the violation of them would cause a greater effect on any post-hoc testing.
Thus the ANOVA statistical test is not recommended for classification analysis unless
both assumptions are certainly satisfied. However, the Friedman test is mainly directed
at non-parametric testing. The Friedman test offers two advantages over parametric
techniques (such as ANOVA): (i) ease of computation and interpretation and (ii) its
ability to demonstrate the classification performance in terms of ranks rather than vague
averages [84]. The Friedman test was thus chosen to evaluate the performance of the
different proposed techniques with respect to this thesis. In addition to the practical
advantages offered by the Friedman test, it was also chosen because [82, 84, 213]:
• There is no guarantee that the AUC results obtained from the proposed techniques
follow the normal (Gaussian) distribution (the data is thus assumed to be non-
parametric).
• The Friedman statistical test is generally recommended (see for example [55]) for
use with related data sets while the ANOVA test is recommended for unrelated
data sets. With respect to the work described in this thesis the data sets used
were considered to be related data sets (see Chapter 3).
2.6.3 Friedman’s Test
This section describes the operation of the Friedman statistical test [29, 55, 81, 83, 143].
The Friedman test is commenced by ranking each classification technique according to
their performance in ascending order with respect to each data set considered. The
ranking can be done using AUC or accuracy (or any other value of interest), although
AUC is used throughout this thesis. The mean rank of each classifier j, ARj , was then
computed across all the data sets. With D representing the overall number of data sets,
K the overall number of classifiers, and rij the rank of classifier j with respect to data
set i, the Friedman test statistic was then calculated as follows:
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χ2F =
12D
K(K+1))
[∑K
j=1AR
2
j − K(K+1)
2
4
]
(2.12)
ARj =
1
D
∑D
i=1 r
i
j (2.13)
where χ2F is distributed according to the Chi-Square distribution with K − 1 Degrees of
freedom.
The null hypothesis, H0, being tested was that there was no statistically significant
difference between the operation of the compared classifiers. In other words that the
performance differences observed with respect to (say) the reported AUC results was
not statistically significant different, but simply due to random chance. If the value
of χ2F is above a given threshold, then the null hypothesis that there is no difference
in the operation of the classifiers can be rejected. The smallest level of significance
that can result in the rejection of the null hypothesis is represented by a threshold value
called the p-value. The p-value not only provides information about whether a statistical
hypothesis test is significant or not, it also indicates “how significant” the result is. Note
also that the smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence against H0. If H0 can be
rejected, a so-called post hoc test can be applied to detect which specific approaches
differ significantly from the rest. In this respect Dems˘ar [55] recommended the use of
the Nemenyi test. The Nemenyi post-hoc test [166] was thus applied so as to identify
significant differences (if any) between the individual approaches. Using the Nemenyi
post-hoc test the performances of two or more approaches (classifiers) is significantly
different if their average ranks differ by at least a Critical Difference value (CD), given
by:
CD = qα,∞,K
√
K(K + 1)
12D
(2.14)
The value qα,∞,K is based on the “studentized” range statistic and is tabulated in stan-
dard statistical textbooks as shown in Figure 2.14. With respect to the evaluation
presented here the outcome from applying the Friedman test and the Nemenyi post-hoc
tests are presented using a modified version of Dems˘ar’s significance diagrams [55, 143].
These diagrams display the ranked performances of competing classifiers, along with
their critical difference, to clearly indicate those classifiers whose operation is signifi-
cantly different from the other classifiers (in terms of recorded AUC value in the case of
the evaluation reported in this thesis).
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Figure 2.14: Critical values for the two-tailed Nemenyi test11.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the background to the work presented in this thesis. The
chapter covered three main areas: (i) Graph mining, (ii) Vertex classification and (iii) 3D
surface representation. An overview of graph mining techniques, especially single graph
based FSM and transaction graphs based FSM were provided. 3D surface representation
techniques, vertex classification techniques and traditional standard classifiers, such as
J48 and Naive Bayes, were also summarised. Finally the criteria used to evaluate the
operation of the proposed classifier was presented. It was noted that two types of
evaluation were conducted: (i) individual evaluation for each proposed classifier using
accuracy and AUC; and (ii) overall performance evaluation using statistical approaches.
Both evaluation mechanisms were reviewed in this chapter. In the next chapter the two
application domains with respect to the evaluation presented later in this thesis will be
considered: (i) sheet metal forming (AISF) and (ii) satellite image interpretation.
11Source : http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~fatc/AM/Nemenyi_critval.pdf
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Application Domain and Data
Sets
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the data sets used for evaluation purposes with respect to the
work presented in this thesis. The data sets were drawn from two specific application
domains: (i) sheet metal forming, and (ii) satellite image interpretation. However, it
should be recalled that the primary application focus of the thesis was the sheet metal
forming application, while the purpose of the satellite image application was to consider
the broader applicability of the VULS concept. It should also be recalled that the
identified input to the proposed VULS mining techniques, and the mechanism for using
identified VULS for vertex classification, is a grid graph. Using grid graphs allows for
comparison with more standard classification approaches. However, it should also be
noted, as will become apparent later in this thesis, that the VULS context is applicable
to other forms of graph than grid graphs. This point will be revisited when future work
is discussed in chapter 9.
In the context of grid graphs, theses are extracted from grids (meshes) describing
some 3D surface of interest. Each grid square in such a grid is defined by its centre
point which is in turn defined by an X-Y coordinate pair. Each grid point also has a
“Z” value associated with it. In the case of the sheet metal forming application this was
a height above some reference point. In the case of the satellite image interpretation
application this was a pixel intensity value. With respect to the training data used for
generating VULS, and the test data used for vertex classification evaluation purposes,
each grid cell also had a label of some form associated with it describing some feature
of interest. In the case of the sheet metal forming application this was springback, in
the case of the satellite image application this was ground type.
The raw data sets related to the two application domains were in very different for-
mats (point clouds and images) thus the mechanisms required to translate the raw data
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sets into the desired grid graph format were also different. Consequently the applica-
tions are considered in two separate sections; Sub-section 3.2 considers the sheet metal
forming application domain while Sub-section 3.3 the satellite image domain.
So as to compare the operation of the proposed VULS techniques with the usage of
more standard (traditional) classification approaches (Naive Bayes and J48) the data
sets used also had to be pre-processed in a different manner. This pre-processing is
described in Sub-section 3.4. It should be noted here that this processing was only
applicable because of the nature of the grid represented raw data under consideration.
Given other forms of input graph data, this process is unlikely to be applicable. The
chapter is concluded with a summary and a “look ahead” in Section 3.5.
3.2 Application Domain One: Asymmetric Incremental
Sheet Forming (AISF) and Springback Prediction
As noted in the introduction to this thesis the exemplar domain at which the work
described in this thesis is directed at sheet metal forming. As described in the intro-
duction to this thesis sheet metal forming is concerned with manufacturing of shapes
from sheet metal. There are various ways whereby this can be achieved, but one such
process, again as noted in the introduction to this thesis, is Asymmetric Incremental
Sheet Forming (AISF). The advantages of AISF are that it is comparatively inexpensive
and does not require heating of the metal (heating introduces potential fracture points
and adds an additional financial overhead). The disadvantage of AISF metal forming,
and similar processes, is that deformation (springback) is introduced as a result of the
application of the process, consequently the intended shape will not be the same as the
actual shape produced. Thus, the AISF process commences with a desired input shape,
sometimes referred to as the CAD shape, defined in terms of a set of 3-D coordinates;
and produces an output shape which, as a result of the process, is a “variation” of the
desired input shape because of the springback that has been introduced. The resulting
output shape can be recorded using an optical measuring system1 to generate a second
set of 3-D coordinates. Thus before and after coordinate clouds (input and output) can
be identified.
The springback prediction problem is well described in [64, 68, 69, 129, 184] where
it is presented as follows. Given a desired shape T , a process P and a resulting shape T ′
it is seen as desirable to be able to predict the correlation A between T and T ′ so that
given a new shape S we can predict the outcome S′ and consequently attempt to redefine
S so as to minimise the springback. A simple answer to the problem can be expressed
as A = T+T
′
2 , where A is the redefined shape. However, the springback introduced
by process P is not evenly spread across the entire output shape; it is conjectured
by domain experts that the nature of the springback may be dependent on a number
1For the work described in this thesis a GOM (Gesellschaft fu¨r Optische Messtechnik) optical mea-
suring tool, produced by GOM mbH, was used.
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of factors such as tool head shape, tool head speed, tool head pitch, lubricant, blank
holder, type of alloy, sheet thickness, sheet size, shape geometry and the forming process
used. Whatever the case it is generally acknowledged that a key influencing factor is
the geometry of the desired shape. Therefore it can be assumed that the nature of the
springback (correlation) between T and T ′, as a result of the application of the process
P , is localised according to the geometry of T (and by extension T ′). In this thesis it is
suggested that the VULS concept can be used for predicting the springback associated
with local geometries (regional vertex label classification).
Figure 3.1: Example AISF machine 1
[129], the work piece is clamped in posi-
tion while the tool head “pushes out” the
desired shape; on release, springback oc-
curs as a result of which the final shape
is not the desired shape.
Figure 3.2: Example AISF
machine 2, a metal sheet is
clamped into a holder and
the desired shape is pro-
duced using the continuous
movement of a simple round-
headed forming tool.
Figure 3.3: Square based pyramid
(upside down) at the point when it
is unclamped after application of the
AISF process.
Figure 3.4: Square based pyramid
(right way up); the markings are
used with respect to the GOM op-
tical measuring tool.
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The rest of this section is structured as follows. In Sub-section 3.2.1 a brief overview
of the AISF process and some related work is presented. In Sub-section 3.2.2 the grid
representation commonly adopted with respect to work on AISF is presented (note
that this description is based on the work of [64, 68, 69, 129, 184]). A mechanism for
measuring the deformation between T and T ′ is then presented in Sub-section 3.2.3
(again the presented description is based on that of [64, 68, 69, 129, 184]). The AISF
data sets used and the adopted translation process are then detailed in Sub-sections
3.2.4 and 3.2.5 respectively. This section is concluded with Sub-section 3.2.6 where
some statistics concerning the generated AISF grid graphs are presented.
3.2.1 AISF Process
When manufacturing parts using AISF a metal sheet is clamped into a holder and the
desired shape is produced using the continuous movement of a simple round-headed
forming tool. Two different AISF machines are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The
forming tool is provided with a “tool path” generated by a CAD model and the part is
“pressed” out according to the coordinates of the tool path. However, as already noted,
due to the nature of both the metal used and the manufacturing process, springback
occurs; which means that the geometry of the shaped part is different to the geometry
of the desired part (deformation has thus been introduced). Figure 3.3 shows a square
based pyramid shape at the point when it has been unclamped from the AISF machine;
Figure 3.4 shows the same shape “the right way up”. The deformation that has been
introduced can be seen by inspection of the two figures; the edges of the shape in Figure
3.4 are bent-up towards the corners. In [6] the authors consider a number of products
that could potentially be formed using AISF and demonstrated that the accuracy of
the formed part needs to be improved before this process could be used in a large scale
production. In [101] the authors considered two drawbacks of the AISF process relating
to the metal thickness and the geometric accuracy of the resulting shape.
There has been a substantial amount of work on dynamic tool path correction in the
context of laser guided tools (see for example [52] and [62]). However, AISF requires
that the tool path is specified in advance rather than as the process develops. In [12]
a multi-stage forming technique is presented, as opposed to the more standard single
pass by the machine tool, several passes are made so that the process can attempt to
take into account the deformation that is introduced by springback. As a case study a
square based pyramid shape was considered. From [12] it is interesting to note that if the
initial geometry comprises corner radii larger than the desired radii, and if a number of
forming passes are applied, less distortion results then would be encountered otherwise;
in other words, if we have an estimate of springback, we can take this into account when
specifying our CAD shape.
From the literature a number of methods have been proposed for calculating spring-
back. For many years the Finite Element Method (FEM) has been used as an industry
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standard for calculating the springback associated with sheet metal in forming pro-
cesses [165]. However, the results of FEM calculations are not very accurate because
of the involvement of complex non-linear factors [227]. Not unsurprisingly data mining
techniques have also been applied in the context of sheet metal forming springback pre-
diction. There are many examples of the use of neural networks to support sheet metal
forming [61, 68, 114, 131, 132, 155, 172, 181]. Considering one example only, in [172]
a neural network was trained to predict springback. Several inputs were used for the
neural network to train on; such as: thickness, radius and springback. It was observed
that the predictions made by the neural networks were very close to the simulation re-
sults. Rule based learning techniques have also been popular. For example in [233] rule
based mining was used to extract knowledge from data generated by Finite Element
Analysis (FEA). Another similar approach was proposed in [238] for the U-draw sheet
metal bending process where a rule based system was used to extract knowledge from
FEA simulation data. The nature of the material, and various process parameters, were
considered with respect to their effect on springback. However, there has been very little
reported work (none) on the use of graph mining techniques to predict AISF springback.
In the context of the above previous work, it should be recalled here that the objective
of the thesis is to identify the most appropriate mechanisms where VULS mining can
be conducted for the purpose of vertex classification. The objective of the thesis is not
necessarily to solve the AISF springback prediction problem. This application domain
was simply used as a “driver” for the work. The above discussion of previous work on
springback has been included here so as to provide the reader with a comprehensive
understanding of the AISF springback issue. Hence in the evaluation presented later
in this thesis comparisons are not made with the above previously proposed prediction
mechanisms; instead the evaluation is directed at vertex classification using the VULS
concept.
3.2.2 Grid Representation
This section considers the grid representation extracted from the AISF data. The de-
scription is based on that previously presented in [64, 68, 69, 129, 184]. From the forego-
ing, processes such as AISF can be defined in terms of: (i) an input “coordinate cloud”
Cin (representing T ) and (ii) an output coordinate cloud Cout (representing T
′). Each
coordinate cloud comprises a set of N , 〈x, y, z〉 coordinate triples, such that x, y, z ∈ R.
The number of coordinates per cm2 (within the x, y plane) in each coordinate cloud
varies according to how the data is generated/collected. As already noted above, the
Cin coordinate cloud is typically obtained from a tool path specification generated using
a CAD model, while Cout is collected using an optical measuring system; |Cout| is typi-
cally less than |Cin|. Of course, both coordinate clouds must be registered to the same
reference origin and orientation before any comparison can be conducted. The most
obvious representation to be adopted is a grid representation, and hence this is the start
point for the work presented in this thesis. Figure 3.5 (taken from [129]) shows a grid
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where each grid square ci centre is defined by a 〈xi, yj , z〉 coordinate value pair. The
number of grid squares required to represent Cin is defined by the grid spacing value
d (typically defined in mm). Each grid square ci, also has a z value associated with it
calculated by averaging the z values of the cloud points contained in the subset of Cin
that intersect with each ci; this is illustrated in Figure 3.6 [129]. The Cout coordinate
cloud can then be translated using the same grid format so two grids, Gin and Gout, are
produced describing the before and after surfaces (T and T ′).
Figure 3.5: Example grid refer-
enced to a central origin [129].
Figure 3.6: Coordinate cloud points as-
sociated with a grid representation cen-
tred on 〈xi, yj〉 (grid spacing = d) [129].
3.2.3 Springback Measurement
A simple mechanism for establishing the springback value (e) at a particular grid point
is to measure the difference between the z values between corresponding grid squares
in Gin and Gout as shown in Figure 3.7 [129]. However, a more accurate measure is to
determine the distance separating the two surfaces along the surface normal from each
grid point in Gin to the point where it intersects Gout. The distance between any two
three dimensional points can be calculated using the point to point Euclidean distance
formula:
d =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2 (3.1)
Figure 3.7: Cross section at a grid line showing simple vertical springback error
calculation between a before (blue line) and an after (red line) shape [129].
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However, application of equation 3.1 first requires knowledge of the x, y, z coordinates
of the point where the normal intersects Gout. One method of determining the length
of the normal between two surfaces is to use the line-plane intersection method [63]
to determine the length of the normal between two surfaces. Using this approach we
find the normal to a plane by calculating the cross product of two orthogonal vectors
contained within the plane. Once we have the normal we can calculate the equation
for the line that includes the start and end points of the normal and then determine
the point at which this line cuts Gout. We can then calculate the length of the normal
separating the two planes. The process is well described in [64, 68, 69, 129, 184] and is
as follows (with reference to Figure 3.8 taken from [129]):
Figure 3.8: Error calculation using the line-plane intersection method [129].
1. For each grid point in Gin first identify the four neighbouring grid points in the
X and Y planes as shown in Figure 3.8 (except at edges and corners where three
and two neigbouring grid points will be identified respectively).
2. Define a set of four vectors V = {v1, . . . , v4} = {〈p∅, p1〉, 〈p∅, p2〉, 〈p∅, p3〉, 〈p∅, p4〉},
each described in terms of its x-y-z distance from p∅ (the origin for the vector
system).
3. Using the four vectors in V , four surface normals are calculated, N = {n1 . . . n4},
by determine the cross product between each pair of vectors: v1 × v2, v2 × v3,
v3× v4, v4× v1. (Note that to validate a surface normal ni, the dot product of one
of its associated vectors vj and ni must be equal to zero, ni · vj = 0.)
4. For each normal n1 . . . n4 calculate the local plane equation in Gin that includes P∅
(thus using, in turn, points {P1, P∅, P2}, {P2, P∅, P3}, {P3, P∅, P4} and {P4, P∅, P1}).
The plane equation is given by Equation 3.2.
ax+ by + cz + d = 0 (3.2)
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5. For each plane equation identified in (4) determine the parametric equations (a
set of equations/functions which describe the x, y and z coordinates of the graph
of some line in a plane) [63] of the surface normal as a straight line according to
the identities given in equation 3.3:
x = a+ i(t), y = b+ j(t), z = c+ k(t) (3.3)
where t is a constant; a, b and c are the x-y-z coordinates for the point p∅; and i,
j and k are the normal components. The constant t is calculated by substituting
the parametric equations in plane equation 3.2 for x, y and z.
6. Once the parametric equations for each surface normal are found, they are then
used to compute the points of intersection of each normal with Gout.
7. We then use the coordinates for each of the four points of intersection and p∅
to calculate the Euclidean distance (the springback error) between p∅ and each
intersection point to give four springback error values E = {e1 . . . e4}.
8. We then assign each springback error a direction (-ve or +ve) based on the direction
of the springback. If springback is “downwards”, a -ve direction is assigned to the
error. Similarly if the springback is “upwards” a +ve direction is assigned to the
error. Note that for each point the direction for each of the four errors is the same.
9. We now have four springback error values for each grid point (except at the corners
and edges where we will have two or three respectively), we then find the “overall”
error e simply by selecting the minimum error that is nearest to zero. The reason
for selecting the minimal error is that it gives us the nearest point to the before
surface.
3.2.4 AISF Datasets
For the evaluations presented later in this thesis two shapes (3D surfaces) were con-
sidered. Both had been specified and manufactured by the IBF (Institut fu¨r Bildsame
Formgebung) institute of metal forming at Aachen University2 and both were flat topped
pyramid shapes; a shape frequently used in the context of AISF research. The two shapes
were referred to as the Gonzalo3 and Modified pyramids and are shown in Figures 3.9
and 3.10 [184]. Inspection of the figures shows that the two pyramids are not entirely
identical (the Gonzalo pyramid has a bulge on one of its side and an indent on the op-
posite side, while the modified pyramid has indents on two adjacent sides). The overall
size of the pyramids was approximately 200 ×200 × 50 mm. The shapes were defined
2At the time when the research described in this thesis was being conducted the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Liverpool was engaged on a European Framework 7 project
which included IBF amongst the partners.
3The name “Gonzalo” is derived from the name of the person at IBF who designed and manufactured
the shape.
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in terms of two CAD specifications and each was manufactured four times, twice out of
steel and twice out of titanium. By comparing the CAD specification with the output
shape, using the process described above, springback measures were obtained. In this
manner a total of eight “benchmark”, “real world”, data sets were produced as follows:
1. Gonzalo Steel Version 1 (GS1).
2. Gonzalo Steel Version 2 (GS2).
3. Gonzalo Titanium Version 1 (GT1).
4. Gonzalo Titanium Version 2 (GT2).
5. Modified Steel Version 1 (MS1).
6. Modified Steel Version 2 (MS2).
7. Modified Titanium Version 1 (MT1).
8. Modified Titanium Version 2 (MT2).
Because each shape was manufactured twice using the same material, corresponding
grid graphs could be paired and one used for training purposes and the other for testing
(and vice versa). Later in this thesis the abbreviations: GS, GT, MS and MT are used
to indicate parings.
Figure 3.9: Gonzalo Pyramid
[184].
Figure 3.10: Modified Pyramid
[184].
Thus, in summary, the AISF data sets used for evaluation purposes, in their raw
state, consisted of before and after “coordinate clouds”; the first generated by a CAD
system, the second using an optical measuring system. These were then transformed
into a grid representation with the center points of each grid cell referenced using a
X-Y-Z coordinate system. Each grid cell also had a springback value associated with
it (calculated as described above). A fragment of some grid data, presented in tabular
format, is presented in Table 3.1. The process whereby a grid of the above form was
converted into a grid graph is presented in the following Sub-section.
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Table 3.1: Example of raw input data.
x y z springback(error)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.118
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.469
2.000 0.000 0.000 0.469
3.000 0.000 0.000 0.472
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.471
1.000 1.000 -1.402 0.088
2.000 1.000 -4.502 1.308
3.000 1.000 -4.676 1.907
. . . . . . . . . . . .
3.2.5 AISF Graph Translation
The next step in the data preparation process was to translate the grid data, captured
as described above, into a grid graph format such that each grid centre point represented
a vertex. Edges were labelled with z difference (δz) values. Note that springback values
were discretinized so that we have a set of springback error labels, LV , to be associated
with vertices (LV = {lv1 , Lv2 , . . . }). Each vertex was then connected to its immediate
neighbours by a sequence of either four or eight edges (except at the edge and corner
locations), thus Degree = 4 or Degree = 8. If Degree = 4 we refer to this as a “grid
graph”, if Degree = 8 we refer to this as a “cross-grid graph”.
A simple example grid and corresponding grid and cross-grid graphs are given in
Figure 3.11. The input grid (lefthand side of Figure 3.11) comprises 9 grid squares.
Each grid centre is defined by a 〈x, y, z〉 coordinate tuple. The number in each grid cell
is the z value. This grid can be represented as a grid graph as shown in the middle of
figure 3.11 or as a cross-grid graph as shown on righthand side of Figure 3.11. The edges
are labelled with “slope” absolute values, the absolute difference in the z coordinate
values associated with the two end vertices. In the case of directed graphs (as in the
case of the graphs shown in Figure 3.11) the direction of the edges is determined by
slope direction, from the lower z value to the higher z value.
3.2.6 AISF Grid Graph Statistics
From the foregoing, the translation of grids into grid graphs utilises a number of param-
eters:
1. The size of the set of vertex labels |LV |.
2. The size of the set of edge labels |LE |.
3. The grid size d.
4. Whether the edges in the graph are directed or undirected.
5. Whether the graph is a “grid” graph (degree 4) or a “cross-grid” graph (degree 8).
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Figure 3.11: Grid representation with “Z” values (left), with corresponding grid
graph where degree=4 (middle) and cross-grid graph where degree =8 (right), featuring
“slope” labels on edges.
For the evaluation presented later in this thesis a range of values were used for: (i) |LV |,
and (ii) |LE |; namely {2, 3} and {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} respectively. Where |LV | = 2 the
label set was {positive, negative}. Where |LV | = 3 the label set was {positive, neutral,
negative} with the “neutral” label defined in terms of a positive and negative tolerance
value either side of 0; a tolerance value of 0.3 (mm) was chosen so as to achieve some
reasonable balance of the distribution of vertex labels when |LV | = 3. Grid sizes of
d = {28, 23, 18} (mm) were used so as to limit the size of the corresponding grid graphs;
also because, as will become apparent later in this thesis, large grid sizes were found to
perform better. Thus for each of the eight raw AISF data sets (GS1, GS2, GT1, GT2,
MS1, MS2, MT1 and MT2) we have 2× 7× 3× 2× 2 = 168 variations of the associated
grid graph. Thus 168× 8 = 1344 graph sets in total.
Tables 3.2 to 3.9 give some statistics concerning the vertex label distributions in each
case. With respect to the tables it should be noted that the values given in the “Number
of vertices” column is a straight forward function of d.
3.3 Application Domain Two: Satellite Image Interpreta-
tion
The satellite image interpretation application domain is the second application domain
considered in this thesis. The primary focus of this thesis was the AISF domain pre-
sented above. The main purpose was to use satellite image interpretation to investigate
the more general applicability of the VULS concept. For the application a data set
comprising ten (cloud free) satellite images, covering a rural area featuring fields and
some isolated buildings, within the Harro district in the Oramia Region of Ethiopia
(approximately 300 km north-west of Addis Abba) was used. This image set was used
because it was readily available within the department of computer science at the uni-
versity with respect to ongoing research into census estimation [57–59], unrelated to the
work, presented in this thesis. The image set was bounded by the parallels of latitude
9.608874N (top) and 9.573583N (bottom), and the meridians of longitude 37.14022E
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Table 3.2: Vertex Label distribution for GS1 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 38.00
negative 62.00
3
positive 23.00
neutral 40.00
negative 37.00
23 64
2
positive 43.75
negative 56.25
3
positive 25.00
neutral 34.38
negative 40.63
28 36
2
positive 41.67
negative 58.33
3
positive 27.78
neutral 36.11
negative 36.11
Table 3.3: Vertex Label distribution for GS2 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 49.00
negative 51.00
3
positive 19.00
neutral 34.00
negative 47.00
23 64
2
positive 45.31
negative 54.69
3
positive 14.06
neutral 39.06
negative 46.88
28 36
2
positive 52.78
negative 47.22
3
positive 22.22
neutral 33.33
negative 44.44
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Table 3.4: Vertex Label distribution for GT1 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 31.00
negative 69.00
3
positive 17.00
neutral 20.00
negative 63.00
23 64
2
positive 25.00
negative 75.00
3
positive 14.06
neutral 21.88
negative 64.06
28 36
2
positive 30.56
negative 69.44
3
positive 11.11
neutral 25.00
negative 63.89
Table 3.5: Vertex Label distribution for GT2 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 34.00
negative 66.00
3
positive 20.00
neutral 20.00
negative 60.00
23 64
2
positive 29.69
negative 70.31
3
positive 18.75
neutral 23.44
negative 57.81
28 36
2
positive 33.33
negative 66.67
3
positive 22.22
neutral 16.67
negative 61.11
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Table 3.6: Vertex Label distribution for MS1 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 64.00
negative 36.00
3
positive 45.00
neutral 30.00
negative 25.00
23 64
2
positive 57.81
negative 42.19
3
positive 40.63
neutral 32.81
negative 26.56
28 36
2
positive 55.56
negative 44.44
3
positive 47.22
neutral 13.89
negative 38.89
Table 3.7: Vertex Label distribution for MS2 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 46.00
negative 54.00
3
positive 28.00
neutral 36.00
negative 36.00
23 64
2
positive 43.75
negative 56.25
3
positive 25.00
neutral 37.50
negative 37.50
28 36
2
positive 52.78
negative 47.22
3
positive 38.89
neutral 19.44
negative 41.67
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Table 3.8: Vertex Label distribution for MT1 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 21.00
negative 79.00
3
positive 14.00
neutral 17.00
negative 69.00
23 64
2
positive 17.19
negative 82.81
3
positive 7.81
neutral 20.31
negative 71.88
28 36
2
positive 19.44
negative 80.56
3
positive 11.11
neutral 22.22
negative 66.67
Table 3.9: Vertex Label distribution for MT2 graph.
d Number |LV | Vextex Vertex label
(mm) of vertices label distribution(%)
18 100
2
positive 20.00
negative 80.00
3
positive 10.00
neutral 25.00
negative 65.00
23 64
2
positive 10.94
negative 89.06
3
positive 3.13
neutral 26.56
negative 70.31
28 36
2
positive 13.89
negative 86.11
3
positive 0
neutral 27.78
negative 72.22
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(left) and 37.17209E (right). The area covered measured 13.6559(km2). For identifi-
cation purposes the images were numbered from 1 to 10. The satellite imagery was
extracted using the Google Static Map Service4 in 2013. One of the images is shown in
Figure 3.12. Note that the images were in RGB format. The images measured 256×256
pixels.
Figure 3.12: Example satellite image.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. The process for translating the
satellite images to the desired grid-graph format is described in Sub-section 3.3.1. Note
that this is much simpler than the process required to translate AISF data to a grid
graph format described above. Sub-section 3.3.2 then gives some statistics concerning
the resulting grid graphs.
3.3.1 Satellite Image Graph Translation
A number of techniques, such as the cluster and Waxman models [7, 13, 14, 18, 51,
90], have previously been proposed for translating images to graph formats. However,
none of these existing techniques was entirely suited to the specific grid-graph format
required for the application of VULS mining and VULS classification as envisioned in
this thesis. A bespoke mechanism was therefore developed by the author. The nature
of this mechanism is described in this section.
The process for translating a satellite image grid into a grid graph is illustrated in
Figure 3.13. For simplicity only a small 3 × 3 section (highlighted in red) of the input
grid is used for the example given in the figure. The process is commenced by converting
each RGB represent satellite image into a grayscale image. A grid, of grid size d pixels,
4https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/staticmaps/
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was then superimposed over each image. A number of example grids are given in Figure
3.14 using d = 32, d = 16 and d = 8 respectively. For each grid square, the mean
grayscale value of all pixels in the grid square was calculated. This then became the
z value to be associated with each grid center point (the reference point), referred to
as the centre pixel. For training and testing purposes each grid cell was assigned a
label describing the nature of the ground cover. The mean grayscale intensity value and
ground type with respect to a 3 × 3 section is shown in two green tables respectively
included in Figure 3.13.
The grid was then translated into a grid graph in the same manner as described above.
The edge connecting each pair of vertices was again labeled using z difference, although
in this case this was the mean grayscale intensity difference between two vertices. As
before each vertex was then connected using a sequence of either four or eight edges
(except at the edge and corner locations), thus Degree= 4 or Degree= 8. As before the
term “grid graph” is used where Degree= 4 or “cross-grid graph” where Degree= 8 (as
shown in the bottom-left and bottom-right of Figure 3.13 respectively). Again graphs
can be directed or undirected. In the case of directed graphs (as in the case of the graphs
shown in Figure 3.13) the direction of the edges is determined by slope direction, from
low mean grayscale intensity value to high mean grayscale intensity value.
Figure 3.13: Process of Translating a satellite image into a “grid graph” and a “cross-
grid graph” (the edge colour encoding is for ease of understanding only).
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Figure 3.14: Satellite image represented in terms of three different grid squares using
three different values for d.
3.3.2 Satellite Grid Graph Statistics
As in the case of the AISF grid graphs the translation of satellite image grids into
grid graphs utilises the same six parameters. For |LV | a range of two values was again
used {2, 3}. Where |LV | = 2, LV = {Field,HouseHold}; where |LV | = 3, LV =
{BrownField,GreenField,HouseHold}. Labels were added to grid squares by hand.
Similarly, for |LE | the range of values {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} was again used. For the value of
d, {8, 16, 32} pixels was used. Thus for each satellite image we have 2×7×3×2×2 = 168
variations of the associated grid graph. Thus 168× 10 = 1680 graph sets in total.
Tables 3.10 to 3.19 present the vertex label distribution for the satellite image grid
graphs (numbered from 1 to 10). Note that the distribution is extremely imbalanced.
In the same manner as in the case of sheet metal forming, the number of grid squares
required to represent a given image will depend on the selected grid size d. The number
of vertices is consequently also dependent on grid size. Using higher values of d produces
fewer grid squares consequently fewer vertices. For example, if a grid size of d = 8 is
used the number of grid cells (vertices) in each row will be 256d = 32 ; the total number
of grid cells (vertices) will then be 32×32 = 1024. The number of edges when degree= 4
will be 2× 32× (32− 1) = 1984, and 2× n× (n− 1) + 2× (32− 1)× (32− 1) = 3906
when degree= 8. In the same manner, when d = 32 the number of vertices will be 64.
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Table 3.10: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 1.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.80
HouseHold 0.20
3
BrownField 87.30
HouseHold 0.20
GreenField 12.50
16 256
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 87.11
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 12.50
32 64
2
Field 98.44
HouseHold 1.56
3
BrownField 85.94
HouseHold 1.56
GreenField 12.50
Table 3.11: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 2.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 98.73
HouseHold 1.27
3
BrownField 68.16
HouseHold 1.27
GreenField 30.57
16 256
2
Field 97.27
HouseHold 2.73
3
BrownField 67.97
HouseHold 2.73
GreenField 29.30
32 64
2
Field 92.19
HouseHold 7.81
3
BrownField 65.63
HouseHold 7.81
GreenField 26.56
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Table 3.12: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 3.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.41
HouseHold 0.59
3
BrownField 34.38
HouseHold 0.58
GreenField 65.04
16 256
2
Field 98.83
HouseHold 1.17
3
BrownField 34.38
HouseHold 1.17
GreenField 64.45
32 64
2
Field 95.31
HouseHold 4.69
3
BrownField 34.38
HouseHold 4.68
GreenField 60.94
Table 3.13: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 4.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 98.83
HouseHold 1.17
3
BrownField 82.32
HouseHold 1.17
GreenField 16.50
16 256
2
Field 97.66
HouseHold 2.34
3
BrownField 82.03
HouseHold 2.34
GreenField 15.63
32 64
2
Field 92.19
HouseHold 7.81
3
BrownField 79.69
HouseHold 7.81
GreenField 12.50
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Table 3.14: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 5.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.80
HouseHold 0.20
3
BrownField 91.80
HouseHold 0.20
GreenField 8.00
16 256
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 91.80
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 7.81
32 64
2
Field 98.44
HouseHold 1.56
3
BrownField 90.63
HouseHold 1.56
GreenField 7.81
Table 3.15: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 6.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 98.83
HouseHold 1.17
3
BrownField 80.66
HouseHold 1.17
GreenField 18.16
16 256
2
Field 96.48
HouseHold 3.52
3
BrownField 79.68
HouseHold 3.52
GreenField 16.80
32 64
2
Field 95.31
HouseHold 4.69
3
BrownField 81.25
HouseHold 4.69
GreenField 14.06
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Table 3.16: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 7.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 53.13
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 46.48
16 256
2
Field 99.22
HouseHold 0.78
3
BrownField 53.13
HouseHold 0.78
GreenField 46.09
32 64
2
Field 98.44
HouseHold 1.56
3
BrownField 53.13
HouseHold 1.56
GreenField 45.31
Table 3.17: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 8.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 59.57
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 40.04
16 256
2
Field 99.22
HouseHold 0.78
3
BrownField 59.38
HouseHold 0.78
GreenField 39.84
32 64
2
Field 98.44
HouseHold 1.56
3
BrownField 62.50
HouseHold 1.56
GreenField 35.94
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Table 3.18: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 9.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 71.88
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 27.73
16 256
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 71.88
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 27.73
32 64
2
Field 98.44
HouseHold 1.56
3
BrownField 71.88
HouseHold 1.56
GreenField 26.56
Table 3.19: Vertex Label distribution of Satellite Image graph 10.
d Number |LV | Vertex Vertex label
(pixels) of vertices label distribution (%)
8 1024
2
Field 99.80
HouseHold 0.20
3
BrownField 82.81
HouseHold 0.20
GreenField 16.99
16 256
2
Field 99.61
HouseHold 0.39
3
BrownField 83.59
HouseHold 0.39
GreenField 16.02
32 64
2
Field 96.88
HouseHold 3.12
3
BrownField 81.25
HouseHold 3.12
GreenField 15.63
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3.4 Tabular format for Traditional Classification
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, and earlier in this thesis, the operation
of the proposed VULS classification mechanism was compared with the application of
more traditional classification approaches (namely Naive Bayes and J48). It should
be noted here that the reason we can apply J48 and Naive Bayes is because we are
using grid graphs. If we were not using grid graphs, but some other form of graph,
we could not use J48 or Naive Bayes and hence such comparison could not be made.
Traditional classification approaches, such as J48 and Naive Bayes, require the input
data to be in a tabular form. Figure 3.15 illustrates the process of translating a grid
graph, in this case with degree= 4 and undirected edges, into such a tabular format.
From the figure it can be seen that each vertex in the graph corresponds to a record in
the table. The vertex label is then the class label for record. The four edges labels are
the attribute values. Thus the record describing the centre vertex in Figure 3.15 would
be 〈E1, E2, E3, E4, V 1〉. Note that it is only possible to translate grid graphs into this
tabular format because of the regular nature of grid graphs. It would not be possible to
apply this with more general irregular graph formats to which the VULS concept could
also be applied.
Figure 3.15: Process for translating a grid graph into a tabular format.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter an overview of the exemplar problem domains (sheet metal forming
and satellite image interpretation), and the associated data sets, used to evaluate the
proposed VULS mining and vertex classification processes proposed later in this thesis,
have been described. In the case of the sheet metal forming data, a total of 1344 grid
graphs were generated from eight before and after “point clouds” pairings. In the case
of the satellite image interpretation data a total of 1680 grid graphs were generated.
Chapter 4
Formalism for VULS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter considers the concept of Vertex Unique Labelled Subgraphs (VULS) in
detail and presents a formalism for the VULS idea. As already noted, a VULS is a
subgraph, within a single large graph, that has vertex labelling associated with it in a
unique manner. In other words, VULS means, given a configuration with a set of edges
and edge labellings, there is only a fixed set of vertexes matching it, with each vertex
has only one possible label. We can identify different forms (categories) of VULS: (i)
complete (all possible VULS), (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent and (iv) minimal frequent (a
combination of (ii) and (iii)). Each is discussed in this chapter together with examples.
The introduction to this thesis noted that, in the context of VULS mining, there are
two significant challenges. The first, in common with other forms of graph mining, is
that VULS mining is computationally expensive. Thus anything we can do to reduce
the computation overhead associated with VULS mining will be beneficial. The second
is that the identified set of VULS U should describe as wide a range of different con-
figurations as possible. This can be expressed in terms of a metric, coverage, which is
calculated as follows:
coverage =
|V ′|
|V | (4.1)
where V is the set of vertices in a given graph G, and V ′ is the subset of elements of V
that appear in at least one VULS in a given set of VULS U . Ideally the coverage will be
1. Thus to achieve good coverage a comprehensive training set is required to generate
the set U . As noted above VULS mining is computationally expensive. Thus instead
of identifying all VULS, we can attempt to identify some appropriately descriptive (in
terms of coverage) subset of the complete set of VULS. Hence the three alternative
categories of VULS: (i) minimal VULS, (ii) frequent VULS and (iii) minimal frequent
VULS (as listed above).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a formal defi-
nition of the VULS problem as conceptualized with respect to this thesis. Section 4.3
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demonstrates the relationship (and distinction) between the four categories of VULS
listed above using an undirected graph example, while in Section 4.4 the relationship is
described in terms of a directed graph example. Finally, in Section 4.5, the chapter is
concluded with a brief summary, some discussion and some conclusions.
4.2 Formalism
With reference to the definitions given in chapter 2, this section presents a formal defi-
nition of the concept of VULS. Recall that labelled graphs are defined as follows:
G(V,E,Lv, LE , fmap)
where:
V is a set of n vertices such that V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
E is a set of m edges such that E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}
LV is a set of p vertex labels LV = {lv1 , lv2 , . . . , lvp}
LE is a set of q edge labels LE = {le1 , le2 , . . . , leq}
fmap is some mapping function that maps the vertex and edge labels
on to vertices and edges.
Alternatively we can think of a graph as consisting of a set of k one-edge subgraphs
(pairs of vertices linked by an edge). In which case:
G = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}
where Pi = 〈va, vb〉 (va, vb ∈ V ). The size of a graph G (|G|) can thus be defined
in terms of its one edge subgraphs, we refer to 1-edge, 2-edge and k-edge subgraphs.
For undirected graphs, the edge 〈va, vb〉 is equivalent to 〈vb, va〉. We use the notation
Pi.va and Pi.vb to indicate the vertices va and vb associated with a particular one-edge
subgraph Pi. We indicate the labels associated with Pi.va and Pi.vb using the notation
Pi.va.label and Pi.vb.label (Pi.va.label ∈ LV and Pi.vb.label ∈ LV ). We indicate the edge
label associated with Pi using the notation Pi.label (Pi.label ∈ LE). We also assume
that G is connected:
∀Pi ∈ G ∃Pj ∈ G | Pi 6= Pj , Pi.va = Pj.va ∨
Pi.va = Pj.vb ∨ Pi.vb = Pj.va ∨ Pi.vb = Pj.vb
We can impose a canonical ordering on G = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk}, in which case the one edge
subgraphs in G are best expressed as a list:
G = [P1, P2, . . . , Pk]
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The one edge subgraphs [P1, P2, . . . , Pk] can be ordered using a minimum Depth First
Search (DFS) code as used in gSpan. We can use the same notation with respect to any
k-edge subgraph gk (1 6 k 6 |G|) of G (gk ⊆ G). By default it is assumed that any
given graph or subgraph (G or gk) are edge labelled but without any vertex labelling.
We can also conceive of vertex unlabelled graphs and subgraphs. With respect to the
work described here we are particularly interested in edge labelled subgraphs. In other
words, we assume that the configuration gk with edge labelling is generated from G
beforehand.
Given an edge labelled subgraph, gk ⊆ G, comprised of k edges, we can define a
function, getV ertexLables, that determines the potential labels that can be assigned to
each vertex in gk with respect to G:
getV ertexLables(gk)→ L
where L = [[Lva1 , Lvb1 ], [Lva2 , Lvb2 ], . . . , [Lvak , Lvbk ].
To formally define the concept of a vertex unique labelled subgraph we will commence
by defining what we mean by a one-edge vertex unique labelled subgraph and then go
on to consider two-edge and k-edge vertex unique labelled subgraphs.
Returning to the concept of VULS, given an one-edge subgraph, g1 = P1 (g1 ⊆ G),
such that P1.label = l ∈ LE and L = [[Lva , Lvb ]], so that Lva ⊆ LV and Lvb ⊆ LV . If
|Lva | = 1 and |Lvb | = 1 then g1 is a one-edge VULS with respect to G because there
is only one possible vertex labelling (the vertex labelling is unique with the particular
edge structure). Given a two-edge edge labelled subgraph g2 = [P1, P2] (where g2 ⊆ G)
such that:
P1.label = l1 ∈ LE
P2.label = l2 ∈ LE
and:
L = [[Lva1 , Lvb1 ], [Lva2 , Lvb2 ]]
and the proviso that g2 is connected.
Lva1 ∩ Lva2 ≥ 1 ∨ Lva1 ∩ Lvb2 ≥ 1 ∨ Lvb1 ∩ Lva2 ≥ 1 ∨ Lvb1 ∩ Lvb2 ≥ 1
Then, if ∀li ∈ L, |li| = 1 the two-edge subgraph g2 will be a two-edge VULS with
respect to G. The formal definition of the concept of a VULS is then as follows.
Given a k-edge edge labelled subgraph gk = [P1, P2, . . . , Pk] (gk ⊆ G) where L =
[[Lva1 , Lvb1 ], [Lva2 , Lvb2 ], . . . , [Lvak , Lvbk ]], and the proviso that gk is connected:
∀[Lvai , Lvbi ] ∈ L ∃ [Lvaj , Lvbj ] ∈ L | [Lvai , Lvbi ] 6= [Lvaj , Lvbj ],
Lvai ∩ Lvaj ≥ 1 ∨ Lvai ∩ Lvbj ≥ 1 ∨ Lvbi ∩ Lvaj ≥ 1 ∨ Lvbi ∩ Lvbj ≥ 1
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if ∀li ∈ L, |li| = 1 then gk is a k-edge VULS with respect to G.
Referring back to the introduction to this chapter, other than “standard” VULS as
defined above, we can identify three other kinds of VULS: Minimal VULS, Frequent
VULS and Minimal frequent VULS. These we defined in general terms in Chapter 2,
however maybe more formally defined as follows:
Definition 1: Minimal VULS. A minimal VULS is a VULS such that none
of its subgraphs are VULS. In other words, given the set of all VULS T . A
minimal VULS m is a VULS that is in T , thus m ∈ T , and whose subsets
are not in T . Thus given N={ N | all subsets of m }, if ∀n ∈ N,n /∈ T=true,
then n is a minimal VULS.
Definition 2: Frequent VULS. A Frequent VULS (FVULS) is a VULS
φ whose occurrence count, Occurrence(φ), within the input graph G, is
greater than some pre-specified threshold σ. Note that here σ is the oc-
currence count, not the proportion of occurrence of a subgraph over a total
number of graph transactions as used in the context of transaction graph
mining as described in chapter 2. In the research presented in this thesis σ
is determined in a dynamic manner (the precise mechanism for calculating
σ will be presented later in Chapter 5).
Definition 3: Minimal frequent VULS. A minimal frequent VULS is a
VULS φ which is both minimal and frequent.
Figure 4.1: Example of an undirected graph G
4.3 Examples of undirected VULS
Consider the undirected graph G given in Figure 4.1. This graph can be encoded as a set
of five tuples of the form 〈u, v, lu, le, lv〉 where u, v ∈ V , e = (u, v) ∈ E, lu, lv ∈ LV and
le ∈ LE ; u and v can also be seen as “vertex position indicators” in a specific subgraph.
Thus, with reference to Figure 4.1:
LV = {A,B} LE = {black, green, red}
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Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show, respectively, the one and two edge VULS candidates that
exist in the example undirected graph. The figures also give the occurrence counts
for each of the identified VULS candidates. The notation “ ” is used to define a ver-
tex without a label (thus a place holder). With reference to Figure 4.2, subgraphs 1
(〈0, 1, , red, 〉) and 3 (〈0, 1, , green, 〉) are VULS because they have unique vertex la-
belings associated with them. Subgraph 2 is not a VULS because it has the same form
(〈0, 1, , black, 〉) but with two potential vertex labelings. In addition if we assume a
threshold of σ = 4 subgraphs 1 and 3 can be said to be frequent VULS (because their
occurrence count is at least σ). Subgraphs 1 and 3 are also minimal VULS because they
do not contain any subgraphs that are themselves VULS. By definition subgraphs 1 and
3 are thus also minimal frequent VULS.
With reference to Figure 4.3 subgraphs 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are all VULS. However,
subgraph 9 is not because it has the same configuration but different (non-unique)
vertex labelings. Again, assuming σ = 4, subgraphs 4, 5, 6, 8 are also frequent VULS.
Subgraph 7 is also a minimal VULS because it does not contain any subgraphs that are
also VULS. Figure 4.3 does not feature any subgraph that is a minimal frequent VULS.
Note that the VULS ID (the first column of Figures 4.2 and 4.3) are also included in
Figure 2.2 in red in chapter 2. This confirms the relationship between the four different
categories of VULS. In this case, where the VULS size is less than 2 (recall that VULS
size is measured in terms of the number of edges), the coverage with respect to each
VULS form is: (i) complete=100%, (ii) minimal=100%, (iii) frequent=100%, and (iv)
minimal frequent =7/9=77.78%.
Figure 4.2: One edge subgraphs contained in the example undirected graph G shown
in Figure 4.1
4.4 Examples of directed VULS
In this section, we consider directed graphs. Consider the directed graph G given in
Figure 4.4. We can encode the graph as a set of five tuples of the form 〈u, v, lu, le, lv〉
where u, v ∈ V , e = (u, v) ∈ E, lu, lv ∈ LV and le ∈ LE (again note that u and v can
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Figure 4.3: Two edge subgraphs contained in the example undirected graph G shown
in Figure 4.1
Figure 4.4: Example of directed graph G
Figure 4.5: one edge subgraphs contained in the example directed graph G shown in
Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.6: Two edge subgraphs contained in the example directed graph G shown
in Figure 4.4
also be seen as “vertex position indicators” in a specific subgraph). Thus, with reference
to Figure 4.4:
LV = {A,B} LE = {green, blue}
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show respectively the one and two edge VULS candidates that
exist in the example directed graph. As before the Figures include the occurrence
counts for each of the identified VULS candidates. The notation “ ” is again used
to define a subgraph without vertex labels. With reference to Figure 4.5, subgraph 1
(〈0, 1, , blue, 〉) is a VULS, because it has a unique vertex labelling associated with it.
Subgraph 2 is not a VULS because it has two potential vertex labelings. In addition,
assuming a threshold of σ = 2, subgraph 1 can be said to be frequent VULS (because the
occurrence count is greater than the value for σ). Subgraph 1 is also a minimal VULS
because it does not contain subgraphs that are themselves VULS. Again, by definition
subgraph 1 is also a minimal frequent VULS.
With reference to Figure 4.6 subgraphs 3 and 4 are VULS. However, subgraph 5
is not a VULS because different vertex labelings can be applied to this configuration
(the labelling is therefore not unique). Again, assuming σ = 2, subgraph 4 is also
a frequent VULS. However, subgraphs 3 and 4 are not minimal VULS because they
contain subgraphs that are also VULS. Figure 4.6 does not feature any subgraph that
is a minimal frequent VULS.
In this case where the VULS size is less than 2 edges, coverage with reference to each
category of VULS is as follows: (i) complete=5/7=71.43%, (ii) minimal=4/7=57.14%,
(iii) frequent=4/7=57.14%, and (iv) minimal frequent =4/7=57.14%. The above thus
serves to further illustrate the relationship between the four different identified categories
of VULS considered in this thesis (as initially illustrated in Figure 2.2).
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4.5 Summary
This chapter has presents a formalisation of the concept of VULS. It has identified and
defined four different categories of VULS: (i) complete, (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent and
(iv) minimal frequent, and illustrated the distinction between these different categories
using a set of examples. The examples were given in terms of both undirected and
directed graphs. This chapter also noted that “coverage” is an important concept in
the context of VULS and presented how this is calculated. The significance of the
coverage concept will become more apparent later in this thesis. In terms of coverage
it is important to note that we can expect the coverage when conducting complete
VULS mining to be greater than when conducting frequent or minimal VULS mining.
Similarly we can expect the obtained coverage when conducting frequent or minimal
VULS mining to be greater than when conducting minimal frequent VULS mining. The
extent of the differences in coverage and the significance of these differences will be
explored further later in this thesis. In the next chapter the VULS mining process, and
associated algorithms, will be considered in detail in terms of each category of VULS.
Chapter 5
Algorithms for VULS Mining
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the four VULS mining algorithms proposed in this thesis: (i) com-
pVULSM, (ii) minVULSM, (iii) freqVULSM and (iv) minFreqVULSM. Each is directed
at one of the four different categories of VULS identified in the previous chapter. A
schematic of the VULS model generation process is given in Figure 5.1. The process
commences with the provision of pre-labelled raw 3D surface training data. The assump-
tion is that this is not in the appropriate graph format and thus needs to be translated
into this format. This is the case with respect to the sheet metal forming and satellite
image applications used for evaluation purposes later in this thesis, but of course it may
also be the case that the input data is already in the required graph format in which
case the preprocessing step can be omitted. Whatever the case the graph training data
is passed on to the mining stage where one of the proposed algorithms is applied (de-
pending on whether we want to find the complete set of VULS, minimal VULS, frequent
VULS, or minimal frequent VULS). The result is a “VULS model” which can then be
used to predict vertex labels in unlabelled graph data. The process of predicting vertex
labels using a “VULS model” will be described in the next chapter.
Figure 5.1: VULS model generation process.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The pseudo codes for each VULS
mining algorithms are presented in Sections 5.2 to 5.5 respectively. In each case the
description of the algorithm includes a Worked example using the graph depicted in
Figure 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.6, the chapter is concluded with a brief summary.
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Figure 5.2: Example graph Gtrain.
5.2 The compVULSM Algorithm
This section presents the compVULSM algorithm for mining the complete set of VULS
contained in the input graph. Mining the complete set of VULS entails traversing the
entire search space starting with k = 1 edge subgraphs and continuing until some user
specified maximum number of edges (max) is reached. Recall that in the context of
VULS vertex classification very large VULS are unlikely to be of much use as they will
tend to be “overfitted” to the training set and therefore unlikely to appear in any unseen
data. Note also that if a k-edge subgraph is not a VULS this does not necessarily mean
that its (k + 1)-edge super-graphs will also not be VULS (and vice versa). Thus the
process for finding the complete set of VULS is exhaustive, involving exponential time
complexity as the size of the input (training) graph increases. Consequently complete
VULS mining is computationally expensive.
The high level pseudo code for the compVULSM algorithm is presented in Algorithm
4. The input is a labelled (training) graph Gtrain and a value max for the maximum
size of any identified VULS. Note that the input graph Gtrain is encoded using minimal
Depth First Search (DFS) lexicographical ordering; as noted in Section 2.2.4 this is also
the canonical form used by the well known gSpan algorithm [229]. The output is a
complete set of identified VULS U . Note that we limit the size of the searched-for VULS
using the constant max; if we do not do this the entire input graph may ultimately be
identified as a VULS. As already noted, for vertex classification purposes, large VULS
are undesirable. At the commencement of the compVULSM algorithm, the set U will
be empty (line 4). Note also that max ≤ |EG|, where EG is the set of edges in Gtrain, as
otherwise we will attempt to generate candidate VULS that are bigger than the input
graph. We proceed in a breadth first manner commencing with one edge candidate
VULS, then two edge candidate VULS, and continuing until max edge candidate VULS
are arrived at. On each iteration we first identify the k-edge VULS contained in the set
of candidate VULS Gk (line 6), using the genV ULS procedure, and include them in the
set U , then we continue and generate the k + 1 edge candidate VULS (line 7) using the
subgraph Mining procedure (Algorithm 6), and so on.
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Algorithm 4 The compVULSM algorithm
1: procedure main(Gtrain, max)
2: k = 1
3: Gk =the set of k-edge subgraphs in Gtrain (candidate VULS)
4: U = ∅
5: while (k < max) do
6: U = U ∪ genVULS(k,Gk)
7: Gk+1= subgraph Mining(Gtrain, k + 1)(Algorithm 6)
8: k = k + 1
9: end while
10: end procedure
11: procedure genV ULS(k,Gk)
12: U ′ = ∅
13: for all c ∈ Gk do
14: if isVULS(c) then /* Algorithm 5 */
15: U ′ = U ′ ∪ c
16: coverage = compute coverage using Equ (4.1)
17: if coverage == 100% then
18: exit
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for
22: return U ′
23: end procedure
Algorithm 5 isVULS procedure
1: procedure isVULS(c)
2: isaV ULS = true
3: F (c) → S′ /* The vertex label list S′ of subgraph c for each vertex Vi in Vc is
drawn from LV and mapped using the function F according to input graph Gtrain*/
4: for all Lvi ∈ S′ do
5: if |Lvi | 6= 1 then
6: isaV ULS = false
7: break
8: end if
9: end for
10: return isaV ULS
11: end procedure
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Algorithm 6 subgraph Mining, return a set of k-edge subgraphs Gk. Gtemp is a local
variable represents set of subgraphs generated so far, Gtemp = ∅ at the beginning.
1: procedure subgraph Mining(Gtrain, k)
2: Gk = ∅
3: G1=the set of one-edge subgraphs in Gtrain
4: sort G1 in DFS lexicographic order
5: for each edge e ∈ G1 do
6: Gk = Gk∪ subgraph(e,1,k)
7: Gtrain = (Gtrain − e) (remove e from Gtrain)
8: end for
9: Return Gk
10: end procedure
11: procedure subgraph(e, size, k)
12: if size == k then
13: return Gtemp
14: end if
15: generate all e’s potential extension subgraphs g with one edge growth by right
most extension in Gtrain
16: for each g do
17: if g is minimal DFSCode then
18: Gtemp = Gtemp ∪ g
19: subgraph(Gtemp,size+1,k)
20: end if
21: end for
22: end procedure
The genV ULS procedure takes as input a set of k edge candidate VULS (Gk) and
returns a set U ′ of discovered k-edge VULS (if any). Each candidate subgraph c in
Gk is processed in turn (line 14). Note that each subgraph c in Gk has the form
〈Vg, Eg, LEg , F 〉 (no specified vertex labels). If a candidate graph c is identified as a
VULS it is appended to the set U ′ (line 15). To determine whether a candidate VULS
c is a VULS or not the isVULS procedure is called.
The isVULS procedure is given in Algorithm 5. In line 3 a list of sets of possible
labels for each vertex in the current candidate VULS c is determined (as already noted
previously in Chapter 4, each subgraph c in Gk has the form 〈Vc, Ec, LEc , F 〉; no specified
vertex labels). The vertex label list S′ of subgraph c for each vertex Vi in Vc is drawn
from LV and mapped using the function F according to input graph Gtrain: F (c)→ S′;
thus there is a one to one correspondence between the vertex sets in Vc and the vertices’
labels LV in S
′. If the size of any of the sets in S′ is greater then one, then c is not
unique (line 5) and thus c is not a VULS and the procedure returns false. Otherwise
the procedure returns true. The proposed subgraph Mining procedure is presented in
algorithm 6. This procedure is similar to that found in gSpan except that we are finding
all subgraphs up to a size k, as opposed to only frequent subgraphs (the anti-monotone
property does not apply when mining VULS). We commence (line 4) by sorting all
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the one-edge subgraphs, from input graph Gtrain, into DFS lexicographic order and
storing them in G1. Then (lines 5-8), for each one edge subgraph e in G1, the subgraph
procedure is called (line 6), which finds all supergraphs for each one edge graph e up
to size k, and stores the result in Gk (line 6). As we proceed, each subgraph e, whose
supergraphs have all been found, is removed from graph Gtrain so as to avoid duplicate
supergraph generation.
The subgraph(e, size, k) procedure generates all the supergraphs of the given one
edge subgraph e by growing e by adding edges using the right most extension principle
as already described previously in Chapter 2. For each candidate subgraph g, if g is
described by a minimal DFS Code (line 17), the super graph of e is stored in Gtemp (line
18). The process continues in this recursive manner until the number of edges in the
supergraphs to be generated (size) is greater than k (line 13).
A Worked example of the process of generating the complete set of VULS using the
compVULSM algorithm, with max = 3 is given in Figure 5.3. The input to the Worked
example is the training graph presented in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 is organised in a tabular
format with the rows representing iterations and the columns representing: (i) VULS
candidates, (ii) labelled candidates and (iii) whether each candidate is a VULS or not.
Recall that the input graph Gtrain is encoded using minimal Depth First Search (DFS)
lexicographical encoding. Recall also that a candidate VULS is a subgraph without
vertex labelling.
The numbers attached to vertices in the candidate VULS column in Figure 5.3 are
simply vertex position indicators. Before considering the figure in more detail, with
respect to the discussion below. The notation “ ” is used to define a vertex without a
label (thus a place holder indicated by vertex label list S′ later).
On the first iteration where K=1 (second row in Figure 5.3), two one-edge candidate
VULS were identified (the set G1): 〈 0, 1, , green, 〉 and 〈 0, 1, , blue, 〉. For
each of these candidates a vertex label list, S′, was generated according to function
F (c) → S′ applied to Gtrain. Using the set S′, three vertex labelled candidate VULS
were identified: 〈 0, 1, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉 and 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉. Thus
〈 0, 1, , green, 〉 is not a VULS because it has two potential vertex labelings (〈 0, 1,
A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉); while 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉 is a VULS because it has
a unique vertex labelling associated with it.
As K is increased to 2 (coverage is not 100% and the max value for k has not been
reached), on the second iteration (K=2), three two-edge candidate VULS are generated
from G1 by right most extension. In the same manner as before, for all c ∈ G2 the
vertex label list S′ was generated according to function F (c)→ S′ applied to Gtrain. In
this case, the following set of labelled candidate VULS were identified:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉).
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Iteration	  number	   Candidate	  VULS	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	  	   VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  K=1	  	  	  	   	   	   	   Not	  VULS	  	  	   	  	  	   	   VULS	  K=2	  	  	  	   Candidate	  VULS	  	  	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	  	   VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  	   	   VULS	  	  	  
	   	  
Not	  VULS	  
	  	   	   VULS	  K=3	  	  	  	   Candidate	  VULS	  	  	  	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	  	   VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  
	   	  
VULS	  
	   	  
Not	  VULS	  
	  
	   	  
VULS	  
	   	  
VULS	  
	  Figure 5.3: Worked example of complete VULS mining where max = 3
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Of these (〈 0, 1, , green, 〉, 〈 0, 2, , green, 〉) is not a VULS because it has the
same structure but two potential vertex labelings; (〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue,
B 〉) and (〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉) are VULS because they have unique
vertex labellings associated with them.
We then move on to k=3 (coverage was not yet 100% and the max value has not yet
been reached), a set of four three-edge candidate VULS (G3) will be generated from G2
by right most extension. Vertex labels were again generated as before to give:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, A 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉).
Of these (〈 0, 1, , green, 〉, 〈 1, 2, , blue, 〉, 〈 0, 3, , green, 〉) is not a VULS
because it has the same structure, but two potential vertex labelings:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, A 〉).
The rest of the three-edge VULS candidates are VULS because they do have unique
vertex labellings. K has now reached the maximum pre-specified value of max = 3, thus
the algorithm stops, the complete set of VULS of size less than or equal to 3 have been
identified.
5.3 Minimal VULS Mining
The main issue with the compVULSM algorithm, as described above, is the significant
computational overhead required to identify the complete set of VULS (as will be demon-
strated later in Chapter 7). Since the process of identifying the complete set of VULS
is slow and time-consuming, one solution to this is to find a subset of the complete set
of VULS that requires less computational cost but still gives good coverage. One idea is
to find the set of minimal VULS. The intuition here was that the set of minimal VULS
will be suitably representative of the complete set of VULS because every VULS in the
complete set will either contain at least one minimal VULS or will be a minimal VULS
itself. Recall that a minimal VULS φ is one where none of its subgraphs are VULS (but
its supergraphs may be). The advantage offered by the minimal VULS approach is that
when we proceed in a breadth first manner, starting with one edge candidate graphs,
we do not need to grow the (k+ 1)-edge candidate subgraphs from the identified k-edge
minimal VULS. In the context of coverage it is conjectured that good coverage will still
be maintained because at least one minimal VULS must appear in any non-minimal
VULS.
The pseudo code for the minVULSM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 7. The
input is again a labelled graph Gtrain and a value max. The output is a set of minimal
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Algorithm 7 minVULSM algorithm
1: procedure main(Gtrain, max)
2: k = 1
3: G = Gtrain (Part of input graph not covered by minimal VULS)
4: Gk =the set of k-edge subgraphs in G (candidate VULS)
5: Tk = ∅ (the set of k-edge subgraphs which are not VULS)
6: U = ∅
7: while (k < max) do
8: U = U ∪ genMinVULS(k,Gk)
9: Gk+1= subgraph Mining(G, k + 1)(Algorithm 6 where e ∈ Tk)
10: k = k + 1
11: end while
12: end procedure
13: procedure genMinV ULS(k,Gk)
14: U ′ = ∅
15: for all c ∈ Gk do
16: if isVULS(c) then /* Algorithm 5 */
17: U ′ = U ′ ∪ c
18: coverage = compute coverage using Equ (4.1)
19: if coverage == 100% then
20: exit
21: end if
22: G = G− c
23: else
24: Tk = Tk ∪ c
25: end if
26: end for
27: if Tk == ∅ then
28: exit
29: end if
30: return U ′
31: end procedure
VULS U . Note that the algorithm is similar to algorithm 4 (presented above) for mining
the complete set of VULS, except that on each iteration we capture the current set of
k-edge VULS in a set U (line 8) and remove the identified k edge VULS from Gtrain to
give G from which the following (k + 1)-edge subgraphs will be generated (line 9). In
other words, we only extend the set of k edge non-VULS to generate the next (k + 1)-
edge VULS candidates on each iteration. Note that the isV ULS and Subgraph Mining
procedures were reused as presented earlier (Algorithms 5 and 6).
Continuing with Algorithm 7, the genMinV ULS procedure takes as input the cur-
rent graph size k (where k is the number of edges) and the set of k-edge subgraphs
contained in the set Gk as pruned so far. The procedure returns the set of k-edge min-
imal VULS U ′. On each call the procedure genMinV ULS loops through the input set
of k-edge subgraphs and (line 15) for each subgraph c in Gk determines whether it is a
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VULS or not by calling Algorithm 5 described earlier. If c is a VULS it is added to the
set U ′ (line 17). We then (line 18) calculate the coverage so far, if it has reached 100%
we have found the complete set of minimal VULS and we exit (line 20). Note that if
coverage is equal to 100%, the input set G will now be empty. Otherwise, if the coverage
is not 100%, we continue processing and (line 22) remove c from the global set G. If c
is not a VULS we add it to Tk (line 24), Tk is the set of k-edge subgraphs which will
be extended to form Gk+1, the set of (k + 1)-edge subgraphs, ready for the next level
of processing. Eventually all c in Gk will have been processed. If, at this stage Tk is
empty there will be no more subgraphs that can be generated and the process will exit
(line 28). Otherwise control will return to the main procedure at line 8 and the set of
(k + 1)-edge subgraphs will be generated from Tk (the set of k-edge subgraphs that are
not VULS) using right most extension coupled with isomorphism checking (using the
subgraph Mining procedure described previously). We continue in this manner until
the maximum value for k is reached or coverage reaches 100%.
Figure 5.4: Input graph Gtrain,
G = Gtrain at the beginning of the
algorithm 7
Figure 5.5: Example of 2-
edge minimal VULS c
Figure 5.6: G = G− c
Figure 5.7: Example of 3-
edge minimal VULS which is
missed
Note that as the procedure progresses the identified minimal VULS were “marked up”
in the input graph G so that they would not be used further in the VULS identification
process. However, this sometimes resulted in the input graph becoming fragmented
(disconnected). Fragments that were smaller than the current value for k could be safely
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ignored, but the remainder still had to be considered during the VULS identification
process. It was also found that, given a particular configuration, some VULS were
missed. For example where a three edge and a two edge minimal VULS share a one
edge subgraph that was not a VULS, in this case if the two edge occurrences in c were
marked up, the three edge minimal VULS might never be identified. This is illustrated
with a Worked example in Figures 5.4 to 5.7. Figure 5.4 gives the input graph Gtrain,
G = Gtrain at the beginning of algorithm 7. A two-edge VULS c (as shown in Figure 5.5)
is identified from G, as the algorithm proceeds, this two-edge VULS c will be marked
and the associated edges will be removed from G as shown in Figure 5.6. In this case,
the three-edge VULS (as shown in Figure 5.7), which shares the one-edge subgraph 〈 A,
Black,B 〉 with c, can not be identified from G in Figure 5.6.
Iteration	  number	   Candidate	  VULS	  	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	   Minimal	  VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  K=1	  	  	  	   	   	   	   Not	  VULS	  	  	   	   Minimal	  VULS	  K=2	  	  	  	   Candidate	  VULS	  	  	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	  	   Minimal	  VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  
	   	  
	  	  Not	  VULS	  
	  K=3	  	  	  	   Candidate	  VULS	  	  	   Labeled	  candidate	  VULS	  	  	   Minimal	  VULS	  	  Yes/No	  ?	  
	   	  
Minimal	  VULS	  
	  
Figure 5.8: Worked example of minimal VULS mining where max = 3
A Worked example for the process of identifying all minimal VULS using the min-
VULSM algorithm (Algorithm 7), with max=3, is given in Figure 5.8. The input to
the Worked example is the training graph presented previously in Figure 5.2. On the
first iteration where K=1 (second row in Figure 5.8), two one-edge candidate VULS
were identified: 〈0, 1, , green, 〉 and 〈 0, 1, , blue, 〉 as before, for each of these
candidates a vertex label list S′ was generated according to function F (c)→ S′ applied
to Gtrain. Using the set S
′, three vertex labelled candidate VULS were identified: 〈 0,
1, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉 and 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉. Of these 〈 0, 1, , green,
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〉 is not a VULS because it has two potential vertex labelings (〈 0, 1, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0,
1, A, green, B 〉); 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉 is a minimal VULS because it has a unique vertex
labelling associated with it, and it does not contain any subgraphs that are themselves
VULS. This minimal VULS 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉 will be marked up in G (G = Gtrain) so
that it won’t be extended further. As K is increased to 2 (coverage is not 100% and the
max value for k has not been reached), one two-edge candidate VULS (G2) is generated
from the set of non-VULS G1 by right most extension. In the same manner as before,
for all c ∈ G2 the vertex label list S′ was generated, to give the following set of labelled
candidate VULS:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉).
Of these (〈 0, 1, , green, 〉, 〈 0, 2, , green, 〉) is not a VULS because it has the
same structure but two potential vertex labelings:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉).
We then move on to k=3 (coverage is not yet 100% and the max value has not been
reached); in this case, one three-edge candidate VULS (G3) is generated from the set of
non-VULS G2 by right most extension. Vertex labels were again generated as before to
give: (〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉). This subgraph
is a minimal VULS since it does not contain any subgraphs that are themselves VULS.
K has now reached the specified maximum value of max = 3, thus the algorithm stops.
All minimal VULS of size less than or equal to 3 have been identified.
Clearly fewer VULS candidates are generated using minimal VULS mining than
when mining the complete set of VULS; thus mining minimal VULS is more efficient
than when mining the complete set of VULS as will be confirmed by the evaluation
presented later in chapters 7 and 8.
5.4 Frequent VULS Mining
An alternative way to reduce the complexity of VULS is to mine only frequent VULS. An
idea taken from the concept of frequent subgraph mining [115, 118, 136] and indirectly
from the concept of frequent item set mining [2, 21]. As noted in Chapter 4 a frequent
VULS is one whose occurrence count exceeds some threshold value σ. Note that the
anti-monotone property utilised in frequent subgraph mining (and frequent item set
mining) where if a subgraph is infrequent none of its super graphs will be frequent does
not apply.
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Figure 5.9: Example graph Gtrain.
Figure 5.10: Example of 2-edge fre-
quent subgraphs extended from the 1-
edge infrequent subgraph 〈 B, red, B 〉
in Figure 5.9.
The fact that the anti-monotone property does not hold is illustrated by example in
Figures 5.9 to 5.10. Figure 5.9 gives an example input graph while Figure 5.10 shows
a 2−edge subgraph extracted from the example graph. If we set threshold σ as 4.
In Figure 5.9, the one edge subgraph 〈 B, red, B 〉 occurrs only once, obviously not
frequent. However, the frequent two edge subgraph (as shown in Figure 5.10), extended
from the infrequent subgraph 〈 B, red, B 〉, occurs 5 times, more than threshold σ.
Thus for the Frequent VULS Mining algorithm both frequent and infrequent subgraphs
will be extended further. The motivation for frequent VULS mining was that it was
anticipated that it would be more computationally efficient than complete VULS mining
while at the same time coverage would still be good because we would be identifying
commonly occurring VULS. Whether frequent VULS mining would be more effective
and/or efficient than minimal VULS mining was initially unclear (this is explored further
in Chapters 7 and 8).
An issue with any form of frequent pattern mining is the nature of the thresh-
old σ. Recall from Chapter 2, that in the case of frequent subgraph mining (trans-
action graph mining) [47, 115, 118, 136, 221] we express σ in terms of a propor-
tion of the number of transaction graphs under consideration (a subgraph is then fre-
quent if it appears in x% of the available set of transaction graphs). In single graph
mining this is not so straight forward, σ can of course be predefined in terms of a
fixed value but this does not take account of the different numbers of graphs that
might be found on each iteration. With respect to the work presented in this the-
sis the value σ is calculated dynamically in terms of the average Occurrence (occur-
rence count) values for the complete set of candidate VULS identified on each iteration
as shown in Equation 5.1 where gi ∈ Gk and Occurrence is a function that returns
the occurrence count of gi. For example, there are 5 4-edge subgraphs g1, g2, g3, g4,
g5 in G4 on the fourth iteration, thus |G4|=5. The occurrence count of each sub-
graph is: Occurrence(g1)=1, Occurrence(g2)=5, Occurrence(g3)=3, Occurrence(g4)=2,
Occurrence(g5)=4. Then, according to equation 5.1, σ on this iteration will be calcu-
lated as σ = (1 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 4)/5 = 3. Note that this mechanism for calculating σ is
one of the author’s own contributions with respect to this thesis.
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σ =
∑i=|Gk|
i=1 Occurrence(gi)
|Gk| (5.1)
Algorithm 8 freqVULSM algorithm
1: procedure main(Gtrain, max)
2: k = 1
3: Gk =the set of k-edge subgraphs in Gtrain (candidate VULS)
4: U = ∅
5: while (k < max) do
6: U = U ∪ genFVULS(k,Gk)
7: Gk+1= subgraph Mining(Gtrain, k + 1)(Algorithm 6)
8: k = k + 1
9: end while
10: end procedure
11: procedure genFV ULS(k,Gk)
12: /* Calculate σ */
13: Sup = Array of length |GK | to hold occurrence counts
14: total = 0
15: for each g ∈ Gk do
16: Sup[g] = Occurrence count of g in Gtrain
17: total = total + sup[g]
18: end for
19: σ = total|Gk| (Equation (5.1))
20: /* Identify frequent candidate VULS */
21: G′k = ∅
22: for each edge g ∈ Gk do
23: if Sup[g] ≥ σ then
24: G′k = G
′
k ∪ g
25: end if
26: end for
27: U ′ = ∅
28: for all c ∈ G′k do
29: if isV ULS(c) then /* Algorithm 5 */
30: U ′ = U ′ ∪ c
31: coverage = compute coverage using Equ (4.1)
32: if coverage == 100% then
33: exit
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
37: return U ′
38: end procedure
The pseudo code for the freqVULSM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 8. As
before, the algorithm describes an iterative process. On each iteration five steps are
undertaken: (i) calculation of the threshold σ using Equation (5.1), (ii) pruning of the
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set of candidate VULS according to σ, (iii) identification of VULS, (iv) coverage check
and (v) calculation of the follow on set of candidate VULS. During the calculation of
σ (lines 12 to 19) the support for each subgraph g in Gk (the candidate set of VULS)
is calculated. This requires an isomorphism checking procedure (not explicitly shown)
which, given a reasonably sized input graph Gtrain, will be computationally expensive.
Once the support counts for each g in Gk has been calculated, each g in Gk whose
support count is greater than σ is added to G′k (lines 22 to 26) to give a set of candidate
k-edge frequent VULS. Next, using the candidate set G′k, the k sized VULS are identified
in the same manner as before using Algorithm 5. After which a check for coverage is
conducted. If the input graph Gtrain is fully covered by the frequent VULS identified
so far the algorithm exits. Otherwise the next set of candidate (k + 1)-edge VULS are
generated in the same manner as before using Algorithm 6. Then we proceed to the next
iteration and repeat the process until either: (i) the maximum size of VULS is reached
(indicated by the input max), (ii) 100% overage is reached, or (iii) no more frequent
subgraphs (candidate VULS) can be generated.
A Worked example of the process of generating frequent VULS using Algorithm 8,
with max = 3 is given in Figure 5.11. As in the case of the previous examples, the
input to the Worked example is the training graph presented in Figure 5.2. On the first
iteration where K=1 (second row in Figure 5.11), two one-edge candidate VULS were
identified: 〈 0, 1, , green, 〉 and 〈 0, 1, , blue, 〉. For each of these candidates a
vertex label list, S′, was generated according to function F (c) → S′ applied to Gtrain.
Using the set S′, three vertex labelled candidate VULS were identified: 〈 0, 1, A, green,
A 〉, 〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉 and 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉.
Meanwhile, threshold σ is calculated using Equation 5.1 as 2; 〈 0, 1, , green, 〉 is
not a VULS because it has two potential vertex labelings (〈 0, 1, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 1,
A, green, B 〉) and is thus not a frequent VULS. 〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉 is a frequent VULS
because it has a unique vertex labelling and the occurrence count of 3 exceeds σ = 2.
As K is increased to 2 (coverage is not 100% and the max value for K has not been
reached), on the second iteration (K=2), three two-edge candidate VULS are generated
from G1 by right most extension. In the same manner as before, for all c ∈ G2 the
vertex label list, S′, was generated according to function F (c) → S′. In this case, the
following set of labelled candidate VULS were identified:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉).
σ is calculated as 1.25. (〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉) is a VULS but not a
frequent VULS since the occurrence count (1) is less than σ (1.25). (〈 0, 1, B, blue, B
〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉) is a frequent VULS because it has a unique vertex labelling and
the occurrence count (2) exceeds σ (1.25).
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Iteration	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  (𝜎)	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  VULS	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   1	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  (𝜎 =!!!!!!!! =1.25)	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1	  	   2	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  VULS	  K=3	  (𝜎 =!!!!!!!!!! =1)	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  VULS	  	  	   Labeled	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  VULS	  (Occurrence	  count)	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  VULS	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  ?	  
	   1	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  VULS	  
	   1	  
Not	  VULS	  
1	  
	   1	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  VULS	  
	   1	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  VULS	  
	  
Figure 5.11: Worked example of frequent VULS mining where max = 3
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We then move on to K=3 (coverage is not yet 100% and the max value has not been
reached.) In this case, a set of four three-edge candidate VULS G3 is generated from
G2 by right most extension. Vertex labels were again generated as before to give:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, A 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉).
σ is calculated as 1. Thus:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉),
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 1, 2, B, blue, B 〉, 〈 2, 3, B, blue, B 〉)
are frequent VULS because they have unique vertex labellings and their occurrence
count of 1 is greater than or equal to σ = 1. K has now reached the maximum value of
max = 3, thus the algorithm stops. All frequent VULS of size less than or equal to 3
have been identified.
Unlike when mining minimal VULS, the number of candidate VULS generated is not
reduced when mining frequent VULS. However, fewer frequent VULS are identified than
mining for the complete set of VULS. This will be confirmed in the next two Chapters
7 and 8, where some experimental results will be presented.
5.5 Minimal Frequent VULS Mining
The idea behind the concept of minimal frequent VULS mining is that the time complex-
ity advantages of both minimal and frequent VULS mining can be combined. However,
it was anticipated that fewer VULS would be discovered than when finding only minimal
or only frequent VULS, and thus coverage might be adversely affected (this is explored
further in Chapter 7 and 8). As in the case of the minVULSM algorithm we can pro-
ceed in a breadth first manner and exclude subgraphs who have a parent graph that is
a minimal VULS.
The pseudo code for the minFreqVULSM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 9. The
algorithm is almost identical to Algorithm 8 except that, on each iteration, we store the
identified non-minimal VULS in a set Tk (line 39) and then use this set to generate the
following set of k + 1 edge subgraphs Gk+1 (line 9).
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Algorithm 9 minFreqVULSM algorithm
1: procedure main(Gtrain, max)
2: k = 1
3: G = Gtrain(Part of input graph not covered by minimal VULS)
4: Gk =the set of k-edge subgraphs in G (candidate VULS)
5: Tk = ∅(the set of k-edge subgraphs which are not VULS)
6: U = ∅
7: while (k < max) do
8: U = U ∪ genFminVULS(k,Gk)
9: Gk+1= subgraph Mining(G, k + 1)(Algorithm 6 where e ∈ Tk)
10: k = k + 1
11: end while
12: end procedure
13: procedure genFminV ULS(k,Gk)
14: /* Calculate σ */
15: Sup = Array of length |GK | to hold occurrence counts
16: total = 0
17: for each g ∈ Gk do
18: Sup[g] = Occurrence count of g in G
19: total = total + sup[g]
20: end for
21: σ = total|Gk| (Equation 5.1)
22: /* Identify frequent candidate VULS */
23: G′k = ∅
24: for each edge g ∈ Gk do
25: if Sup[g] ≥ σ then
26: G′k = G
′
k ∪ g
27: end if
28: end for
29: U ′ = ∅
30: for all c ∈ G′k do
31: if isVULS(c) then /* Algorithm 5 */
32: U ′ = U ′ ∪ c
33: coverage = compute coverage using Equ (4.1)
34: if coverage == 100% then
35: exit
36: end if
37: G = G− c
38: else
39: Tk = Tk ∪ c
40: end if
41: end for
42: if Tk == ∅ then
43: exit
44: end if
45: return U ′
46: end procedure
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Figure 5.12: Worked example of minimal frequent VULSM mining where max = 3
A Worked example of the process of generating all minimal frequent VULS using
Algorithm 9, with max = 3, is given in Figure 5.12. The input to the Worked example
is again the training graph presented in Figure 5.2. On the first iteration where K=1
(second row in Figure 5.12), two one-edge candidate VULS were identified: 〈 0, 1, ,
green, 〉 and 〈 0, 1, , blue, 〉, For each of these candidates a vertex label list, S′,
was generated using the function F (c) → S′. Using the set S′ three vertex labelled
candidate VULS were identified: 〈 0, 1, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉 and 〈 0,
1, B, blue, B 〉. Meanwhile, threshold σ is calculated using equation 5.1 as 2. 〈 0, 1,
B, blue, B 〉 is a minimal frequent VULS because it has a unique vertex labelling, it
does not contain any subgraphs that are themselves VULS and its occurrence count of 3
exceeds the threshold σ = 2. Then the minimal frequent VULS 〈0, 1, B, blue, B〉 will be
removed from G (G = Gtrain) so that it won’t be extended further. As K is increased to
2 (coverage is not 100% and the max value for K has not been reached), on the second
iteration (K=2), one two-edge candidate VULS is generated from the set of non-VULS,
G1, by right most extension. In the same manner as before, for all c ∈ G2 the vertex
label list, S′, was generated using the function F (c) → S′. In this case, the following
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set of labelled candidate VULS were identified: (〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green,
A 〉), and (〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉).
The threshold σ is calculated as 1. (〈 0, 1, , green, 〉, 〈 0, 2, , green, 〉) is not
a VULS because it has the same structure but two potential vertex labelings:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉), and
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, B 〉).
and thus it can’t be minimal frequent VULS. We then move on to K=3 (coverage is not
yet 100% and the max value has not been reached.) In this case, one three-edge candidate
VULS (G3) is generated from the set of non-VULS, G2, by right most extension. Vertex
label lists were again generated as before to giving:
(〈 0, 1, A, green, B 〉, 〈 0, 2, A, green, A 〉, 〈 0, 3, A, green, B 〉).
This is a minimal frequent VULS since it does not contain any subgraphs that are
themselves VULS and the occurrence count of 1 is greater than or equal to σ = 1. K
has reached the specified maximum value of max = 3, and thus the algorithm stops. All
minimal frequent VULS of size less than or equal to 3 have been identified.
It should be noted that the value for σ is not necessarily the same when mining
frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS, although it is computed using the same
equation, as the calculation depends on the occurrence count distribution of the gener-
ated candidate subgraphs on each iteration, hence slightly different sets of VULS may
be generated and consequently slightly different coverage results obtained with respect
to frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS as will be demonstrated later in Chapter
7.
As in the case of mining minimal VULS, fewer VULS candidates will be generated
when mining minimal frequent VULS than when mining the complete set of VULS.
Thus mining minimal frequent VULS is likely to be more efficient than when mining the
complete set of VULS as will be confirmed by the evaluation presented in Chapters 7
and 8.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has described the theory and operation of four different algorithms for
finding the four different identified categories of VULS. The algorithms were as follows:
1. compVULSM for finding the complete set of VULS.
2. minVULSM for finding minimal VULS.
3. freqVULSM for finding frequent VULS.
4. minFreqVULSM for finding minimal frequent VULS.
In the next chapter, the Backward-Match-Voting algorithm for vertex classification will
be presented and illustrated using a work example.

Chapter 6
Algorithm for Vertex
Classification
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the generation (mining) of VULS was considered. In this short
chapter their utility (in the context of vertex classification) is considered. This chap-
ter presents the Backward-Match-Voting algorithm for vertex classification using pre-
labelled subgraphs such as the VULS identified using the VULS mining algorithms pre-
sented in the previous chapter. A schematic of the vertex classification process is given
in Figure 6.1. Similar to the VULS training process presented in the previous chapter,
with respect to Figure 6.1, it is again assumed that the new 3D surface data is not in
the appropriate graph format (as in the case of the sheet metal forming and satellite
image applications) and thus requires translation. Once in the correct grid graph format
pre-labelled subgraphs, such as VULS, can be applied to this new graph data so that
the labels of the vertices in the new graph can be predicted (labelled).
Figure 6.1: Schematic for predicting vertex labels given a new 3D surface data set.
Using the presented Backward-Match-Voting (BMV) algorithm labels will be at-
tached to as many vertices in the new graph as possible. In the case of vertices that
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are still unlabelled, a default label can be applied or alternatively the most frequently
occurring label that features in the pre-labelled subgraphs used for training purposes
can be used. The BMV algorithm is intended for application using collections of iden-
tified VULS, but this does not have to be the case, it can be used with respect to other
subgraph collections.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The BMV algorithm for vertex label
classification (prediction) is presented in Section 6.2. A Working Example illustrating
how the BMV algorithm operates is presented in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 then concludes
the chapter with a brief summary.
6.2 Backward-Match-Voting algorithm
As noted in the above introduction, the idea is to use pre-labelled subgraphs, such as sets
of identified VULS, to label the vertices in an unseen graph G by matching the individual
pre-labelled subgraphs with subgraphs in G. A general issue with this approach is that
vertices in G may be matched to more than one vertex in the given set of pre-labelled
subgraphs, possibly with different vertex labels. In this case the conflicting labelling
needs to be resolved. We can identify a potential number of mechanisms for doing
this, but propose a voting mechanism here. A variety of voting mechanisms also exist,
including: (i) majority voting and (ii) weighted voting. We adopted the first as the
most appropriate weighting mechanisms to use was difficult to determine. We refer to
the proposed vertex classification approach as the Backward-Match-Voting mechanism
because: (i) we work “backwards” from the maximum value of k = max to k = 1
(because this is more efficient as potentially a larger number of vertices in G will be
covered increasing the likelihood of reaching 100% coverage early on in the process), (ii)
we “match” graph structures and edge labellings of pre-labelled subgraphs to G so as to
label the vertices in G using the labels from pre-labelled subgraphs, and (iii) where more
than one vertex label is assigned to a vertex in G we use a majority “voting” scheme.
The Backward-Match-Voting algorithm is presented in Algorithm 10. The algorithm
takes as input a collected set U of pre-labelled subgraphs (such as a set of VULS gen-
erated as described in the previous chapter) and a new graph G which has known edge
labels but unknown vertex labels. The algorithm also utilises the parameter max as the
maximum size of the pre-labelled subgraphs in U so that the algorithm does not try to
find matches beyond this maximum size. In the case of using a set of VULS as the pre-
labelled subgraphs, max is set the same value as used by the VULS mining algorithm
used to generate the VULS. The output is a vertex labelled graph G. The algorithm
starts with pre-labelled subgraphs of size max and iteratively proceeds with pre-labelled
subgraphs of decreasing size until one edge pre-labelled subgraphs are reached or 100%
coverage of the vertices in G is obtained, whichever happens first. At the beginning
of the algorithm, a set of vertex labels LV is initialized (line 11) to hold vertex labels
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Algorithm 10 : Backward-Match-Voting algorithm to predict vertex labels in a vertex-
unlabelled graph
1: Input:
2: U = a set of pre-labelled subgraphs (such as VULS)
3: G = 〈V,E, LE〉, Edge labelled graph (with unlabelled vertices),
4: max = The maximum size of an element of U
5: L = default vertex label
6: Output:
7: Graph G with labelled vertices
8: procedure main(G , max, U , L)
9: coverage=0
10: k = max
11: LV = φ
12: while (k ≥ 1) do
13: G′ = the set of all subgraphs in G.
14: for all c ∈ U where |c| ≡ k do
15: for each g ⊆ G′ isomorphic to c do
16: add (v, lv) to LV , for each v in g with lv equal to the label of v in c
17: end for
18: end for
19: coverage = compute the coverage of G using Equation 4.1
20: if coverage ≡ 100% then
21: exit
22: end if
23: k = k − 1
24: end while
25: for all v in G do
26: if v occurs in LV then
27: set the label of v in G to the most frequent label of v in LV
28: end if
29: end for
30: Set the label of any remaining unlabelled vertex in G to L
31: end procedure
extracted from relevant pre-labelled subgraphs in U . Note that each element of LV cor-
responds to a vertex in G that does not yet have a label associated with it (so all vertices
in G on start up). We then, on each iteration, process each pre-labelled subgraph c of
size k; if a k-edge subgraph g within the input graph G is isomorphic to c, each vertex
in g will be labelled according to vertex labelling in c. In this manner, part of LV will
be populated on each iteration. Once all k-edge subgraphs in U have been processed the
coverage is calculated (line 19), if coverage is equivalent to 100% the process stops (line
21), otherwise we continue with the (k − 1)-edge subgraphs. Once all items in U have
been processed, we then process each vertex v in graph G. If a vertex v has more than
one label associated with it, the voting mechanism is invoked and the most popular label
assigned to the corresponding vertex v in G. It may be the case that some elements in
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LV are still set to null indicating that the corresponding vertex has not been covered
by any pre-labelled subgraph. In this case a default label is assigned. In case of the
evaluation presented later in this thesis, the most frequent vertex label from the training
data is used as the default label (lines 30).
Note that Backward-Match-Voting algorithm start with the largest pre-labelled sub-
graphs (pre-labelled subgraphs of size max) moving down to pre-labelled subgraphs of
size 1. The reason for doing this, is that larger pre-labelled subgraphs are better at
predicting vertex labels than smaller pre-labelled subgraphs because larger pre-labelled
subgraphs define a more specific structure than smaller pre-labelled subgraphs. In other
words it is easier to match small pre-labelled subgraphs to subgraphs in G, often result-
ing in an incorrect vertex labelling, than it is to match larger pre-labelled subgraphs.
Hence the “backwards” in the Backward-Match-Voting algorithm. The above is illus-
trated by the example given in Figures 6.2 to 6.5. Figure 6.2 shows an unlabelled graph
that features LE ={black, green, red}. Figures 6.3 to 6.5 show a set of labelled one-edge
subgraphs and a labelled four-edge subgraph. The one-edge and four-edge pre-labelled
subgraphs is shown in Figure 6.3 and 6.5 respectively. The set {V 1, V 2, . . . , V 9} in
Figure 6.4 indicates the identifiers for the vertices in Figure 6.2. Using the largest four-
edge pre-labelled subgraph (Figure 6.5) the vertex labelling for the new graph will be:
LV 1 = {A}, LV 2 = {C}, LV 4 = {D}, LV 6 = {D}, LV 8 = {B}. While using the one-
edge VULS (Figure 6.3) the vertex labelling will be: LV 1 = {A,B,C,D}, LV 2 = {A,C},
LV 4 = {A,D}, LV 6 = {A,D}, LV 8 = {A,B}. This example clearly indicates that the
vertex’s labelling becomes more complicated when using (small) one-edge VULS than
when using (large) four-edge VULS.
Figure 6.2: Input graph G.
Figure 6.3: One-edge pre-
labelled subgraphs.
6.3 A Working Example Using the Backward-Match-Voting
Algorithm
This section presents a working example using a directed graph, to illustrate the opera-
tion of the BMV algorithm with max=4.
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Figure 6.4: Graph without vertex la-
bels.
Figure 6.5: Four-edge pre-
labelled subgraph.
Figure 6.6: Input graph G = 〈V,E,LE〉, with unlabelled vertices, {V 1, V 2, . . . , V 9}
are vertex identifiers.
Figure 6.7: Four pre-labelled subgraphs.
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Figure 6.8: Worked example of vertex classification using the pre-labelled subgraphs
given in Figure 6.7 and the vertex-unlabelled graph given in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.9: Output graph G = 〈V,E, LE , LV 〉 with predicted vertex label.
The input graph G for the example is presented in Figure 6.6. The input set
of pre-labelled subgraphs is given in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 is organised in a tabu-
lar format with the rows representing k−edge pre-labelled subgraph iterations and the
columns representing: (i) the relevant k−edge pre-labelled subgraphs, (ii) the vertices
in G covered by the k−edge pre-labelled subgraphs, and (iii) vertex label allocation for
G. On the first iteration where K=4 (second row in Figure 6.8), the four-edge pre-
labelled subgraph is matched to input graph G and vertices V5, V6, V8 and V9 are
labelled (covered): LV 5 = {A,D,A,D}, LV 6 = {D,A,D,A}, LV 8 = {D,A,D,A}, and
LV 9 = {A,D,A,D}. Coverage is now 44.44%. On the second iteration (K=3), the two
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three-edge pre-labelled subgraphs are matched to the input graph G, vertices V1, V2,
V3, V4, V5, V6, V7 are labelled: LV 1 = {A,A}, LV 2 = {C}, LV 3 = {C}, LV 4 = {B,B},
LV 5 = {A,D,A,D,A,A,C}, LV 6 = {D,A,D,A,D,D}, and LV 7 = {A}. Note that LV 8
and LV 9 were covered on the previous iteration so are not considered here. The coverage
has now reached 100%, thus the process stops and the one edge pre-labelled subgraph
〈B, red,B〉 will not be considered. At the end of this stage, where a vertex is labelled
with more than one label, the majority voting mechanism is applied. Note that given
an “equal votes situation”, a “first come first serve” strategy is used. For example, if
LV 8 = {D,A,D,A}, (equal votes for A and D), V8 will be assigned the label D because
it appeared first. The final output graph G, with vertex labelings, is illustrated in Figure
6.9.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has described the theory and operation of the BMV prediction algorithm
for vertex classification using pre-labelled subgraphs. The algorithm was presented in
detail and its operation is illustrated using an example. The experimental analysis and
evaluation of all the algorithms proposed in this and the previous chapter, using the
data sets introduced in Chapter 3 from the application domains of sheet metal forming
(more specifically AISF) and satellite image interpretation, is presented in the following
two chapters respectively.

Chapter 7
Experimental Results Using The
Sheet Metal Forming Application
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 presented a sequence of algorithms for mining four different categories of
VULS: (i) complete, (ii) minimal, (iii) frequent and (iv) minimal frequent. The previous
Chapter 6 presented the Backward-Match-Voting algorithm for applying the identified
VULS in the context of vertex classification. This chapter presents an evaluation of these
algorithms in the context of the sheet metal forming application introduced previously in
Chapter 3 (evaluation using the satellite image interpretation application is considered
in the following chapter). The principal objectives of the evaluation were as follows:
1. To compare the operation of the proposed VULS mining algorithms, using a range
of max values, in terms of coverage, number of identified VULS and runtime.
2. To investigate the effect of using different values for the grid size d.
3. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LE |.
4. To compare the distinction between the usage of grid graphs and cross grid graphs,
and the usage of directed and undirected graphs.
5. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LV |.
6. To compare the effectiveness of the identified VULS, with respect to vertex classi-
fication, and with respect to more standard approaches (J48 and Naive Bayes).
7. To investigate whether there is a statistically significant difference between the
results obtained.
Each of these objectives is considered in a separate section below (Sections 7.2 to 7.8).
A summary and some conclusions are presented in Section 7.9. All the proposed VULS
algorithms were implemented using the JAVA programming language. All the reported
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experiments were conducted using a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 with 4 GB 1333 MHz DDR3
memory, running OS X 10.8.1 (12B19).
The strategy adopted for reporting the outcomes with respect to the first six of the
above objectives, given the large number of possible parameter combinations, was to only
vary the parameter(s) of interest with respect to each individual objective, while fixing
the remaining parameters. For ease of understanding Table 7.1 gives an overview of this
strategy. In the table the columns reference the first six of the above listed objectives
while the rows reference the different parameters to be considered. An “F” in a table
cell indicates that a fixed value was used for the indicated parameter with respect to the
indicated evaluation objective. Where a range of values is given in a table cell this is
the range of parameter values reported on with respect to the experiments directed at
the indicated objective. Recall that the max parameter is used to limit the size of the
VULS to be mined, while the remaining parameters are used to define the grid graphs
to be used. It should be noted that |LV | and d (grid size) will typically be application
dependent and thus user specified. All experiments reported on in this chapter used
d = 28 (cm) since as demonstrated in Section 7.3 this tends to produce the best results.
Further experiments were conducted using d = 23 (cm) with similar outcomes to those
reported in this chapter; for completeness, the results from these additional experiments
are reported in Appendix C. Note from the Table that for objective 6 (comparison of
VULS classification effectiveness) only fixed parameter settings were used.
Table 7.1: Evaluation Strategy Summary
Parameter
Objective
1 2 3 4 5 6
max {4, 5, 6} F F F F F
d F {18, 23, 28} F F F F
|LE | F F {2, 4, 6, 8} F F F
Degree F F F {4, 8} F F
Directed? F F F {Y,N} F F
|LV | F F F F {2, 3} F
With respect to the last of the above objectives (object 7) the Friedman statistical
test was applied to evaluate the performance of the classifiers to determine whether the
results produced were truly significant or not with respect to the AUC measure. On
completion of the Friedman test, where appropriate Nemenyi test was used to identify
the “critical distances” between the techniques so as to identify where the differences
actually occurred. Recall that both the Friedman and the Nemenyi test were described
in Chapter 2.
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7.2 Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using a Range
of max Values (Objective 1)
This section provides a comparative evaluation of the four different VULS mining al-
gorithms presented in this thesis with respect to a range of max parameter values. As
indicated in Table 7.1 the remaining parameters were kept constant at |LV | = 2, |LE | = 8
and Degree = 4. All the graphs considered featured directed edges.
The results are presented in Tables 7.2 to 7.4 corresponding to max parameter set-
tings of 4, 5 and 6 respectively. In each table the VULS mining algorithms are listed
along the top (CompVULS, Mimimum VULS, Frequent VULS and Minimal frequent
VULS). The data sets (graphs) considered are represented by the rows. Note that, be-
cause the raw AISF data sets available were paired, the evaluation was conducted by
training on one data set and testing on the other. For example in the case of the Gon-
zalo Steel AISF data, the classifier was trained using GS1 and tested using GS2. The
different data sets are indicated using the following notation: GS (Gonzalo Steel), GT
(Gonzalo Titanium), MS (Modified Steel) and MT (Modified Titanium) (see chapter 3).
For each algorithm coverage, number of identified VULS and run time are presented.
Each table also records the average coverage, number of VULS and run time for each
algorithm and the associate SD. Note that Standard Deviation (SD) is a measure of how
much variation exists from the average. A low standard deviation indicates that the
data points tend to be very close to the mean. A high standard deviation indicates that
the data points are spread out over a large range of values. The colour coding used in
the tables is simply for ease of comparison.
Table 7.2: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 4 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 122.00 0.36 100.00 9.00 0.17 100.00 121.00 0.22 100.00 6.00 0.17
GT 100.00 127.00 0.23 100.00 20.00 0.15 100.00 111.00 0.24 100.00 7.00 0.17
MS 100.00 86.00 0.32 100.00 20.00 0.20 97.22 169.00 0.31 88.89 24.00 0.28
MT 97.22 257.00 0.36 91.67 16.00 0.19 97.22 185.00 0.36 86.11 8.00 0.20
Average 99.31 0.32 97.92 0.18 98.61 0.28 93.75 0.21
Table 7.3: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 5 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 122.00 0.19 100.00 9.00 0.17 100.00 121.00 0.21 100.00 6.00 0.16
GT 100.00 127.00 0.19 100.00 20.00 0.15 100.00 111.00 0.24 100.00 7.00 0.16
MS 100.00 86.00 0.16 100.00 20.00 0.18 97.22 471.00 0.60 94.44 35.00 0.38
MT 97.22 700.00 0.75 91.67 16.00 0.25 97.22 465.00 0.59 86.11 8.00 0.28
Average 99.31 0.32 97.92 0.19 98.61 0.41 95.14 0.25
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Table 7.4: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 6 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 122.00 0.21 100.00 9.00 0.20 100.00 121.00 0.23 100.00 6.00 0.21
GT 100.00 127.00 0.20 100.00 20.00 0.17 100.00 111.00 0.22 100.00 7.00 0.17
MS 100.00 86.00 0.18 100.00 20.00 0.23 97.22 1245.00 0.98 94.44 44.00 0.78
MT 97.22 1814.00 1.49 91.67 16.00 0.21 97.22 1162.00 0.85 86.11 8.00 0.35
Average 99.31 0.52 97.92 0.20 98.61 0.57 95.14 0.38
From Tables 7.2 to 7.4 the following can be noted with respect to coverage, number
of VULS identified and run time:
• Coverage.
1. When finding Complete VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS and minimal
frequent VULS, 100% coverage can be obtained in some cases regardless of
the max value used.
2. When finding minimal VULS 100% coverage was obtained in three out of
the four graphs considered. Where 100% coverage was not obtained this was
always with respect to the MT graph. In the same manner, When finding
frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS respectively, 100% coverage was
obtained in two out of the four graphs considered.
3. On average, when finding minimal VULS, coverage was always worse than
when finding frequent VULS.
4. The worst recorded coverage values were obtained when finding minimal fre-
quent VULS.
5. The relationship between the different VULS algorithms in terms of coverage
fits with the more general relationship between the four different categories
of VULS illustrated previously in Figure 2.2 of chapter 4.
6. As the max parameter increased from 4 to 6 we can anticipate that more
VULS will be identified and hence coverage will also increase. This trend
becomes more apparent when d = 23 (cm) is used as shown in Appendix C.
In the case of d = 28 (cm) as used with respect to the experiments presented
in this chapter, this trend is not so apparent because if the coverage when
max = 4 is 100% this cannot be improved upon. In most graphs, 100% has
already been reached when max = 4. In the case of the Complete VULS,
minimal VULS or frequent VULS results, when max = 5 and max = 6, the
recorded coverage values were the same; this was because no additional VULS
which cover new vertices could be found by increasing max = 5 to max = 6.
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• Number of VULS.
1. As anticipated many more VULS are discovered when mining for Complete
VULS than when mining for any of the other forms of VULS considered
(minimal, frequent, minimal frequent). The total number of VULS that exist
in a given graph will be greater than the number of minimal VULS that can
be found in the same graph. Similarly the total number of VULS will be
greater than the number of frequent VULS that can be found in the same
graph. Of course the number of minimal frequent VULS that can be found
will be less than the number of frequent VULS that can be found.
2. Generally speaking, with respect to the average number of VULS discovered
in each case, we can expect: (i) VULS > minimal VULS > minimal frequent
VULS; and (ii) VULS > frequent VULS > minimal frequent VULS. However,
from the tables we can see that the number of frequent VULS identified
is sometimes greater than the number identified using the Complete VULS
algorithm, this is because the Complete VULS algorithm stops mining further
VULS when the coverage reaches 100%.
3. Not withstanding point 2 above, the recorded results again confirm the rela-
tionship between the four different categories of VULS illustrated previously
in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 4.
4. With respect to the max parameter, as this was increased from 4 to 6, the
number of identified VULS was expected to also increases. This is confirmed
by the results recorded in the table (except where 100% coverage was reached
using a lower value of max as noted in point 2 above).
• Run time.
1. As the max parameter was increased from 4 to 6, the required run time for
identifying VULS (with respect to all four categories) also increased (as was
to be expected).
2. The frequent VULS mining algorithm required more run time than the Com-
plete VULS and Minimal VULS algorithms because of the additional candi-
date graph counting (isomorphism testing) that had to be conducted.
From the above, the number of minimal VULS (or frequent VULS) is low (in com-
parison with the total number of VULS), however coverage is still good. Furthermore,
it is interesting to note that good coverage is still obtained using small numbers of min-
imal VULS or frequent VULS. For example, with respect to the GS directed graphs,
the coverage when mining either Complete VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS or
minimal frequent VULS is always 100% regardless of the max value used. However,
when using Complete VULS mining we identify 122 VULS, while when using minimal
VULS mining we identify only 9; similarly when using frequent VULS mining we identify
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121 VULS while when using minimal frequent we identify only 6. For ease of consistent
consideration and analysis of the effects of varying the remaining parameters max = 4
was used with respect to the following reported evaluations, because in most cases 100%
coverage had already been reached when using max = 4 and when this was not the case
coverage did not increase dramatically as max increased from 4 to 6.
7.3 Effect of Grid Size d on Classification Effectiveness
(Objective 2)
The parameter considered with respect to the evaluation presented in this section is the
grid size d. In this section we consider the effect on classification when d = {18, 23, 28}
respectively. For the experiments |LV | = 2, |LE | = 8 and max = 4 were again used.
Only directed grid graphs were considered. The results are presented in Table 7.5.
Table 7.5: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to d (Objective 2).
d Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
18
GS 0.65 0.64 0.48 0.47 0.77 0.77 0.50 0.49
GT 0.68 0.53 0.80 0.71 0.67 0.51 0.79 0.69
MS 0.74 0.76 0.57 0.60 0.77 0.79 0.70 0.72
MT 0.78 0.53 0.80 0.50 0.77 0.52 0.80 0.50
Average 0.71 0.62 0.66 0.57 0.75 0.65 0.70 0.60
SD 0.06 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.05 0.15 0.14 0.12
23
GS 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63
GT 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62
MS 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.63 0.78 0.81 0.56 0.61
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55
Average 0.79 0.67 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.60
SD 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04
28
GS 0.89 0.88 0.58 0.56 0.89 0.88 0.61 0.59
GT 0.69 0.77 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.58
MS 0.94 0.94 0.72 0.71 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60
Average 0.85 0.82 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.68
SD 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.24 0.18
From Table 7.5, it can be seen that classification effectiveness tends to increase as
the grid size d increases from 18 to 28. As noted above the value for d is application
domain dependent. In the context of sheet metal forming, if the grid size d is small,
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Table 7.6: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LE | (objective 3).
|LE | Graph Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive BayesAcc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
GS 0.44 0.46 0.53 0.55 0.44 0.46 0.53 0.55 0.47 0.50 0.56 0.71
GT 0.67 0.50 0.64 0.56 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.75
MS 0.53 0.55 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.92 0.91 0.83 0.72 0.83 0.77
MT 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.80
Average 0.63 0.50 0.73 0.62 0.71 0.58 0.75 0.64 0.71 0.56 0.73 0.76
SD 0.18 0.04 0.17 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.14 0.04
4
GS 0.58 0.60 0.50 0.52 0.58 0.60 0.50 0.52 0.47 0.50 0.83 0.79
GT 0.69 0.56 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.69 0.82
MS 0.92 0.91 0.83 0.82 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.98
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.92 0.70 0.86 0.50 0.89 0.95
Average 0.76 0.69 0.72 0.63 0.78 0.71 0.77 0.67 0.74 0.60 0.84 0.89
SD 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.11 0.09
6
GS 0.75 0.76 0.42 0.44 0.75 0.76 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.83
GT 0.69 0.54 0.69 0.54 0.69 0.54 0.69 0.54 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.79
MS 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.88 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.98
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.88
Average 0.81 0.73 0.72 0.64 0.81 0.73 0.74 0.63 0.74 0.60 0.79 0.87
SD 0.11 0.17 0.22 0.19 0.11 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.10 0.08
8
GS 0.89 0.88 0.58 0.56 0.89 0.88 0.61 0.59 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.69 0.77 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.94 0.94 0.72 0.71 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.85 0.82 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
such as 18 (mm), the grid graphs tend to be flat which in turn means that the geometry
can not be effectively captured, thus the performance tends to deteriorate. Moreover, if
the grid size d is too small, it might lead to overfitting.
7.4 Effect of |LE| on Classification Effectiveness (Objective
3)
Although the size of the edge label set LE will in many case be dictated by the nature of
the application domain the effect that the size of LE has on classification effectiveness,
in terms of accuracy and AUC, is considered in this section. The discussion is founded
on a sequence of experiments conducted using a range of values for |LE | from 2 to 8
increasing in steps of 2. Note that the VULS classification was again conducted using
the raw data set pairings whereby one raw data set could be used for training while the
other could be used for testing. For the experiments max = 4 and |LV | = 2 were used.
All the graphs considered were grid graphs (Degree=4) and featured directed edges. The
results are presented in the table 7.6. The table is organised in a similar manner to the
previous results tables presented in this chapter.
From Table 7.6 it can be seen that average accuracy and AUC tends to increase as
|LE | is increased from 2 to 8 regardless of the form of VULS mining adopted (Complete
set of VULS, Minimal VULS, Frequent VULS, Minimal Frequent VULS mining) in most
cases. The conjectured reason for this is that as number of edge label |LE | increased, the
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edge labels become more diverse, more distinctive VULS can be identified, thus more
accurate vertex label prediction results.
7.5 Comparison Between Usage of Grid Graphs and Cross
Grid Graphs, and Directed and Undirected Graphs
(Objective 4)
In Chapter 3 it was noted that VULS mining, as envisioned in this thesis, could be
applied to a variety of different types of grid graph: (i) directed grid graphs, (ii) undi-
rected grid graphs, (iii) directed cross-grid graphs, (iv) undirected cross-grid graphs.
Recall that the distinction between a grid graph and a cross grid graph is that the first
has a degree of 4, while the second has a degree of 8 (except in the part of the graph
where the 3D surface edges and corners are represented). In this section the distinction
between these different types of grid graph are considered in terms of classification effec-
tiveness (using accuracy and AUC), again using the raw data pairings used previously.
For the comparison max = 4, |LV | = 2 and |LE | = 8 was used. The later because earlier
experiments, reported in Section 7.4 above, had demonstrated that this produced the
best result. The results from the conducted experiments are presented in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to Graph Types (Objective 4).
Graph Category Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
directed grid
GS 0.89 0.88 0.58 0.56 0.89 0.88 0.61 0.59 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.69 0.77 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.94 0.94 0.72 0.71 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.85 0.82 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
undirected grid
GS 0.56 0.57 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.47 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.69 0.60 0.67 0.50 0.75 0.63 0.67 0.5 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.8 0.94 0.94 0.56 0.53 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.92 0.7 0.92 0.7 0.92 0.7 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.77 0.69 0.72 0.63 0.79 0.71 0.64 0.51 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.15 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.02 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
directed cross-grid
GS 0.64 0.65 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.71 0.56 0.58 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.69 0.54 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.88 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.78 0.65 0.78 0.65 0.79 0.66 0.76 0.64 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.15 0.21 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.21 0.17 0.20 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
undirected cross-grid
GS 0.47 0.49 0.58 0.60 0.61 0.63 0.39 0.41 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.89 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.88 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.72 0.60 0.76 0.64 0.77 0.64 0.70 0.57 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.16 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
From Table 7.7 it can be seen that, regardless of the form of VULS used (Complete
VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS or minimal frequent VULS) more effective results
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are produced using directed graphs than undirected graphs, and grid graphs than cross-
grid graphs. More specifically, in most cases, the VULS classifiers’ performance (in
terms of accuracy and AUC) shows the trends: (i) directed grid > undirected grid; (ii)
directed cross-grid > undirected cross-grid; (iii) directed grid >directed cross-grid; and
(iv) in some cases, undirected grid >undirected cross-grid. The results indicate that
VULS classifiers perform better on directed graphs than undirected graphs, because
when using directed graphs a greater number of VULS are identified than when using
undirected graphs consequently the vertex classification is more specific and as a result a
better overall classification results. However, VULS classifiers tended to perform better
when dealing with grid graphs where vertices have a degree of 4 than cross-grid graph
where vertexes have a degree of 8. This is probably because when using degree=8 a
greater number of edges are included in the input graph which in turn results in more
VULS; as a result the likelihood of more than one label being assigned to a vertex
is increased, and consequently the allocation (despite the adopted voting mechanism)
tends to be less effective.
7.6 Effect of |LV | on Classification Effectiveness (Objective
5)
The parameter considered with respect to the evaluation presented in this section is
|LV |. As noted above the value for |LV | is application domain dependent. However, for
completeness, in this section we consider the effect on classification when |LV | = 2 and
|LV | = 3 (the nature of the labelling in each case was discussed in Chapter 3). For the
experiments |LE | = 8 and max = 4 were used. Only the results obtained using directed
grid graphs are presented here. The results are presented in Table 7.8.
Table 7.8: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LV | (Objective 5).
|LV | Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
GS 0.89 0.88 0.58 0.56 0.89 0.88 0.61 0.59 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.69 0.77 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.94 0.94 0.72 0.71 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.85 0.82 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
3
GS 0.31 0.40 0.25 0.35 0.31 0.40 0.25 0.35 0.36 0.56 0.50 0.75
GT 0.72 0.51 0.61 0.33 0.72 0.51 0.61 0.33 0.61 0.50 0.64 0.70
MS 0.78 0.67 0.78 0.67 0.78 0.67 0.78 0.67 0.64 0.75 0.72 0.84
MT 0.72 0.62 0.75 0.61 0.72 0.62 0.75 0.61 0.72 0.50 0.67 0.82
Average 0.63 0.55 0.60 0.49 0.63 0.55 0.60 0.49 0.58 0.58 0.63 0.78
SD 0.22 0.12 0.24 0.18 0.22 0.12 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.06
From Table 7.8, as might be expected, better accuracy and AUC tend to be achieved
when the number of vertex labels is small (|LV | = 2). This is because as the number
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of vertex labels is increased, for example to |LV | = 3, the graph labelling becomes more
diverse; as a result, the classification performance tends to deteriorate. This observation
is true for classification in general, the more class labels that need to be considered the
more challenging the classification.
7.7 Comparison of VULS Vertex Classification Effective-
ness (Objective 6)
This section reports on the comparative evaluation conducted with respect to VULS
vertex classification in general. This section includes a comparison with using more
traditional forms of classification, namely J48 and Naive Bayes (as implemented in the
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) machine learning workbench1).
For usage with J48 and Nave Bayes the data sets were processed as described in chapter
3. For the results presented in the Table 7.9, max = 4, |LE | = 8 and |LV | = 2 were
used. All the graphs considered were grid graphs (degree= 4) and featured directed
edges. The results are presented in Table 7.9. The table is laid out in a similar manner
to those included in the previous sections.
Table 7.9: VULS Vertex Classification Comparison (Objective 6).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
GS 0.89 0.88 0.58 0.56 0.89 0.88 0.61 0.59 0.47 0.50 0.75 0.88
GT 0.69 0.77 0.53 0.65 0.69 0.77 0.44 0.58 0.67 0.50 0.72 0.87
MS 0.94 0.94 0.72 0.71 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.83 0.77 0.89 0.99
MT 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.67 0.89 0.60 0.86 0.50 0.86 0.90
Average 0.85 0.82 0.68 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.72 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.81 0.91
SD 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.24 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.08 0.05
From Table 7.9 it can be seen that, in terms of the VULS algorithms considered,
using Complete VULS and frequent VULS produced the most effective results in terms
of average accuracy (0.85) and average AUC (0.82). Comparing with the Nave Bayes
and J48 classifiers using Complete VULS and frequent VULS still produced the most
effective results in terms of average accuracy (0.85), while Nave Bayes produced the most
effective results in terms of AUC (0.91). J48 produced the worst vertex classification
performance in terms of AUC.
Note that the above demonstrated VULS mining does not always work as well as
Naive Bayes. However, the experiments reported here are in the context of grid graphs
and not more general graphs formats to which Naive Bayes could not be applied.
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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7.8 Statistical Comparison of the Proposed VULS Approaches
(Objective 7)
This section reports on a statistical comparison of the vertex classification effectiveness
of the proposed VULS mining by considering a range of classifiers defined in terms of:
(i) the nature of the edges (directed or undirected), (ii) the vertex degree (4 or 8), (iii) a
range of alternative values for max {4, 5, 6}, and (iv) the VULS types (Complete VULS,
MinVULS, freqVULS or minFreqVULS). Thus 48 (2×2×3×4) forms of VULS classifiers
were considered. The adopted naming convention for each form of VULS classifiers, used
in this section, is:
< d, ‘−′, ‘Degree′, e, ‘−′, ‘max′,m, ‘−′, V >
where d is the nature of the edges (directed or undirected), e is the vertex degree value
(4 or 8), m is the max parameter (range of {4, 5, 6}) and V is the VULS types (Complete
VULS, MinVULS, freqVULS, minFreqVULS). For example, “Directed-Degree4-max5-
minFreqVULS” indicates a minimal frequent VULS classifier, generated using max = 5
and a directed grid graph with degree = 4. In addition standard Naive Bayes and J48
classification was included in the experimentation, hence a total of 50 forms of classifier
were considered.
Two separate sets of experiments were conducted, one using |LV | = 2 and one using
|LV | = 3. For each of the 48 different forms of VULS classifier noted above, 28 graphs
were generated by considering the four possible graph data pairings (GS, GT, MS, MT)
and a range of seven values for LE ({2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}), 7× 4 = 28.
The average ranking of the classifiers, with respect to |LV | = 2 and |LV | = 3,
is presented in Tables 7.10 and 7.11 respectively, where the “AR” column gives the
average AUC ranked performance and the “AR+CD” column the average AUC ranked
performance plus the calculated critical difference. Recall that the performance of two
classifiers is significantly different if the corresponding Average Ranks (AR) differ by at
least the Critical Difference (CD). In other words the values in the “AR+CD” column
should be interpreted as indicating that the operation of any other classifier with a
rank outside of the AR to AR+CD range is significantly different from the classifier in
question.
With respect to Table 7.10, and in the context of the Freidman test, recall that K
is the number of classifiers, and D is the number of data sets. Thus with respect to
the statistical evaluation presented in this section k = 50 (48 VULS classifiers, plus J48
and Naive Bayes) and D = 28. Consequently the chi-squared (χ2F ) Friedman test value
calculated using (K − 1)× (D − 1) = (50− 1)× (28− 1) = 1323 degrees of freedom, is
as follows:
χ2F =
12×28
50×(51)
[
35335.78316326532− 50×(51)24
]
=0.13176470588235295 ×2823.283163265318
=372.0090756302537
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The p-value (threshold) was then 1.574E − 10 and the corresponding F-distribution,
F (49, 1323), was 10.044. The critical value for F (49, 1323), with a critical difference
level of α = 0.05, is 1.364. Thus the p-value (1.574E − 10) is significantly smaller than
0.005 and that the F-distribution (10.044) is larger than the corresponding F-distribution
critical value of 1.364. Therefore we can reject the null hypothesis H0 (that the observed
performance differences among the classifiers is simply a matter of chance). Referring
back to Table 7.10 the average rank results for the different VULS classifiers proposed in
this thesis were significant (p < 0.005). A Nemenyi post-hoc test was therefore deemed
to be applicable to determine which particular classifiers differ significantly from the
others. The significance diagram is presented in Figure 7.1. The figure displays the
AUC performance rankings for the classifiers, along with Nemenyi’s Critical Difference
(CD) tail. The CD value for the diagram is equal to 10.997 calculated as follows:
CD =qα,∞,50
√
50×51
12×28
=3.992 ×2.755
=10.997
The critical difference diagram given in 7.1 shows classifiers listed in ascending or-
der of their ranked AUC performance along the y-axis; whilst the mean ranked AUC
performance value, across all 28 datasets, is displayed on the x-axis. Two red vertical
dashed lines have been inserted in the figure to clearly identify the end of the best per-
forming classifier’s tail and the start of the next significantly different approach. From
the figure it can be seen that with respect to graphs where |LV | = 2 and d = 28 (mm),
the best performing classifier was Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value of 4.5). Indicated
in blue in the figure: whilst the Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS, Directed-Degree4-
max6-minFreqVULS and Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS classifiers produced statistically
comparable performances to Naive Bayes. From the figure it can also be noted that all
the classifiers highlighted in grey “before” the Directed-Degree8-max5-freqVULS classi-
fier (highlighted in red) perform statistically better than J48.
Table 7.10: Average Rankings of classifiers where |LV | = 2 and d = 28 (mm)
Classifier AR AR+CD
NaiveBayes 4.500 15.497
Directed-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 13.518 24.515
Directed-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 15.143 26.140
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 15.250 26.247
Undirected-Degree4-max6-compVULS 16.125 27.122
Directed-Degree4-max5-compVULS 16.464 27.461
Undirected-Degree4-max5-compVULS 16.518 27.515
Directed-Degree4-max5-minVULS 17.286 28.283
Directed-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 17.482 28.479
Undirected-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 17.696 28.693
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Directed-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 17.875 28.872
Directed-Degree4-max4-compVULS 18.304 29.301
Directed-Degree4-max6-minVULS 18.536 29.533
Undirected-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 18.768 29.765
Directed-Degree4-max6-compVULS 18.911 29.908
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 19.643 30.640
Undirected-Degree4-max4-compVULS 21.607 32.604
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 22.196 33.193
Directed-Degree8-max5-compVULS 23.036 34.033
Directed-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 23.625 34.622
Directed-Degree8-max4-compVULS 23.946 34.943
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 24.054 35.051
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minVULS 24.804 35.801
Undirected-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 25.054 36.051
Directed-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 25.393 36.390
Directed-Degree8-max6-compVULS 26.393 37.390
Directed-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 28.679 39.676
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minVULS 28.768 39.765
Undirected-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 28.893 39.890
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minVULS 29.393 40.390
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minVULS 29.589 40.586
Undirected-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 29.821 40.818
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minVULS 30.036 41.033
Directed-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 30.571 41.568
Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 31.286 42.283
Directed-Degree8-max6-minVULS 31.357 42.354
Directed-Degree8-max5-minVULS 31.464 42.461
Undirected-Degree8-max6-compVULS 31.911 42.908
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 31.964 42.961
Undirected-Degree8-max5-compVULS 32.304 43.301
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 32.393 43.390
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minVULS 32.607 43.604
Undirected-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 32.768 43.765
Undirected-Degree8-max4-compVULS 33.000 43.997
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 34.589 45.586
J48 34.893 45.890
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 35.571 46.568
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 35.911 46.908
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 37.446 48.443
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 37.661 48.658
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Figure 7.1: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 2 and d = 28 (mm).
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Similarly, with respect to Table 7.11 (|LV | = 3), the chi-squared (χ2F ) Friedman test
value, with K − 1 = 50− 1 = 49 degrees of freedom, was calculated as follows:
χ2F =
12×28
50×(51)
[
35368.0593112245− 50×(51)24
]
=0.13176470588235295 ×2855.559311224497
=376.26193277311023
The associated p-value (threshold) was then 1.344E − 10. The F-distribution with
K − 1 = 49 and(K − 1) ∗ (D − 1) = (50 − 1) ∗ (28 − 1) = 1323 degrees of freedom,
F (49, 1323), is 10.20. The critical value for F (49, 1323), with a critical difference level
of α = 0.05, is 1.364. Thus, as in the case of |LV | = 3, it can be noted that the p-
value (1.344E − 10) is less than 0.005 and that the F-distribution (10.20) is larger than
the corresponding F-distribution critical value (1.364). Therefore we can again reject
the null hypothesis H0 (that there is no statistical difference in operation between the
classifiers). Note also that, referring back to Table 7.11, the average rank results were
all significant (p < 0.005). Consequently a Nemenyi post-hoc test was deemed to be
applicable to detect which particular classifiers differ from each other in a statistically
significant manner.
The significance diagram is presented in Figure 7.2. As in the case where |LV | =
3, the figure shows the AUC performance rankings for the classifiers, along with the
Nemenyi’s Critical Difference (CD) tail in each case. As before, the CD value for the
diagram is equal to 10.997.
Table 7.11: Average Rankings of classifiers where |LV | = 3 and d = 28 (mm)
Classifier AR AR+CD
NaiveBayes 1.768 12.765
J48 12.179 23.176
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 16.518 27.515
Directed-Degree4-max4-compVULS 17.625 28.622
Undirected-Degree4-max6-compVULS 19.107 30.104
Directed-Degree4-max5-compVULS 19.661 30.658
Directed-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 19.875 30.872
Directed-Degree4-max6-minVULS 20.018 31.015
Undirected-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 20.089 31.086
Directed-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 20.482 31.479
Directed-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 20.625 31.622
Directed-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 20.946 31.943
Undirected-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 21.304 32.301
Directed-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 21.643 32.640
Directed-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 21.804 32.801
Directed-Degree8-max5-compVULS 21.875 32.872
Directed-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 21.893 32.890
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Directed-Degree4-max5-minVULS 22.107 33.104
Directed-Degree4-max6-compVULS 22.161 33.158
Directed-Degree8-max6-compVULS 22.393 33.390
Directed-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 22.519 33.515
Directed-Degree8-max4-compVULS 22.714 33.711
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 22.929 33.926
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 23.143 34.140
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 23.179 34.176
Undirected-Degree4-max5-compVULS 23.268 34.265
Directed-Degree8-max5-minVULS 23.554 34.551
Directed-Degree8-max6-minVULS 23.590 34.586
Undirected-Degree8-max5-compVULS 24.768 35.765
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 24.946 35.943
Undirected-Degree8-max4-compVULS 25.161 36.158
Undirected-Degree4-max4-compVULS 25.679 36.676
Undirected-Degree8-max6-compVULS 25.750 36.747
Undirected-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 27.179 38.176
Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 27.304 38.301
Undirected-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 28.375 39.372
Undirected-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 29.268 40.265
Undirected-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 32.339 43.336
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minVULS 32.768 43.765
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minVULS 32.929 43.926
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minVULS 33.857 44.854
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minVULS 34.089 45.086
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minVULS 34.982 45.979
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minVULS 35.339 46.336
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 36.625 47.622
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 38.125 49.122
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 38.643 49.640
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 38.911 49.908
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 39.446 50.443
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 39.554 50.551
From Figure 7.2 it can be seen that with respect to graphs where |LV | = 3 (and
d = 28 (mm)) the best performing classifier was again Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value
of 1.768). In this case performing significantly better than the proposed VULS classifiers,
whilst J48 achieved a comparable performance to Naive Bayes. The VULS classifiers
highlighted in grey, before the Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS classifier (highlighted
in red) achieve statistically comparable performances to J48.
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Figure 7.2: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 3 and d = 28 (mm).
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7.9 Summary
This chapter has presented an evaluation of the proposed VULS mining and vertex
classification processes in the context of the AISF grid graph data sets. From the
reported evaluation the following overall observations can be made:
1. With respect to the VULS mining the best coverage was produced using the Com-
plete VULS mining algorithm.
2. The most effective VULS mining algorithms, in the context of vertex classification,
were the Complete VULS and Frequent VULS mining algorithms in terms of both
accuracy and AUC.
3. Frequent VULS mining is more efficient than Complete VULS mining since fewer
VULS were generated when considering only frequent VULS.
4. There is no significant difference between the VULS classifiers with respect to the
max parameter settings (at least when max = {4, 5, 6}). However, using max = 4
is more efficient in the context of VULS mining (and in some cases produces a
better classification result).
5. The set of VULS produced using directed grid graphs resulted in the most effective
vertex classification (in terms of AUC).
6. With respect to the comparison with more traditional classifiers, Naive Bayes
produced the best performance. However VULS vertex classification tended to
outperform J48 (in terms of AUC) when using larger values of |LE | and |LV | = 2.
7. When considering different values for |LE |, the higher the |LE | (for example when
|LE | = 8) the more significant the VULS that can be identified, thus a better
vertex classification performance (in terms of AUC) can be achieved.
8. VULS classifiers tend to perform better when dealing with “grid” graphs (degree=
4) than “cross-grid” graphs (degree= 8).
9. Relatively speaking, VULS classifiers tend to perform better when dealing with
directed graphs than undirected graphs.
10. With respect to the size of |LV |, as the number of vertex labels increases from
2 to 3, the graph labelling becomes more diverse; as a result, the classification
performance tends to deteriorate.
11. With respect to the grid size d, as d increases from 18 to 28, the classification
performance tends to increase as well.
This completes the evaluation of the proposed VULS concept with respect to the
sheet metal forming application used as the primary application focus for the work
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described. The following chapter reports on the evaluation of the VULS concept in the
context of the satellite image interpretation application, the secondary application focus
for the work described in this thesis.

Chapter 8
Experimental Results Using The
Satellite Image Interpretation
Application
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an alternative application for VULS vertex classification is investigated.
More specifically the labelling of objects in satellite images using the graph data sets
presented previously in Chapter 3. The motivation for this second group of experiments
was to investigate an alternative application for the concept of VULS mining. More
specifically to analyse the operation of the proposed VULS mining in a different context,
but with the same set of objectives as the AISF experiments presented in Chapter 7.
For completeness these objectives were as follows:
1. To compare the operation of the proposed VULS mining algorithms, using a range
of max values, in terms of coverage, number of identified VULS and runtime.
2. To investigate the effect of using different values for the grid size d.
3. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LE |.
4. To compare the distinction between the usage of grid graphs and cross grid graphs.
5. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LV |.
6. To compare the effectiveness of the identified VULS, with respect to vertex classi-
fication, and with respect to more standard approaches (J48 and Naive Bayes).
7. To investigate whether there is a statistically significant difference between the
results obtained.
As before, each of these objectives is considered in a separate section (Sections 8.2 to
8.8). A summary and some conclusions are presented in Section 8.9. Note that only
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directed graphs are considered in this chapter. This is because the AISF experimental
results presented in the previous chapter, in the context of sheet metal forming, had
demonstrated that usage of directed graphs for vertex classification produced better
results than when using undirected graphs. Some preliminary experiments, not reported
here, with respect to the satellite graph data, also demonstrated this to be the case. Thus
the discussions presented in this chapter are all directed at the usage of directed graphs.
The strategy adopted for reporting the outcomes with respect to the first six of the
above objectives, given the large number of possible parameter combinations, is the same
as in the previous chapter. Thus for each objective directed at analysing the effect of
a particular parameter (Objectives 1 to 5 above) a range of values were considered for
the parameter of interest while a static value was used for the remaining parameters as
shown in Table 8.1. For objective 6, only fixed parameters were used. Unlike in the case
of the AISF experiments presented in Chapter 7, where pairings of graphs were used for
training and testing, in the case of the experiments presented in this chapter Ten Cross
Validation (TCV) (as described in subsection 2.6.1 of chapter 2) was adopted. Thus
results are reported for each 10 fold together with the overall average result.
Table 8.1: Evaluation Strategy Summary
Parameter Objective
1 2 3 4 5 6
max {4, 5, 6} F F F F F
d F {8, 16, 32} F F F F
|LE | F F {2, 4, 6, 8} F F F
degree F F F {4, 8} F F
|LV | F F F F {2, 3} F
Directed? F F F F F F
With respect to the last objective (objective 7), investigation of the statistical sig-
nificance of the outcomes, the Friedman statistical test was again applied to determine
whether the results produced were statistically significant or not. On completion of the
Friedman test, the Nemenyi test was then again used to identify the “critical distances”
between the techniques so as to identify where differences actually occurred.
The naming convention used for the satellite image graphs was as follows: 〈 ‘SId’,d,
‘E’,e, ‘V’,v 〉; where: (i) d is the grid size (measured in pixels in this case as opposed
to mm in the case of the AISF graphs), (ii) e is the number of edge labels (|LE |) and
(iii) v is the number of vertex labels (|LV |). For example, “SId8E2V2” indicates a graph
derived from a satellite image with grid size d of 8 pixels using |LE | = 2 and |LV | = 2.
Before considering the experimental results obtained it should also be recalled that
both the vertex and edge labelling distributions for the satellite image graphs (as de-
scribed in section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3) was extremely imbalanced. The results presented
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in this chapter should thus be viewed in the context of the unbalanced nature of the
data sets used.
8.2 Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using a Range
of max values (Objective 1)
This section provides a comparative evaluation of the four different VULS mining al-
gorithms presented in this thesis in the context of the satellite image interpretation
application and with respect to a range of max parameter values. The remaining pa-
rameters were kept constant (as indicated in Table 8.1: |LV | = 2, |LE | = 4, d = 32 and
degree = 4 (grid graphs)). As noted in the introduction to this chapter all the graphs
considered featured directed edges. |LV | = 2 was chosen because this had been shown
to works well in the case of the AISF experiments presented in chapter 7. |LE | = 4 was
chosen because this was a good median value.
The comparative evaluation with respect to objective 1 was undertaken in terms of:
(i) coverage, (ii) number of identified VULS and (iii) run time of ten folds. As noted
above, because we used TCV to evaluate the VULS classifiers, the result for each fold
is presented with respect to coverage and number of identified VULS. The recorded run
time is the total time take for all ten folds together. The results are presented in Tables
8.2 to 8.4 corresponding to max parameter settings of 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Coverage
is computed in terms of the training set as in the case of AISF data. The colour coding
used in the tables with respect to coverage is for ease of comparison.
Table 8.2: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 4 (Objective 1).
Fold
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
1 100.00 76
2.29
98.44 13
1.77
100.00 86
2.72
98.44 6
1.51
2 98.44 196 98.44 21 98.44 61 90.63 6
3 100.00 368 9.38 1 100.00 26 9.38 1
4 98.44 296 100.00 11 98.44 145 98.44 6
5 100.00 94 98.44 30 100.00 28 96.88 25
6 100.00 60 82.81 9 100.00 19 81.25 4
7 100.00 68 98.44 9 100.00 23 96.88 4
8 100.00 274 100.00 22 100.00 14 100.00 5
9 100.00 235 98.44 56 23.44 71 98.44 50
10 100.00 299 100.00 13 100.00 28 100.00 7
Average 99.69 196.60 88.44 18.50 92.03 50.10 87.03 11.40
SD 0.66 114.25 28.25 15.49 24.11 41.38 27.88 15.06
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Table 8.3: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 5 (Objective 1).
Fold
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
1 100.00 76
2.54
98.44 13
1.85
100.00 86
4.09
98.44 13
3.19
2 98.44 861 98.44 21 98.44 377 95.31 10
3 100.00 368 9.38 1 100.00 26 9.38 1
4 98.44 917 100.00 11 98.44 145 98.44 21
5 100.00 94 100.00 226 100.00 28 100.00 221
6 100.00 60 98.44 88 100.00 19 96.88 32
7 100.00 68 98.44 9 100.00 23 96.88 34
8 100.00 274 100.00 22 100.00 14 100.00 5
9 100.00 235 98.44 81 40.63 197 98.44 57
10 100.00 299 100.00 13 100.00 28 100.00 7
Average 99.69 325.20 90.16 48.50 93.75 94.30 89.38 40.10
SD 0.66 316.69 28.39 69.38 18.68 117.27 28.15 65.81
Table 8.4: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 6 (Objective 1).
Fold
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
1 100.00 76
7.69
98.44 13
2.30
100.00 86
18.13
98.44 13
3.96
2 98.44 3257 98.44 21 98.44 1531 95.31 10
3 100.00 368 9.38 1 100.00 26 9.38 1
4 98.44 2100 100.00 11 98.44 145 98.44 22
5 100.00 94 100.00 226 100.00 28 100.00 221
6 100.00 60 98.44 88 100.00 19 96.88 32
7 100.00 68 98.44 9 100.00 23 96.88 34
8 100.00 274 100.00 22 100.00 14 100.00 5
9 100.00 235 98.44 145 60.94 596 98.44 121
10 100.00 299 100.00 13 100.00 28 100.00 7
Average 99.69 683.10 90.16 54.90 95.78 249.60 89.38 46.60
SD 0.66 1091.88 28.39 75.40 12.26 483.96 28.15 70.53
In the context of Tables 8.2 to 8.4 the following can be observed with respect to
coverage, number of VULS identified and run time:
• Coverage.
1. Excellent coverage was obtained, greater than 99.69% with respect to all
VULS categories with max of 4.
2. Although there is little difference between the coverage results, best overall
coverage was obtained when using Complete VULS (this was also the case
with respect to the AISF experiments reported previously).
3. The coverage results confirm the relationship between the four different cat-
egories of VULS illustrated previously in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 4.
• Number of VULS.
1. As in the case of the AISF experiments, many more VULS were discovered
when using the Complete VULS algorithm than when using any of the other
proposed algorithms (Minimal, Frequent, or Minimal Frequent). Recall that
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the total number of VULS that exist in a given graph will typically be greater
than the number of minimal VULS that can be found in the same graph.
Similarly the total number of VULS will typically be greater than the number
frequent VULS that can be found in the same graph. Of course the number
of minimal frequent VULS that can be found will typically be less than (or
possibly equal to) the number of frequent VULS.
2. Again as in the case of the AISF experiments, and as might be expected, as
max is increased from 4 to 6 more VULS will be identified, thus coverage also
increases. Although, if the coverage when max = 4 is 100%, this can not be
improved upon as max is increased further from 4 to 6. In most graphs, 100%
coverage had already been reached when max = 4 with respect to Complete
VULS mining.
• Run time.
1. As the max parameter was increased from 4 to 6 the required time for identi-
fying VULS also increased (as expected), thus confirming the runtime result
observed when using the AISF graph data.
Overall, with respect to the AISF results presented in Section 7.2 in Chapter 7 the
results presented above confirm the results obtained previously.
8.3 Effect of grid size d on Classification Effectiveness (Ob-
jective 2)
The parameter considered with respect to the evaluation presented in this section is
grid size d. In this section we consider the effect on classification when d = {8, 16, 32}
respectively. For the experiments |LV | = 2 and |LE | = 4 were again used; max = 4 was
used because this tended to produce effective results as demonstrated in the preceding
section. The results are presented in Table 8.5.
From Table 8.5 it can be seen that, as opposed to the sheet metal forming application
considered in the previous chapter, classification effectiveness tends to deteriorate as the
grid size d increases from 8 to 32. The conjectured reasons for this are as follows:
• When images are translated into graphs with larger grid sizes (d = 16 or d = 32
pixels) different ground types are likely to be incorporated into the individual grid
squares. Consequently the average grayscale intensity value of the grid squares
tends to become confused which will in turn effect the edge labelling. Hence the
identified VULS become less effective at discriminating between classes. When
using smaller grid sizes, such as d = 8 pixels, each grid square is much more likely
to comprise only one ground type.
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Table 8.5: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to d (Objective 2).
d Fold
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
8
1 100.00 1.00 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.41 0.77 99.02 0.62 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.41 0.79 99.22 0.67 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.22 0.67 98.93 0.54 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.80 0.75 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.71 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.67 0.77 99.56 0.66 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.25 0.09 0.37 0.09 0.44 0 0.44 0
16
1 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
2 97.27 0.50 97.27 0.50 97.27 0.50 97.27 0.50
3 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
4 98.05 0.58 98.05 0.58 97.66 0.50 97.66 0.50
5 99.61 0.50 100.00 1.00 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
6 96.48 0.50 96.48 0.50 96.48 0.50 96.48 0.50
7 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50
8 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50
9 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.22 0.50 99.22 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
Average 98.71 0.51 98.75 0.56 98.71 0.50 98.71 0.50
SD 1.09 0.03 1.13 0.16 1.15 0 1.15 0
32
1 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50
2 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50
3 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50
4 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50 92.19 0.50
5 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50
6 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50 95.31 0.50
7 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50
8 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50
9 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50 98.44 0.50
10 96.88 0.50 96.88 0.50 96.88 0.50 96.88 0.50
Average 96.41 0.50 96.41 0.50 96.41 0.50 96.41 0.50
SD 2.56 0 2.56 0 2.56 0 2.56 0
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• When using larger values of d the resulting grid graphs become relatively sparse, to
the extent that useful geometric information is hard to capture, hence the VULS
classification effectiveness tends to deteriorate.
Overall when using smaller grid sizes, such as 8 pixels, each grid square is more likely to
include only one ground type, the above issues can thus be relieved to some extent by
using small grid sizes (but at the cost of additional run time). This is why the VULS
classifiers when applied in the context of satellite image interpretation tend to perform
better with smaller grid sizes.
8.4 Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LE| (Ob-
jective 3)
In this section the effect that the size of the edge label set LE has on classification
effectiveness, in terms of accuracy and AUC, is discussed. The discussion is founded
on a sequence of experiments conducted using a range of values for |LE | from 2 to 8
increasing in steps of 2. Recall that the same range of values was used with respect to the
AISF experiments. For the remaining parameters the following was used: max = 4 and
|LV | = 2. The first was chosen because the previously reported experiments had already
demonstrated that good coverage (more than 99.69%) was reached when max = 4. The
second so as to be consistent with the experiments associated with Objective 1. All the
graphs considered were grid graphs (degree=4) featuring directed edges, and used grid
size d = 8 as the previous section had demonstrated that small grid sizes produce better
results. The results are presented in Table 8.6.
From Table 8.6 it can be observed that, with respect to AUC, there was no significant
difference between the recorded values regardless of the value used for |LE |. However,
Complete VULS mining using |LE | = {4, 6, 8} can achieve AUC of 1 (highlighted in
green in the table), indicating that VULS classifiers have potential in the context of
satellite images. This will be explored further in the next three sections.
With respect to the above, and in contrast to the results obtained using the AISF
grid graphs as reported in the previous chapter, the selected value of |LE | did not have
a remarkable effect on classification effectiveness. Recall that in the case of the AISF
data accuracy and AUC tended to increase as |LE | increased.
8.5 Comparison Between Usage of Grid Graphs and Cross
Grid Graphs (Objective 4)
This section focuses on the distinction between the usage of grid graphs (degree 4) and
cross grid graphs (degree of 8) in terms of classification effectiveness. For the experiments
the following parameters were used: max = 4, |LV | = 2, d = 8, and |LE | = 4. The
results are presented in Table 8.7.
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Table 8.6: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LE | (Objective 3).
|LE | Fold Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULSAcc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
1 98.93 0.99 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.22 0.69 99.02 0.62 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.51 0.79 99.32 0.71 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.12 0.63 99.02 0.58 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.71 0.75 99.61 0.62 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.51 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.51 0.75 99.58 0.68 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.32 0.10 0.34 0.07 0.44 0 0.44 0
4
1 100.00 1.00 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.41 0.77 99.02 0.62 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.41 0.79 99.22 0.67 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.22 0.67 98.93 0.54 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.80 0.75 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.71 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.67 0.77 99.56 0.66 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.25 0.09 0.37 0.09 0.44 0 0.44 0
6
1 100.00 1.00 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.41 0.77 99.22 0.69 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.51 0.58 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.41 0.79 99.41 0.75 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.02 0.58 99.02 0.58 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.71 0.63 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.71 0.63 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.80 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.64 0.73 99.61 0.69 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.29 0.12 0.31 0.07 0.44 0 0.44 0
8
1 100.00 1.00 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.32 0.73 98.83 0.54 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.51 0.79 99.12 0.63 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.12 0.63 99.02 0.58 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.71 0.63 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.80 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.66 0.75 99.53 0.64 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.27 0.11 0.40 0.09 0.44 0 0.44 0
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Table 8.7: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to graph types (Objective 4).
Graph Category Fold
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
directed grid
1 100.00 1.00 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.41 0.77 99.02 0.62 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.61 0.67 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.41 0.79 99.22 0.67 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.22 0.67 98.93 0.54 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.80 0.75 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.71 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.67 0.77 99.56 0.66 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.25 0.09 0.37 0.09 0.44 0 0.44 0
directed cross-grid
1 100.00 1.00 100.00 1.00 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.51 0.81 99.41 0.77 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.71 0.75 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.61 0.87 99.41 0.79 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.02 0.58 99.12 0.63 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.90 0.88 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.90 0.81 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.72 0.80 99.67 0.75 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.29 0.11 0.28 0.11 0.44 0 0.44 0
From Table 8.7 it can be observed that, regarding Complete VULS and minimal
VULS, cross-grid graphs produced more effective vertex classification results than when
grid graphs were used. Recall that the opposite tended to be observed with respect to
the sheet metal forming experiments reported in Chapter 7. It is conjectured that the
reasons for this is because:
• the vertex label distribution of graphs in the context of the satellite image data set
is extremely imbalanced and relatively balanced in the context of the AISF data
set (see chapter 3).
• during the image to graph translation process, we divide each image into grid
squares evenly, some grid squares might contain more than one ground type but
are labelled with a single ground type, as a result, some ground type information
is lost during the translation process. Thus using cross grid graphs with degree 8
can compensate for this information loss to some extent (more edges).
• when using degree 8 a greater number of edges are included in the input graph
which in turn results in more VULS, and with the direction restriction, a more
comprehensive (effective) set of VULS are generated.
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Table 8.8: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LV | (Objective 5).
|LV | Fold Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULSAcc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
1 100.00 1.00 100.00 1.00 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
2 99.51 0.81 99.41 0.77 98.73 0.50 98.73 0.50
3 99.71 0.75 99.61 0.67 99.41 0.50 99.41 0.50
4 99.61 0.87 99.41 0.79 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
5 99.90 0.75 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
6 99.02 0.58 99.12 0.63 98.83 0.50 98.83 0.50
7 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
8 99.90 0.88 99.71 0.63 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
9 99.80 0.75 99.80 0.75 99.61 0.50 99.61 0.50
10 99.90 0.81 99.90 0.75 99.80 0.50 99.80 0.50
Average 99.72 0.80 99.67 0.75 99.40 0.50 99.40 0.50
SD 0.29 0.11 0.28 0.11 0.44 0 0.44 0
3
1 10.74 0.42 86.23 0.67 87.30 0.33 87.79 0.35
2 34.47 0.44 69.43 0.56 68.16 0.33 67.29 0.34
3 23.14 0.44 36.62 0.50 34.38 0.33 33.69 0.32
4 43.16 0.47 81.74 0.59 82.32 0.33 79.98 0.34
5 2.73 0.18 91.41 0.50 91.80 0.33 91.80 0.33
6 27.93 0.24 79.69 0.39 80.66 0.33 80.37 0.35
7 22.17 0.31 54.20 0.51 53.13 0.33 53.42 0.34
8 39.06 0.50 60.74 0.51 59.57 0.33 59.57 0.33
9 31.15 0.45 73.14 0.60 71.88 0.33 73.63 0.37
10 41.70 0.55 80.57 0.67 82.81 0.33 80.18 0.34
Average 27.63 0.40 71.38 0.55 71.20 0.33 70.77 0.34
SD 13.27 0.12 16.69 0.09 17.82 0 17.70 0.01
8.6 Effect of |LV | on Classification Effectiveness (Objective
5)
As noted previously, the value for |LV | is usually application domain dependent. How-
ever, for completeness, in this section we consider the effect on classification when
|LV | = 2 and |LV | = 3 (the nature of the labelling in each case was discussed in
Chapter 3). For the experiments |LE | = 4, d = 8, and max = 4 were used. Only
cross-grid graphs were considered because the previous experiments, reported in Section
8.5, indicated that these tended to produce the best results. The results are presented
in Table 8.8.
From Table 8.8, as expected, better accuracy and AUC can be achieved when the
number of vertex labels is small (|LV | = 2). When the number of vertex labels is
increased to 3, the classification performance tends to deteriorate dramatically (AUC
values of less than 0.5 were recorded). Similar, but less dramatic, results were observed
with respect to the AISF experiments reported in the previous chapter. The reason will
be further explored in the next section.
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Table 8.9: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to graph types (Objective 6).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
SIh8E2V2 0.90 0.76 0.99 0.82 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.87 0.99 0.87
SIh8E3V2 0.99 0.81 0.99 0.60 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98
SIh8E4V2 0.99 0.81 0.99 0.75 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SIh8E5V2 0.99 0.78 0.99 0.68 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SIh8E6V2 0.99 0.76 0.99 0.69 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SIh8E7V2 0.99 0.75 0.99 0.69 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SIh8E8V2 0.99 0.70 0.99 0.71 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SIh16E2V2 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.67 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.75 0.99 0.86
SIh16E3V2 0.99 0.56 0.99 0.71 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.90 0.99 0.97
SIh16E4V2 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.55 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.96
SIh16E5V2 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.56 0.99 0.60 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.97
SIh16E6V2 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.62 0.99 0.60 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.98
SIh16E7V2 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.66 0.99 0.55 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98
SIh16E8V2 0.99 0.69 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.50 0.99 0.94 0.99 0.99
SIh32E2V2 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.62 0.97 0.86
SIh32E3V2 0.96 0.50 0.97 0.55 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.70 0.97 0.94
SIh32E4V2 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.55 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.74 0.97 0.95
SIh32E5V2 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.99 0.88 0.98 0.98
SIh32E6V2 0.96 0.50 0.97 0.55 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.77 0.98 0.98
SIh32E7V2 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.97 0.55 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.64 0.98 0.99
SIh32E8V2 0.96 0.50 0.97 0.55 0.96 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.98 0.69 0.98 0.99
Average 0.98 0.62 0.98 0.62 0.98 0.52 0.98 0.50 0.99 0.87 0.99 0.96
SD 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.01 0 0.01 0.13 0.01 0.04
8.7 Comparison of VULS Vertex Classification Effective-
ness (Objective 6)
This section reports on the comparative evaluation conducted with respect to VULS ver-
tex classification. This section includes a comparison with using more traditional forms
of classification, namely J48 and Naive Bayes (as implemented in the Waikato Environ-
ment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) machine learning workbench1). For usage with
J48 and Nave Bayes the data sets were processed as described in Chapter 3. For the
results presented in Table 8.9, max = 4, |LE | = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and |LV | = 2. All the
graphs considered were cross grid graphs (degree= 8) and featured directed edges. The
results are presented in Table 8.9. The table is laid out in a similar manner to those
included in the previous sections except that in this case only the average results from
the TCV are reported.
With reference to Table 8.9, the VULS based vertex classification did not work as well
as expected. The main reasons why VULS based vertex classification did not perform
as well as in the context of sheet metal forming are as follows:
• Minimal VULS can produce as good a result as when using the complete set of
VULS. This was not the case with respect to the AISF application; where frequent
VULS produce as good a result as when using the complete set of VULS. This
is probably because minimal VULS are good at capturing significant geometric
patterns with rare vertex labellings, recall that the vertex label distribution is
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Figure 8.1: Examples of VULS identified in graphs where d = 8 pixels.
extremely imbalanced in the context of the satellite image data set as noted in
Chapter 3. Thus minimal VULS can achieve as good a performance as when using
the complete set of VULS in unbalanced graphs.
• As noted above, the vertex label distribution within the satellite image graph
data was extremely imbalanced. This in turn has an effect on classifier training
(lack of examples with respect to infrequent vertex labels) and consequently the
application of the classifier.
• The grayscale intensity of each ground type (“BrownField”, “GreenField” and
“HouseHold”) varies, but the grayscale intensity difference (represented as an edge
label) between pairs of vertices might be identical, which in turn may lead to the
proposed Backward-Match-Voting algorithm being unable to identify the correct
vertex labelling. For example, Figure 8.1 shows a number of VULS identified using
d = 8 pixels. Recall that vertex label BF represents “BrownField”, GF represents
“GreenField” and HH represents “HouseHold”. From the figure it can be seen that
labelling of the vertices associated with edge label ‘a’ would be hard to distinguish.
Similarly the end vertex labels for edges labelling with ‘b’ cannot be distinguished.
However, it should of course be appreciated that if a vertex labelling associated
with an edge is not unique we would not have a VULS in the first place.
In the image to graph translation process, if we group pixels using some clustering
technique, instead of grid squares, the grayscale intensity difference (represented as edge
labels) between vertex pairs might produce a better result, however, this is an issue
for future study. For the current research presented here, if the grid size d is small
enough to ensure each grid square only contains one ground type and the ground types
of neighbouring grid squares are more distinctive, the above issue can be relieved slightly.
Thus our proposed VULS classifiers are more likely to perform well using small grid sizes
as already demonstrated in section 8.3.
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8.8 Statistical Comparison of the Proposed VULS Approaches
on Satellite Image data (Objective 7)
This section reports on the statistical comparison of the operation of the proposed VULS
mining with respect to classification effectiveness (AUC) in the context of the satellite
image application. For the experiments both grid and cross grid graphs were considered
(degree 4 and 8). A value of max=4 was used throughout. All 4 VULS algorithms
(compVULS, MinVULS, freqVULS, and minFreqVULS) were considered. Thus eight
different kinds of VULS classifiers in total (using degree = 4 and degree = 8). As
in the case of the AISF statistical comparison reported in Chapter 7, more traditional
classification techniques J48 and Naive Bayes were also considered. Thus a total of 10
different classifiers.
Two separate sets of experiments were conducted, one using |LV | = 2 and one using
|LV | = 3. For each of the ten different kinds of classifier, identified in the previous
paragraph, 21 individual classifiers were generated by considering: (i) a range of seven
values for LE ({2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} and (ii) a range of three values for d ({8, 16, 32} ); giving
a total of 7× 3 = 21 different classifiers of each type.
The average ranking of the classifiers, with respect to |LV | = 2 and |LV | = 3, are
presented in Tables 8.10 and 8.11 respectively. In the tables the “AR” column gives
the average AUC ranked performance value and the “AR+CD” gives the average AUC
ranked performance value plus the calculated Critical Difference (CD). Recall that the
values in the “AR+CD” column can be used to identify classifiers whose operation is
statistically different from others (this is the case if its AR value is outside of the range
AR to AR+CD).
With respect to Table 8.10, where |LV | = 2, the Friedman test value, using K − 1 =
10− 1 = 9 degrees of freedom, is as follows:
χ2F =
12×21
10×(11)
[
355.83106575963734− 10×(11)24
]
=2.29090909 ×53.33106575
=122.17662337662372
Recall that K is the number of classifiers, 10 in this case (8 VULS classifiers, together
with J48 and Naive Bayes), D is the number of data sets (21 as noted above). The
p-value (threshold) is then 9.916E−11. The F-distribution with 9 (K−1 = 10−1 = 9)
and 180 ((K − 1) ∗ (D − 1) = (10 − 1) ∗ (21 − 1) = 180) degrees of freedom, F (9, 180),
is 36.57. The critical value for F (9, 180), with a critical difference level of α = 0.05, is
1.932. Thus, from the foregoing, we can note that the p-value (9.916E− 11) is less than
0.005 and that the F-distribution (36.57) is larger than the corresponding F-distribution
critical value (1.932). Therefore we can reject the null hypothesis H0 that there is no
statistically significant difference in the observed performance differences among the
classifiers considered. Thus a Nemenyi post-hoc test was deemed to be applicable to
detect which particular classifiers differed in a statistically significantly manner from
the others.
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The resulting significance diagram, corresponds to the information presented in Table
8.10, is presented in Figure 8.2. The classifiers are listed along the Y axis in ascending
order of their ranked AUC performance. The AUC performance rankings, along with
the Nemenyi’s Critical Difference (CD) tail, are presented along the X axis. The CD
value for the diagram is equal to 2.09 calculated as follows:
CD =qα,∞,10
√
10×11
12×21
=3.164 ×0.66068
=2.090415
The two vertical dashed lines included in the figure indicate the end of the best per-
forming classifier’s tail and the start of the next statistically different classifier. From
the figure it can be seen that with respect to graphs where |LV | = 2, the best perform-
ing classifier was Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value of 1.262), J48 achieved comparable
performance whilst VULS classifiers perform significantly worse than Naive Bayes and
J48. Relatively speaking, minimal VULS with degree 8 produced the best performance
amongst the VULS classifiers, whilst Complete VULS and minimal VULS performed
significantly better than frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS regardless of the
degree value used.
Table 8.10: Average Rankings of classifiers where |LV | = 2
Algorithm AR AR+CD
Directed-Degree4-max4-compVULS 5.905 7.995
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 6.048 8.138
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 7.571 9.662
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 7.976 10.067
J48 1.738 3.829
Naive Bayes 1.262 3.352
Directed-Degree8-max4-compVULS 4.952 7.043
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 4.452 6.543
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 7.024 9.114
Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 8.071 10.162
Table 8.11: Average Rankings of classifiers where |LV | = 3
Algorithm AR AR+CD
Directed-Degree4-max4-compVULS 7.071 9.162
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 5.286 7.376
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 7.4045 9.495
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 7.976 10.067
J48 1.381 3.471
Naive Bayes 1.619 3.709
Directed-Degree8-max4-compVULS 5.190 7.281
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 3.952 6.043
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 7.786 9.876
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Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 7.333 9.424
With respect to Table 8.11 (|LV | = 3), the chi-squared (χ2F ) Friedman test value,
with K − 1 = 10− 1 = 9 degrees of freedom, was calculated as the follows:
χ2F =
12×21
10×(11)
[
357.8798185941044− 10×(11)24
]
=2.29090909 ×55.37981859410439
=126.870129870
The associated p-value (threshold) was then 6, 246E − 11. The F-distribution with
K − 1 = 9 and (K − 1) ∗ (D − 1) = (10 − 1) ∗ (21 − 1) = 180 degrees of freedom,
F (9, 180), was then 40.84. The critical value for F (9, 180), with a critical difference
level of α = 0.05, is 1.932. As in the case of |LV | = 2, the p-value is less than 0.005 and
the F-distribution is larger than the corresponding F-distribution critical value (1.932).
Therefore, as before, the null hypothesis H0 can be rejected. Consequently a Nemenyi
post-hoc test was deemed to be appropriate. The significance diagram is presented in
Figure 8.3. As in the case of the |LV | = 2 results, the figure shows the AUC performance
rankings for the classifiers, along with the Nemenyi Critical Difference (CD) tail in each
case. As before, the CD value for the diagram is equal to 2.09 calculated as shown above.
From Figure 8.3 it can again be seen that, with respect to graphs where |LV | = 3,
the best performing classifier was Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value of 1.619), J48
achieved comparable performance whilst the VULS classifiers performed significantly
worse than Naive Bayes and J48. As before, and relatively speaking, minimal VULS
with degree 8 produced the best performance amongst the VULS classifiers considered,
whilst minimal VULS and Complete VULS with degree 8 perform significantly better
than frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS regardless of degree.
Figure 8.2: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 2 .
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Figure 8.3: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 3 .
8.9 Summary
This chapter has presented an evaluation of the proposed VULS mining and vertex clas-
sification processes in the context of satellite image interpretation. From the evaluation
the following main findings can be made:
1. Minimal VULS mining when applied to directed cross-grid graphs (graphs of degree
8) produced the most effective results with respect to the satellite image application
domain.
2. There is no significant difference in classification effectiveness, measured in terms of
accuracy and AUC, between VULS classifiers built using different max parameter
settings (at least in the range of {4, 5, 6}). However, using max = 4 is more
efficient in the context of VULS mining (and in some cases produces a slightly
better classification result).
3. The set of VULS produced using directed cross-grid graphs resulted in the most
effective vertex classification (in terms of AUC).
4. The VULS classifiers performed better on graphs that featured a small grid size,
such as d = 8 pixels, than graphs that featured a larger grid size such as d = 16
and d = 32 pixels.
5. With respect to the size of |LV |, as the number of vertex labels increases from
2 to 3, the graph labelling becomes more diverse; as a result, the classification
performance tended to deteriorate.
6. When the operation of the VULS classifiers, in terms of accuracy and AUC, was
compared with operation of more standard (traditional) classifiers, namely J48 and
Nave Bayes, the latter were unfortunately found to produce a better performance.
7. Referring back to chapter 7 the evaluated VULS classifiers produced better results
with respect to the sheet metal forming AISF application domain than the satellite
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image interpretation domain. It was conjectured that this was largely because the
vertex label distribution of the satellite image graphs was extremely unbalanced.
This chapter concludes the evaluation of the proposed VULS mining concept consid-
ered in this thesis. The thesis is concluded in the following chapter with a summary of
the work presented, along with the main findings in the context of the research objectives
presented in Chapter 1, and some suggestions for future work.

Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Research
9.1 Introduction
This concluding chapter presents an overall summary of the work described in this
thesis along with the main findings and contributions. This chapter also provides some
suggestions for future work. The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 9.2 an overall
summary of the thesis is presented. The main findings and contributions are reported in
Section 9.3. Finally, some suggested ideas for future work are presented in Section 9.4
in the context of further potential research based on the work described in this thesis.
9.2 Summary
This section presents an overall summary of the work presented. The thesis commenced
in Chapter 2 with a review of previous work, and then went on to consider the data
sets used in Chapter 3. Two application domains were considered. The first, and the
main focus of the work, was a sheet metal forming application, namely the prediction of
a phenomena known as springback. In this context the data sets used were generated
using a process known as Asymmetric Incremental Sheet Forming (AISF), and were
supplied by the IBF (Institut fu¨r Bildsame Formgebung) institute of metal forming at
Aachen University. The second application domain considered was a satellite image
interpretation application where the aim was to identify ground types. This second
application was not the main focus for the work, but was intended to illustrate the
wider applicability of the VULS idea. In both cases the raw data was translated into
a grid format from which grid graphs, where each node represented a grid square, were
generated. In the case of the AISF application the vertex labels were springback values;
in the case of the satellite image interpretation the labels were ground types. The
advantage offered by this representation was that the VULS Mining concept could be
applied in a relatively straight forward manner.
The formalism for the proposed VULS concept was established in Chapter 4, where
four different categories of VULS were also defined: (i) Complete VULS, (ii) Minimal
VULS, (iii) Frequent VULS and (iv) Minimal Frequent VULS. In Chapter 5 four VULS
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mining algorithms were proposed, one for each of the identified categories. The main
issues these algorithms sought to address were:
1. The need to identify a sufficiently comprehensive set of VULS (a collection of
VULS that will ensure good “coverage” with respect to unseen data).
2. The large number of potential VULS that can be contained in a reasonably sized
graph (the identification process thus needed to be efficient).
Chapter 6 proposed the Backward Match Voting algorithm for using pre-labelled sub-
graphs (such as VULS generated using VULS mining algorithms presented in Chapter
5) to predict vertex labels. The main issues here were how best to address the situa-
tions where, with respect to a specific vertex in an unseen data set, either: (i) several
competing VULS can be used to label the vertex, or (ii) no appropriate VULS can cover
the vertex.
The evaluation of the proposed VULS algorithms was presented in Chapters 7 and 8
in the context of AISF springback prediction and satellite image ground type prediction
respectively. The evaluation was conducted mostly in the context of vertex classification
and with respect to a number of input parameters (max, |LV |, LE and d). Evaluation
was also conducted comparing the usage of graphs with degree four and eight; and, in the
case of the AISF data, comparing the usage of directed and undirected graphs. In addi-
tion some overall evaluation was conducted with respect to classification effectiveness,
including comparison with Naive Bayes and J48. The recorded evaluation unfortunately
indicated that Naive Bayes produced the best performance, while the proposed VULS
classifiers could achieve a comparable performance to J48, and sometimes a better per-
formance, depending on the vertex label distribution of the input graph. However, it
should be noted that the Naive Bayes and J48 classifiers could only be used because of
the particular, very structured, nature of the grid (and cross grid) graphs considered,
they could not be easily applied in the case of more unstructured input graph data
where the VULS concept would still be applicable. In terms of efficiency the evalua-
tion reported in Chapters 7 and 8 indicated that the Frequent VULS mining algorithm
was the fastest in the case of the sheet metal forming AISF application, whilst the
Minimal VULS mining algorithm was the fastest in the context of the satellite image
interpretation application (the reasons for this were discussed in the relevant chapters).
Both chapters 7 and 8 were concluded with a statistical analysis of the results using the
Friedman and the Nemenyi post-hoc tests. .
9.3 Main Findings
This section revisits the overriding research question and the subsidiary technical and
application dependent research questions presented in Chapter 1 (Section 1.3) and de-
scribes how each was resolved in terms of the “main findings” of the research presented
in this thesis. The section is organised by considering each of the subsidiary technical
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and application research questions in turn and then returning to the overriding research
question. The technical research sub-questions postulated in the introduction to this
thesis are considered first as follows.
1. What is the most appropriate mechanism for identifying VULS? The work con-
ducted suggested that the most appropriate mechanism for identifying VULS was
to adopt a candidate generation and test approach along the lines used in the well
established gSpan algorithm. Right most extension was selected for the purpose
of candidate VULS generation without duplication. The most appropriate mech-
anism for defining VULS was considered to be the usage of some canonical form.
This was seen as important because it allowed graphs to be represented in a unique
manner thus allowing for straight forward isomorphism testing. More specifically
minimal Depth First Search (DFS) lexicographic encoding was adopted.
2. Can efficiency gains be realised by mining some subset of the complete set of VULS?
The presented evaluation clearly indicated that efficiency gains can be made by, in-
stead of mining the complete set of VULS, mining only frequent VULS or minimal
VULS. More specifically, recall that VULS mining is computationally expensive.
Thus instead of identifying the complete set of VULS, we can attempt to identify
some appropriately descriptive (in terms of coverage) subset of the complete set of
VULS: (i) minimal VULS, (ii) frequent VULS or (iii) minimal frequent VULS. The
relationship between these four VULS categories can be expressed as: (i) VULS
⊇ minimal VULS ⊇ minimal frequent VULS; and (ii) VULS ⊇ frequent VULS
⊇ minimal frequent VULS. For minimal VULS and minimal frequent VULS, only
the k-edge subgraphs that were found not to be VULS were extended to generate
(k+1)-edge VULS candidates for the next iteration so as to reduce the number
of over all VULS candidates and improve the VULS mining efficiency. Above all,
the number of minimal VULS, frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS were
typically less than the complete set of VULS. As a consequence VULS classifiers
using these categories of VULS required less run time. The evaluation of the
proposed techniques indicated that minimal frequent VULS in some cases, and
frequent VULS, could produce more efficient results in the case of the AISF sheet
metal forming application domain, whilst minimal VULS demonstrated promising
results in the context of the satellite image interpretation application domain. In
order to statistically differentiate between the operation of the proposed VULS
classifiers, a statistical evaluation based on the Friedman and Nemenyi statistical
tests was performed. This confirmed the results obtained.
3. Given that we can mine a variety of different categories of VULS which of these
are the most useful in terms of effectiveness and efficiency? As noted above, it
was found that there was no definite answer to this question. Usage of each VULS
entailed both advantages and disadvantages. The answer depends on the appli-
cation domain under consideration. Frequent VULS and minimal frequent VULS
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were found to perform well on graphs featuring a balanced vertex label distribu-
tion, such as in the context of the AISF sheet metal forming application. Minimal
VULS were found to produce promising results on graphs featuring unbalanced ver-
tex label distributions, such as in the context of the satellite image interpretation
application. Complete VULS can perform effectively in most application domains,
however, this is computationally expensive. Thus instead of using the complete
set of VULS, it was found that a subset of VULS (such as: (i) minimal VULS,
(ii) frequent VULS or (iii) minimal frequent VULS) could be successfully applied
to improve efficiency while still producing an effective performance regardless of
vertex distribution.
4. How do we measure the quality of a set of VULS without applying them to a test
set? One way of testing the quality of a set of identified VULS is to apply
them within the context of a vertex classification setting. However, in practice,
this opportunity may not available. An alternative VULS quality measure was
thus considered to be necessary. To this end the coverage metric was proposed.
Coverage was thus used as one of the measures to compare the operation of the
proposed VULS mining algorithms. To obtain good coverage the identified set of
VULS should describe as wide a range of different configurations as possible; the
more vertices with various configurations the better.
5. Once a set of VULS have been identified what is the most appropriate mechanism
for uitilising this set of VULS in the context of vertex classification? In other
words, how best to predict vertex labels in a previously unseen graph, G, using an
identified set VULS. The first issue here was the matching process to be adopted,
this was addressed by using the same canonical form and isomorphism testing
strategy proposed in the context of VULS mining. The second was resolved using
a voting mechanism. A variety of voting mechanisms could have been adopted,
including: (i) majority voting and (ii) weighted voting. The first was adopted. The
proposed vertex classification algorithm was termed the Backward-Match-Voting
algorithm because: (i) it operates in a “backwards” manner from the maximum
value for k, thus k = max, to k = 1; (ii) it “matches” graph structures and edge
labelings in the identified set of VULS with graph structures and edge labelling inG
so as to label the vertices in G using the labels from the VULS; and (iii) where more
than one vertex label was assigned to a vertex in G a majority “voting” scheme
was applied. The evaluation indicated that a good performance could be achieved
using the Backward-Match-Voting algorithm. Note also that the application of
the algorithm is not limited to VULS it can be used in other situations where we
wish to conduct vertex classification using a set of pre-labelled subgraphs.
The application research sub-questions were addressed as follows:
1. How best to generate grid graphs given a 3D surface? In other words, how best to
translate “point cloud” raw data, expressed in terms of a set of x-y-z coordinates,
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to the desired graph format in a simple, easy and effective manner so that the
proposed VULS classifiers can be built? The foundation for this part of the work
was taken from [65–67, 130, 184]. The given “point clouds” (in the case of the
sheet metal forming application) or pixel sets (in the case of the satellite image
interpretation application) were first converted into a grid format. The centre
point for each grid square was then considered to represent a vertex within a grid
graph and labelled with a vertex class label (springback or ground type). Each
vertex could be connected by an edge to its neighbours in a number of manners,
a logical approach was to consider either the four cardinal, or eight cardinal and
sub-cardinal neighbours. Each edge was labelled using a “slope” categorical label
(because the proposed VULS vertex classification could only operate using such
labels); equal width discretisation was adopted. Edges could be directed or undi-
rected. In total 32 different raw data sets with respect to the sheet metal forming
application, and 10 with respect to satellite image data, were generated in this
manner. Experiments were conducted using a variety of values for: (i) the size of
the vertex (class) label set LV , (ii) the size of the edge label set LE and (iii) grid
size d. The conducted experimental analysis established that VULS based vertex
classification performed better using: (i) directed graphs than undirected graphs,
(ii) graphs of degree 4 in the context of sheet metal forming and degree 8 in the
context of satellite image interpretation.
2. What further applications can the VULS concept be applied to? In other words,
how could the proposed VULS based vertex classification mechanism be usefully
adopted in the broader context? With respect to the work presented in this thesis
the main application domain was sheet metal forming. The secondary application
domain was satellite image interpretation. More generally the VULS concept has
wider applicability in all areas where the domain of interest can be represented in
the form of some sort of a graph. This is explored further in the following future
work section.
Returning to the main research question:
“How best can the proposed VULS mining be conducted so as to achieve
effective grid graph vertex classification?”
From the foregoing a number of alternative mechanism for mining VULS were consid-
ered founded on four different categories of VULS: Complete VULS, Minimal VULS,
Frequent VULS and Minimal Frequent VULS. From the evaluation conducted each of
these provided different advantages. Best coverage tended to be produced using Com-
plete VULS. The most efficient was frequent VULS in the context of graphs with a
balanced vertex label distribution, and minimal VULS in the context of graphs with an
imbalanced vertex label distribution. Note that frequent VULS can capture significant
VULS which occur commonly, and thus will from the most representative set of VULS;
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whilst Minimal VULS can capture significant geometric patterns including patterns re-
lated to rare vertex labels. In the context of vertex classification the Backward Match
Voting algorithm was proposed. The reported evaluation indicated that by using this
algorithm effective classification could be conducted. More specifically that frequent
VULS was the most effective in the context of the AISF application and minimal VULS
in the satellite image application.
9.4 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has demonstrated that, in the context of sheet metal
forming and satellite image interpretation, vertex classification can be effectively achieved
using VULS. Despite the results produced, enhancements and improvements can be envi-
sioned. This concluding section suggests some potential areas for future work as follows:
1. Application to alternative forms of graph. Only grid graphs were considered
with respect to the work presented in this thesis. This was because of the AISF
sheet metal forming application domain, that acted as the main motivation for the
work, where the 3D shapes to manufactured are frequently considered in terms of
a 2D grid. Translation into grid graphs is therefore an obvious step to take. How-
ever, the regular structure of grid graphs is such that, as demonstrated, the graph
information can be simply translated into a feature vector format to which stan-
dard (tabular data) classifier generators can be applied. As a consequence, and as
also demonstrated in the thesis, classifiers such as Naive Bayes were found to some-
times outperform the proposed VULS vertex classification approach. However, it
would not be so easy to apply such standard classification techniques to unstruc-
tured graphs. The VULS concept is clearly applicable to non-regular graphs. A
suggested fruitful direction for future investigations into the utility of VULS is thus
their application to non-regular graphs. In the future, running experiments where
VULS classifiers are applied to more complex graphs could be interesting. Such
as: (i) geometric networks built on point clouds, and (ii) “Variable resolution”
networks (similar in nature to quad-trees) so that less informative parts of the 3D
surface under investigation could be modelled by coarse grids and others by fine
grids.
2. KNN Graphs. Following on from the previous item one mechanism for generat-
ing an alternative to grid graphs is to produce KNN graphs [142]. A KNN graph
is constructed by considering a set of records to be set as vertices. Vertices are
connected by edges if they are in some sense similar. The parameter K is then
the maximum number of permitted connections. An alternative is to use some
similarity threshold to connect graphs. We can then label the vertices using a
class label and then generate a set of VULS, as envisioned in this thesis, which can
then be applied to previously unseen data. Of course this approach will only be
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applicable to data that can be conceived of as a set of independent records. In the
context of the AISF sheet metal forming application, one way this could simply
be achieved is by considering individual grid squares as records.
3. Alternative Graph formats for image data using pixel clustering. In the
context of the evaluation using the satellite image interpretation application the
intention behind the evaluation was to investigate how well the VULS concept
could perform in the context of vertex classification with respect to an alternative
application domain than the AISF domain used as the central focus for the re-
search. The reported results indicated that, although the VULS concept worked
well in the context of the AISF sheet metal forming, the performance was not
as good in the context of the satellite image interpretation application. It was
conjectured that this was because, during the preprocessing of the satellite images
into grid graphs, pixel intensity information was lost as a result of the process of
simply dividing the images into even grid squares. It was not an objective of the
work described in this thesis to consider techniques for translating image data into
a grid graph format, however, the manner in which this is conduced will clearly
have some influence on the final VULS classifiers’ performance. An alternative
mechanism for generating grid graphs therefore seems an appropriate avenue for
further work. One idea is to use clustering techniques to group connected pixels
with similar intensity values. In this manner a given image will be divided into a
collection of clusters instead of grid squares. Each cluster can then be represented
as a vertex in a graph with edges linking neighbouring clusters. As before edges
can be labelled using grayscale intensity difference. By adopting this approach it
might be possible to improve VULS classifier performance, not only with respect to
the satellite image interpretation application considered in this these, but also in
the context of alternative image interpretation applications. It is thus anticipated
that the use of clustering techniques will improve the performance of the proposed
VULS classifiers, this is thus anticipated to be another fruitful avenue for future
work.
4. Pixel Clustering for AISF data. To improve the application of the VULS
concept with respect to the AISF application the pixel clustering idea identified
above can equally well be applied in the context of AISF data. In this case, instead
of pixels, some atomic point formalism will need to be considered. This will mean
that different size areas in a 3D surface to be manufactured, that feature constant
springback, can be considered in terms of a single vertex. The result of course will
be an irregular graph, however, better springback prediction might result.
5. Additional evaluation. To date the VULS concept has only been applied to the
AISF sheet metal forming and the satellite image interpretation applications con-
sidered in this thesis. Much wider evaluation seems desirable. Even in the context
of the satellite image interpretation application the images used were limited to a
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rural area; urban areas should also be considered. With respect to the KNN graph
idea presented above it would be possible to consider benchmark datasets such as
those available within the UCI machine learning repository1.
6. VULS pruning. Not all generated VULS are equally significant in the context
of vertex classification. This is why the proposed Backward-Match-Voting (BMV)
algorithm prioritises “large” VULS. Using some form of principal component anal-
ysis it may be possible to identify the most discriminating VULS with respect to
some identified set of class labels. Consequently it might be possible to prune the
set of identified VULS to reduce there overall number, which might have an impact
on efficiency. Alternatively it might be possible to rank the VULS so that the most
discriminating VULS are applied first. This will also necessitate an alternative to
the proposed backward match voting algorithm, however, it is suggested that this
might enhance the overall performance of VULS vertex classification.
7. Graph Classification and Clustering Using The VULS Concept. In this
thesis VULS have only been used for vertex classification. However, VULS can
also be used for graph classification and clustering. More specifically the VULS
identified within a transaction graph set can be used to construct a feature space
which can then be used to encode a set of class labelled transaction graphs. The
features (VULS) that are frequent for one class may be infrequent for other classes
and serve as highly discriminative features (VULS). The identified features can
then be used construct a classifier using standard classification approaches which
can then be used to classify previously unseen transaction graphs. Various classifi-
cation approaches may be adopted, for example SVM (Support Vector Machines),
Naive Bayes and associative classification. Similarly, cluster analysis can be ex-
plored using mined VULS patterns. Sets of graphs that share a large number of
similar VULS patterns could be considered to be highly similar and thus grouped
into a single clusters.
8. Transaction graph mining. So far the usage of VULS has been limited to single
graph mining, but it can be easily adapted to transaction graphs. This was partly
done with respect to the satellite image interpretation image data, but for future
work it might be interesting to consider more extensive (larger) transaction graph
sets.
9. Candidate VULS generation Method. The well known gSpan algorithm com-
bines subgraph extension and isomorphism testing into one procedure; thus it can
achieve competitive, and in some cases better performance than other frequent
subgraph mining algorithms in terms of run time. However, gSpan does not work
well when the size of the graphs considered are large. For the proposed VULS
1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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algorithms the gSpan data structure was borrowed, thus the efficiency of the pro-
posed VULS mining algorithms might meet a similar “bottleneck” when it comes
to very large graphs. Exploring more efficient data structures and techniques for
generating candidate VULS, that will permit the processing of very large graphs,
would therefore be beneficial.
10. Frequency measures. The proposed frequent VULS and minimal frequent
VULS mining algorithms rely on a support-based pruning strategy to prune the
combinatorial search space. The threshold σ plays a significant role in this strat-
egy, especially when it comes to graphs with skewed support distributions. In-
stead of dynamically setting σ according to the average occurrence of subgraphs
on each iteration, as proposed in this thesis, the usage of other measures, such as
h-confidence [226] might be usefully explored.
11. Comparison with other vertex classification methods. As noted in the
literature review presented in chapter 2 there are a variety of mechanisms whereby
vertex classification can be conducted. Although none of these mechanisms use the
graph based approach considered in this thesis. It would be interesting to conduct
a comparison between the VULS approach presented in this thesis and a number
of these alternative mechanisms.
Overall the research work on the generation and usage of VULS for vertex classi-
fication, in the context of sheet metal forming and satellite image interpretation, as
presented in this thesis, has produced some interesting outcomes and provided a sound
foundation for future work.
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Appendix A
AUC Calculation based on
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon.
A.1 Introduction
This Appendix presents a full example of the process of AUC calculation using the
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) statistical method. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
(MWW) statistical method1 was proposed in [96] to estimate AUC values based on a
ranking concept as shown in Equation A.1 where c is the number of classes. In Equation
A.1 Ai,j is calculated based on the MWW values obtained with respect to class i and
class j as shown in Equation A.2. The MWW value is calculated based on the Man-
Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) statistic (or rank sum) [24]. The ranking concept used in
this context is mainly based on signal detection theory [96], and hence the actual value
of an attribute is denoted by (signal S) and the predicted value is denoted by (response
R) with respect to a binary classification. Thus the MWW value of class i with respect
to class j is calculated as shown in Equation A.3 where: (i) n1 denotes the number
of positive examples2 with respect to class i, (ii) n2 denotes the number of negative
examples3 with respect to class j and (iii) ri is the sum rank for the positive examples
with respect to class i. The rank for a given record of class i and with respect to class
j is obtained from a value obtained according the combinations of R and S.
AUC =
2
c(c− 1)
∑
i<j
Ai,j (A.1)
Ai,j =
MWW (i|j) +MWW (j|i)
2
(A.2)
1The Wilcoxon rank sum test makes no assumption about the probability distributions and is com-
pletely based on the scores (rank) of the tuples.
2Positive examples are the number of records that are actually labelled with class i with respect to
j and this means that S = 1.
3Negative examples are the number of records that are actually not labelled with class i with respect
to j and this means that S = 0.
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The MWW value is calculated by first drawing up a MWW ranked table comprising two
columns (sometimes referred to as vectors). The first column is the response column
(R), and the second the signal column (S). The rows are numbered from 1 to N where
N is the number records to be considered with respect to the MWW calculation (see
examples below). The ranking is as follows (in ascending order): false positives (Ri=0,
Si=1), true negatives (Ri=0, Si=0), false negatives (Ri=1, Si=0), true positives (Ri=1,
Si=1). The calculation is then as follows:
MWW (i|j) =
∑
ri − n1(n1+1)2
n1n2
(A.3)
Where
∑
ri is the sum of the rankings of the single values (column S); n1 is the sum
of the response values (1s) in the signal column and n2 is the sum of the noise values
(0s) in the signal column. Responses can be signal values or noise values, 1 or 0. Signal
values (1) are given a higher ranking than noise values (0).
Table A.1 presents the values (denoted as a group ID in this example) of the different
potential combinations of R and S. The group ID value associated with each record is
used to order the records sequentially starting from group ID 1 to group ID 4 and
consequently all the records of group ID 1 will be followed by all the records of group
ID 2 and so on. Then a sequential number (rank) is given to records starting from the
first record in group ID 1 to the last record in group ID 4.
An example of estimating the AUC values using the ranking process for 51 records
using three classes c1, c2 and c3 is presented below. The actual and the predicted label
of the data set, that are denoted using the S and R variables respectively, are indicated
by a value of 1 with respect to the set of classes c1, c2 and c3 as shown in Table A.2. The
MWW value of c1 with respect to class c2 is presented in Table A.3 and the MWW value
of c2 with respect to class c1 is presented in Table A.4. Both tables show the associated
group ID and the rank values. The numbering starts with the first record in group ID
1 to last record in group ID 4 sequentially. According to the given ranks, the last rows
in Tables A.3 and A.4 indicate the number of positive and negative records, the sum of
ranks and the MWW values with respect to class c1 and c2 respectively.
Similarly, Tables A.5 and A.6 presents the MWW value of class c1 with respect to
class c3 and class c3 with respect to class c1; while Tables A.7 and A.8 presents the
MWW values of class c2 with respect to class c3 and c3 with respect to class c2. Finally
Table A.9 presents the calculation of the overall AUC value using Equation A.3 which
is based on the MWW values calculated with respect to classes c1, c2 and c3.
Table A.2: Example data set
Records
S R
c1 c2 c3 c1 c2 c3
1 1 0 0 1 0 0
2 1 0 0 1 0 0
3 1 0 0 1 0 0
4 0 1 0 0 1 0
5 0 1 0 0 1 0
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6 0 1 0 0 1 0
7 0 1 0 0 1 0
8 0 1 0 0 1 0
9 0 1 0 0 1 0
10 0 1 0 0 1 0
11 0 1 0 0 1 0
12 0 1 0 0 1 0
13 0 1 0 0 1 0
14 0 1 0 0 1 0
15 0 1 0 0 1 0
16 0 1 0 0 0 1
17 0 1 0 0 0 1
18 0 1 0 0 0 1
19 0 0 1 0 0 1
20 0 0 1 0 0 1
21 0 0 1 0 0 1
22 0 0 1 0 0 1
23 0 0 1 0 0 1
24 0 0 1 0 0 1
25 0 0 1 0 0 1
26 0 0 1 0 0 1
27 0 0 1 0 0 1
28 0 0 1 0 0 1
29 0 0 1 0 0 1
30 0 0 1 0 0 1
31 0 0 1 0 0 1
32 0 0 1 0 0 1
33 0 0 1 0 0 1
34 0 0 1 0 0 1
35 0 0 1 0 0 1
36 0 0 1 0 0 1
37 0 0 1 0 0 1
38 0 0 1 0 0 1
39 0 0 1 0 0 1
40 0 0 1 0 0 1
41 0 0 1 0 0 1
42 0 0 1 0 0 1
43 0 0 1 0 0 1
44 0 0 1 0 0 1
45 0 0 1 0 0 1
46 0 0 1 0 0 1
47 0 0 1 0 0 1
48 0 0 1 0 0 1
49 0 0 1 0 0 1
50 0 0 1 0 0 1
51 0 0 1 0 0 1
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Table A.1: The values (Group ID) of different combinations of R and S based on
Hand et al. [96].
R S Group ID
0 1 1
0 0 2
1 0 3
1 1 4
Table A.3: The MWW(c1|c2) value
S R group ID ranks
0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
0 0 2 8
0 0 2 9
0 0 2 10
0 0 2 11
0 0 2 12
0 0 2 13
0 0 2 14
0 0 2 15
1 1 4 16
1 1 4 17
1 1 4 18
n1=3
n2=15 MWW(c1|c2) =51−645 = 1∑
ri=51
Table A.4: The MWW(c2|c1) value
S R group ID ranks
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 2
1 0 1 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
1 1 4 7
1 1 4 8
1 1 4 9
1 1 4 10
1 1 4 11
1 1 4 12
1 1 4 13
1 1 4 14
1 1 4 15
1 1 4 16
1 1 4 17
1 1 4 18
n1=15
n2=3 MWW(c2|c1) =156−12045 = 0.80∑
ri=156
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Table A.5: The MWW(c1|c3) value
S R group ID ranks
0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
0 0 2 8
0 0 2 9
0 0 2 10
0 0 2 11
0 0 2 12
0 0 2 13
0 0 2 14
0 0 2 15
0 0 2 16
0 0 2 17
0 0 2 18
0 0 2 19
0 0 2 20
0 0 2 21
0 0 2 22
0 0 2 23
0 0 2 24
0 0 2 25
0 0 2 26
0 0 2 27
0 0 2 28
0 0 2 29
0 0 2 30
0 0 2 31
0 0 2 32
0 0 2 33
1 1 4 34
1 1 4 35
1 1 4 36
n1=3
n2=33 MWW(c1|c3) =105−699 = 1∑
ri=105
Table A.6: The MWW(c3|c1) value
S R group ID ranks
0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2
0 0 2 3
1 1 4 4
1 1 4 5
1 1 4 6
1 1 4 7
1 1 4 8
1 1 4 9
1 1 4 10
1 1 4 11
1 1 4 12
1 1 4 13
1 1 4 14
1 1 4 15
1 1 4 16
1 1 4 17
1 1 4 18
1 1 4 19
1 1 4 20
1 1 4 21
1 1 4 22
1 1 4 23
1 1 4 24
1 1 4 25
1 1 4 26
1 1 4 27
1 1 4 28
1 1 4 29
1 1 4 30
1 1 4 31
1 1 4 32
1 1 4 33
1 1 4 34
1 1 4 35
1 1 4 36
n1=33
n2=3 MWW(c3|c1) =660−56199 = 1∑
ri=660
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Table A.7: The MWW(c2|c3) value
S R group ID ranks
1 0 1 47
1 0 1 48
1 0 2 1
1 0 2 2
1 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
0 0 2 8
0 0 2 9
0 0 2 10
0 0 2 11
0 0 2 12
0 0 2 13
0 0 2 14
0 0 2 15
0 0 2 16
0 0 2 17
0 0 2 18
0 0 2 19
0 0 2 20
0 0 2 21
0 0 2 22
0 0 2 23
0 0 2 24
0 0 2 25
0 0 2 26
0 0 2 27
0 0 2 28
0 0 2 29
0 0 2 30
0 0 2 31
0 0 2 32
0 0 2 33
0 0 2 34
0 0 2 35
0 0 2 36
1 1 4 37
1 1 4 38
1 1 4 39
1 1 4 40
1 1 4 41
1 1 4 42
1 1 4 43
1 1 4 44
1 1 4 45
1 1 4 46
n1=15
n2=33 MWW(c2|c3) =516−120495 = 0.8∑
ri=516
Table A.8: The MWW(c3|c2) value
S R group ID ranks
0 0 2 1
0 0 2 2
0 0 2 3
0 0 2 4
0 0 2 5
0 0 2 6
0 0 2 7
0 0 2 8
0 0 2 9
0 0 2 10
0 0 2 11
0 0 2 12
0 1 3 13
0 1 3 14
0 1 3 15
1 1 4 16
1 1 4 17
1 1 4 18
1 1 4 19
1 1 4 20
1 1 4 21
1 1 4 22
1 1 4 23
1 1 4 24
1 1 4 25
1 1 4 26
1 1 4 27
1 1 4 28
1 1 4 29
1 1 4 30
1 1 4 31
1 1 4 32
1 1 4 33
1 1 4 34
1 1 4 35
1 1 4 36
1 1 4 37
1 1 4 38
1 1 4 39
1 1 4 40
1 1 4 41
1 1 4 42
1 1 4 43
1 1 4 44
1 1 4 45
1 1 4 46
1 1 4 47
1 1 4 48
n1=33
n2=15 MWW(c3|c2) =1056−561495 = 1∑
ri=1056
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Table A.9: The overall AUC value for the given data set
MWW(i,j) MWW(j,i) A(i,j)
MWW(c1, c2)=1 MWW(c2, c1)=0.8 A(c1|c2) = 1+0.82 = 0.9
MWW(c1, c3)=1 MWW(c3, c1)=1 A(c1|c3) = 1+12 = 1
MWW(c2, c3)=0.8 MWW(c3, c2)=1 A(c2|c3) = 0.8+12 = 0.9
AUC=2×2.83×2 = 0.93

Appendix B
Graph File Format and Raw Data
Format
For the work described in this thesis the GraphML format was employed as the stan-
dard format for describing grid graphs. The raw data for the AISF sheet metal forming
application was provided in a “point cloud” format in terms of a set of “X-Y-Z” coordi-
nates which was converted into grids and then into grid graphs. The raw data sets for
the satellite image interpretation application were provided directly in the form a grids
from which grid graphs could be generated. In both cases, prior to further processing,
the graphs were presented in GraphML format [25]. For completeness this format is
presented in this appendix.
GraphML is an XML based file format originally proposed by the graph analysis
community so as to provide a suitable file exchange format for graph data. Figure
B.2 presents an encoding of the graph presented in Figure B.1 using GraphML. With
respect to Figure B.2, lines 1 to 5 define a common header, line 7 to 15 define graph
vertex information, and line 16 to 25 define graph edge information. In GraphML there is
no required ordering for the node and edge elements. More advanced features offered by
the GraphML format can be found in the GraphML Primer available from the GraphML
website1.
1http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/primer/graphml-primer.html
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Figure B.1: An example graph [122].
Figure B.2: GraphML encoding for the graph given in Figure B.1
Appendix C
Additional Experimental Results
C.1 Introduction
In this appendix some additional experimental results to those given in Chapter 7,
in the context of VULS based vertex classification, are presented. More specifically
results obtained using a grid size d = 23 (mm) for the sheet metal forming AISF data is
presented. Recall that in Chapter 7 only results using d = 28 (mm) were considered; this
was because of of space restrictions within the main body of this thesis. For completeness
these additional results are thus presented here. The objectives of the evaluation were
the same as before, namely:
1. To compare the operation of the proposed VULS mining algorithms, using a range
of max values, in terms of coverage, number of identified VULS and runtime.
2. To compare the distinction between the usage of grid graphs and cross grid graphs,
and the usage of directed and undirected graphs.
3. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LV |.
4. To investigate the effect of using different values for |LE |.
5. To compare the effectiveness of the identified VULS, with respect to vertex classi-
fication, and with respect to more standard approaches (J48 and Naive Bayes).
6. To investigate the statistical significance of the outcome.
This appendix is organised in the same manner as Chapter 7 since the objectives
above are the same. Each of these objectives is considered in a separate section below
(Sections C.2 to C.7).
C.2 Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using a Range
of max Values (Objective 1)
In this section the additional results obtained, using d = 23 (mm), to compare the
operation of the four proposed VULS mining algorithms, are presented. As previously,
11
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the results are considered in terms of coverage, number of identified VULS and run time.
The results are listed in Tables C.1 to C.3, corresponding to max parameter settings of
4, 5 and 6 respectively. As before |LV | was set to 2 and |LE | was set to 8. All the graphs
considered were grid graphs (Degree=4) and featured directed Edges.
Table C.1: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 4 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 192.00 0.39 100.00 52.00 0.33 100.00 173.00 0.31 100.00 48.00 0.39
GT 87.50 1044.00 0.65 84.38 53.00 0.47 87.50 1009.00 0.81 82.81 38.00 0.49
MS 100.00 79.00 0.30 96.88 18.00 0.40 100.00 50.00 0.28 93.75 11.00 0.74
MT 79.69 455.00 0.53 78.13 40.00 0.41 79.69 278.00 0.62 73.44 31.00 0.38
Average 91.80 442.50 0.47 89.85 40.75 0.40 91.80 377.50 0.51 87.50 32.00 0.50
SD 9.99 430.83 0.15 10.32 16.28 0.06 9.99 431.19 0.25 11.76 15.64 0.17
Table C.2: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 5 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 192.00 0.28 100.00 52.00 0.42 100.00 173.00 0.32 100.00 48.00 0.47
GT 87.50 3621 1.55 84.38 65.00 0.45 87.50 3586.00 1.22 82.81 50.00 0.55
MS 100.00 79.00 0.29 96.88 37.00 0.50 100.00 50.00 0.28 93.75 30.00 0.79
MT 79.69 1475.00 1.24 78.13 78.00 0.44 79.69 844.00 0.98 76.56 53.00 0.50
Average 91.80 1341.75 0.84 89.85 58.00 0.45 91.80 1163.25 0.70 88.28 45.25 0.58
SD 9.99 1646.13 0.65 10.32 17.57 0.03 9.99 1652.43 0.47 10.56 10.37 0.15
Table C.3: Comparison of VULS Mining Algorithms Using max = 6 (Objective 1).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS
Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time Cov. # VULS Time
GS 100.00 192.00 0.34 100.00 52.00 0.23 100.00 173.00 0.31 100.00 48.00 0.53
GT 87.50 11541.00 4.30 87.50 187.00 0.73 87.50 11506.00 1.77 87.50 172 1.30
MS 100.00 79.00 0.26 96.88 50.00 0.84 100.00 50.00 0.32 93.75 43.00 1.21
MT 92.19 4648.00 2.38 78.13 105.00 0.67 92.19 2488.00 1.62 76.56 80.00 0.85
Average 94.92 4115.00 1.82 90.63 98.50 0.62 94.92 3554.25 1.01 89.45 85.75 0.97
SD 6.17 5388.53 1.92 9.88 64.26 0.27 6.17 5418.48 0.80 10.00 59.79 0.35
From Tables C.1 to C.3 the following can be noted with respect to coverage, number
of VULS identified and run time:
• Coverage.
1. When finding all VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS and minimal frequent
VULS, 100% coverage can be obtained in some cases regardless of the max
value used.
2. On average, when finding minimal VULS coverage was always worse than
when finding frequent VULS.
3. The worst recorded coverage values were obtained when finding minimal fre-
quent VULS.
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4. The relationship between the different VULS algorithms in terms of coverage
fits with the more general relationship between the four different categories
of VULS illustrated previously in Figure 2.2 of chapter 4.
5. As the max parameter is increased from 4 to 6 we can anticipate that more
VULS will be identified and hence coverage would be expected to increase
(as indicated by the results).
• Number of VULS.
1. Many more VULS are discovered when mining for all VULS than when mining
for any of the other forms of VULS considered (minimal, frequent, minimal
frequent).
2. Generally speaking, with respect to the average number of VULS identified,
we can expect: (i) VULS > minimal VULS > minimal frequent VULS; and
(ii) VULS > frequent VULS > minimal frequent VULS.
3. Not withstanding point 2 above the recorded results again confirm the rela-
tionship between the four different categories of VULS illustrated previously
in Figure 2.2 of chapter 4.
4. With respect to the max parameter, as this was increased from 4 to 6, the
number of identified VULS increased (as expected).
• Run time.
1. As the max parameter was increased from 4 to 6, the required run time for
identifying VULS (with respect to all four categories) also increased (as was
to be expected).
2. The frequent VULS mining algorithm required more run time than the Complete
VULS and Minimal VULS algorithms because of the additional candidate graph
counting (isomorphism testing) that had to be conducted.
Comparing these results with the results presented in Section 7.2 of Chapter 7, it can
be seen that as grid size d decreased from 28 (mm) to 23 (mm), more VULS (regardless
of the VULS form) were generated, but coverage did not increase as expected, and more
run time was consumed.
C.3 Comparison Between Usage of Grid Graphs and Cross
Grid Graphs, and Directed and Undirected Graphs
(Objective 2)
In this section results are presented from experiments, using d = 23 (mm), comparing
the operation of VULS based vertex classification with respect to the four different
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types of grid graph identified in this thesis: (i) directed grid graphs, (ii) undirected grid
graphs, (iii) directed cross-grid graphs, (iv) undirected cross-grid graphs. Recall that the
distinction between a grid graph and a cross grid graph is that the first has degree = 4
and the second degree = 8. As before the experiments were conducted using AISF grid
graph pairings. Note also that |LV | = 2, |LE | = 8 and max = 4 was used. The results
are presented in Table C.4.
Table C.4: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to graph types (Objective 2).
Graph Category Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
directed grid
GS 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.63 0.78 0.81 0.56 0.61 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.79 0.67 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.60 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
undirected grid
GS 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.41 0.50 0.47 0.55 0.50 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.91 0.92 0.75 0.78 0.89 0.90 0.72 0.75 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.89 0.50 0.83 0.59 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.76 0.60 0.68 0.57 0.75 0.59 0.72 0.56 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.18 0.21 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
directed cross-grid
GS 0.45 0.42 0.50 0.47 0.56 0.54 0.50 0.47 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.70 0.50 0.72 0.53 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.94 0.94 0.77 0.79 0.95 0.95 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.75 0.59 0.72 0.57 0.78 0.62 0.73 0.58 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.22 0.24 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.17 0.19 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
undirected cross-grid
GS 0.50 0.47 0.47 0.44 0.55 0.52 0.48 0.45 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.87 0.92 0.93 0.66 0.69 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.76 0.60 0.73 0.58 0.77 0.61 0.68 0.54 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.20 0.23 0.19 0.20 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.11 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
From Table C.4 it cam be seen that, regardless of the form of VULS used (Complete
VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS or minimal frequent VULS) more effective results
were obtained using directed graphs than undirected graphs, and using grid graphs than
cross-grid graphs in most cases. More specifically, in most cases VULS classification
performance (in terms of accuracy and AUC) featured the following trends: (i) directed
grid > undirected grid, (ii) directed cross-grid > undirected cross-grid and (iii) directed
grid >directed cross-grid. This trend is consistent with that found in section 7.5 of
Chapter 7 where grid size d = 28 (mm).
C.4 Effect of |LV | on Classification Effectiveness (Objective
3)
The third parameter considered in this appendix is |LV |. The effect on classification
when |LV | = 2 and |LV | = 3 was considered. For the experiments |LE | = 8 and
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max = 4 were used. As before all graphs were directed. The results are presented in
Table C.5. From the Table, as expected, better accuracy and AUC can be achieved
when the number of vertex labels is small (|LV | = 2). As the number of vertex labels
increases to 3, the graph labelling becomes more diverse; as a result, the classification
performance tends to deteriorate. This trend is consistent with that found in section 7.6
of Chapter 7 where experiments using a grid size d = 28 (mm) were considered.
Table C.5: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LV | (Objective 3).
|LV | Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
GS 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.63 0.78 0.81 0.56 0.61 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.79 0.67 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.60 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
3
GS 0.47 0.37 0.38 0.32 0.47 0.37 0.38 0.32 0.58 0.74 0.69 0.73
GT 0.61 0.40 0.58 0.33 0.61 0.40 0.58 0.33 0.58 0.50 0.67 0.89
MS 0.58 0.63 0.28 0.36 0.58 0.63 0.27 0.35 0.58 0.75 0.50 0.81
MT 0.73 0.38 0.72 0.37 0.73 0.38 0.70 0.35 0.70 0.50 0.67 0.69
Average 0.60 0.45 0.49 0.35 0.60 0.45 0.48 0.34 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.78
SD 0.11 0.12 0.20 0.02 0.11 0.12 0.19 0.02 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.09
C.5 Effect of |LE| on Classification Effectiveness (Objective
4)
In this section further results concerning classification effectiveness, obtained using d =
23 (mm), and a range of values for LE from 2 to 8, increasing in steps of 2, are presented
in terms of accuracy and AUC. Note that the VULS classification was again conducted
using the AISF data pairings whereby one graph was used for training purposes, while
the other was used for testing purposes. As before |LV | was set to 2 and the max was
set to 4; all the graphs considered were grid graphs (degree = 4) and featured directed
edges only. The results are presented in the Table C.6
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Table C.6: Classification Effectiveness with Respect to |LE | (Objective 4).
|LE | Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min.freq VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
2
GS 0.53 0.50 0.58 0.54 0.53 0.50 0.55 0.50 0.69 0.65 0.66 0.74
GT 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.65
MS 0.44 0.47 0.44 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.44 0.50 0.67 0.82 0.67 0.87
MT 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.52
Average 0.64 0.49 0.65 0.51 0.64 0.50 0.65 0.50 0.74 0.62 0.73 0.70
SD 0.20 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.20 0 0.20 0 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.15
4
GS 0.56 0.53 0.42 0.39 0.56 0.53 0.42 0.39 0.81 0.77 0.75 0.78
GT 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.72 0.85
MS 0.70 0.74 0.69 0.72 0.67 0.71 0.55 0.60 0.86 0.91 0.75 0.96
MT 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.67
Average 0.71 0.57 0.68 0.53 0.71 0.56 0.64 0.50 0.82 0.67 0.78 0.82
SD 0.14 0.12 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.20 0.09 0.08 0.20 0.08 0.12
6
GS 0.53 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.53 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.67 0.74 0.77 0.73
GT 0.70 0.50 0.69 0.55 0.70 0.50 0.69 0.55 0.70 0.50 0.72 0.85
MS 0.80 0.82 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.82 0.70 0.74 0.86 0.92 0.81 0.98
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.89 0.56 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.73 0.59 0.69 0.57 0.73 0.59 0.69 0.57 0.78 0.67 0.80 0.82
SD 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.20 0.07 0.12
8
GS 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.63 0.78 0.81 0.56 0.61 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.79 0.67 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.60 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
From Table C.6 it can be seen that the average accuracy and AUC tends to rise
as |LE | is increased from 2 to 8 with respect to each of the VULS form considered
(Complete VULS, minimal VULS, frequent VULS, minimal frequent VULS). This trend
is consistent with that found in section 7.4 of Chapter 7.
C.6 Comparison of VULS Vertex Classification Effective-
ness (Objective 5)
This section reports on the comparative evaluation conducted with respect to VULS
vertex classification when d = 23 (mm). As before the comparison includes results
obtained when using J48 and Naive Bayes. For the experiments the following parameter
settings were used: |LE | = 8 and |LV | = 2. All the graphs considered were grid graphs
(degree = 4) and featured directed Edges. The results are presented in Table C.7. From
the table it can be seen that out of the VULS algorithms considered, using Complete
VULS and frequent VULS produced comparable results as obtained using J48, in terms
of average AUC (0.67). Naive Bayes produced the best vertex classification performance
in terms of AUC (0.84).
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Table C.7: VULS Classification Comparison where |LV | = 2 (Objective 5).
Graph
Comp.VULS Min. VULS Freq. VULS Min. freq. VULS J48 Naive Bayes
Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC Acc. AUC
GS 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.75 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.83 0.77 0.78 0.74
GT 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.72 0.53 0.77 0.62 0.70 0.50 0.73 0.90
MS 0.81 0.83 0.58 0.63 0.78 0.81 0.56 0.61 0.83 0.92 0.80 0.99
MT 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.55 0.89 0.50 0.89 0.72
Average 0.79 0.67 0.71 0.61 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.60 0.81 0.67 0.80 0.84
SD 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.04 0.08 0.21 0.07 0.13
C.7 Statistical Comparison of the Proposed VULS Ap-
proaches (Objective 6)
The statistical comparison of the above results is presented in this section. The Friedman
statistic derived from the recorded AUC values for the 28 graphs considered (using
different parameter settings) are summarized in Tables C.8 to C.9 respectively where, as
before, the “AR” column gives the average AUC ranked performance and the “AR+CD”
column gives the average AUC value plus the calculated critical difference. Table C.8
shows the average ranking of each classifier on graphs where |LV | = 2 and d = 23 (mm).
In this case the Friedman test value, calculated using K − 1 = 50 − 1 = 49 degrees
of freedom, was 216.91. The corresponding p-value (threshold) was 9.823E − 11; and
the F-distribution with 49 and 1323 degrees of freedom, F (49, 1323), was 5.07. The
critical value for F (49, 1323), with a critical difference level of α = 0.05, was 1.364.
Thus the p-value (9.823E − 11) is less than 0.005 and that the F-distribution (5.07)
is larger than the corresponding F-distribution critical value (1.364); therefore we can
reject the null hypothesis H0. Referring back to Table C.8 the average rank results for
the different VULS classifiers considered were all significant (p < 0.005), and thus a
Nemenyi post-hoc test was deemed to be applicable to detect which particular classifiers
differed significantly from each other. The significance diagram, corresponding to the
information presented in Table C.8, is presented in Figure C.1. The CD value for the
diagram is equal to 10.997.
From Figure C.1 it can be seen that, with respect to graphs where |LV | = 2 (and
d = 23 (mm)) the best performing classifier was Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value
of 1.679); its performance was significantly better than all the other classifiers. In the
diagram the classifiers highlighted in grey achieved comparable performance with J48.
Similar results were obtained using d = 28 (mm) as reported in Chapter 7. However,
as noted in Chapter 7, it should be high-lighted that although in the first instance it
would appear that standard classifiers outperform the proposed VULS based classifiers,
and this is indeed the case with respect to grid graphs, such classifiers would be difficult
to apply in the case of un-regular graphs. However, VULS classifiers can be applied to
any graphs regardless of their form (grid or non-grid).
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Table C.8: Average Rankings of classifiers where |LV | = 2 and d = 23 (mm)
Algorithm AR AR+CD
NaiveBayes 1.679 12.676
Undirected-Degree4-max6-VULS 15.661 26.658
Undirected-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 17.625 28.622
Undirected-Degree4-max5-VULS 19.250 30.247
J48 19.339 30.336
Directed-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 21.589 32.586
Directed-Degree8-max5-VULS 21.607 32.604
Undirected-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 21.696 32.693
Directed-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 21.911 32.908
Directed-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 22.214 33.211
Directed-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 22.500 33.497
Directed-Degree8-max6-VULS 22.571 33.568
Directed-Degree4-max6-VULS 22.589 33.586
Directed-Degree4-max4-VULS 22.607 33.604
Undirected-Degree4-max4-VULS 22.661 33.658
Directed-Degree8-max4-VULS 22.750 33.747
Directed-Degree4-max5-VULS 22.982 33.979
Directed-Degree4-max6-minVULS 23.036 34.033
Directed-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 23.232 34.229
Directed-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 23.357 34.354
Directed-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 23.500 34.497
Directed-Degree4-max5-minVULS 23.714 34.711
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 23.893 34.890
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 23.964 34.961
Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 24.125 35.122
Directed-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 25.179 36.176
Undirected-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 25.286 36.283
Undirected-Degree8-max6-VULS 25.732 36.729
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 26.018 37.015
Undirected-Degree8-max5-VULS 26.054 37.0506
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 27.161 38.158
Undirected-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 27.946 38.943
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minVULS 28.357 39.354
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 28.375 39.372
Undirected-Degree8-max4-VULS 28.679 39.676
Undirected-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 28.732 39.729
Directed-Degree8-max5-minVULS 29.036 40.033
Directed-Degree8-max6-minVULS 29.286 40.283
Undirected-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 29.768 40.765
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Undirected-Degree4-max5-minVULS 29.857 40.854
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minVULS 30.339 41.336
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 32.036 43.033
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 32.107 43.104
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minVULS 32.179 43.176
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minVULS 33.196 44.193
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 33.696 44.693
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 33.750 44.747
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 33.839 44.836
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minVULS 34.161 45.158
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 34.179 45.176
Similarly, Table C.2 show the average ranking of each classifier on graphs where
|LV | = 3 and d = 23. The Friedman test value on this case was 263.83, whilst the
p-value (threshold) was 1.138E − 10. The F-distribution with 49 and 1323 degrees
of freedom, F (49, 1323), was 6.428. The critical value for F (49, 1323), with a critical
difference level of α = 0.05, was 1.364. Thus, from the foregoing we can note that the
p-value (1.138E − 10) is smaller than 0.005 and that the F-distribution (6.428) is larger
than the corresponding F-distribution critical value (1.364). Therefore we can reject
the null hypothesis H0 (that the observed performance differences among classifiers
is simply a matter of chance). The significance diagram is presented in Figure C.2.
The CD value for the diagram was 10.997. From the diagram it can be seen that
the best performing classifier was Naive Bayes (a recorded AR value of 1.286), whilst
J48 achieved a comparable performance. Classifiers highlighted in grey in the diagram
indicate classifiers that achieved a comparable performance. Again similar results were
reported in Chapter 7, and again the same observation with respect to grid graphs and
the use of more standard classification techniques applies.
Table C.9: Average Rankings of the classifiers where |LV | = 3 and d = 23 (mm)
Algorithm AR AR+CD
NaiveBayes 1.286 12.283
J48 3.446 14.443
Directed-Degree4-max6-VULS 20.143 31.140
Undirected-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 20.339 31.336
Undirected-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 20.500 31.497
Undirected-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 20.536 31.533
Directed-Degree4-max5-VULS 20.893 31.890
Undirected-Degree8-max6-VULS 21.661 32.658
Directed-Degree4-max4-VULS 21.929 32.926
Undirected-Degree8-max5-VULS 21.946 32.943
Directed-Degree8-max5-VULS 22.125 33.122
Directed-Degree4-max6-freqVULS 22.500 33.497
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Directed-Degree8-max6-VULS 22.821 33.818
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minVULS 23.071 34.068
Directed-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 23.161 34.158
Directed-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 23.446 34.443
Directed-Degree8-max4-VULS 23.589 34.586
Undirected-Degree8-max4-VULS 23.696 34.693
Directed-Degree4-max5-minVULS 24.321 35.318
Directed-Degree4-max6-minVULS 24.625 35.622
Undirected-Degree4-max6-VULS 24.625 35.622
Directed-Degree8-max6-freqVULS 24.732 35.729
Directed-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 25.000 35.997
Undirected-Degree4-max5-freqVULS 25.036 36.033
Directed-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 25.071 36.068
Directed-Degree8-max5-minVULS 25.286 36.283
Directed-Degree8-max4-minVULS 25.357 36.354
Directed-Degree8-max5-freqVULS 25.464 36.461
Directed-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 25.554 36.551
Undirected-Degree4-max4-VULS 26.679 37.676
Undirected-Degree4-max5-VULS 27.232 38.229
Directed-Degree8-max6-minVULS 27.304 38.301
Directed-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 27.714 38.711
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minVULS 28.393 39.390
Directed-Degree4-max4-minVULS 28.857 39.854
Directed-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 29.304 40.301
Directed-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 29.429 40.426
Undirected-Degree4-max4-freqVULS 29.679 40.676
Undirected-Degree8-max4-freqVULS 30.018 41.015
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minFreqVULS 30.286 41.283
Undirected-Degree8-max5-minFreqVULS 30.482 41.479
Directed-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 31.179 42.176
Undirected-Degree8-max6-minFreqVULS 31.214 42.211
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minVULS 31.571 42.568
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minFreqVULS 32.071 43.068
Undirected-Degree4-max5-minVULS 32.661 43.658
Undirected-Degree8-max4-minFreqVULS 33.804 44.801
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minVULS 34.179 45.176
Undirected-Degree4-max6-minVULS 34.482 45.479
Undirected-Degree4-max4-minFreqVULS 36.304 47.301
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Figure C.1: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 2 and d = 23 (mm).
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Figure C.2: Critical difference diagram generated using Nemenyi’s post hoc test with
α = 0.05 for graphs where |LV | = 3 and d = 23 (mm).
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C.8 Summary
This appendix has presented an evaluation of the proposed VULS mining and VULS
classification processes in terms of AISF grids where d = 23. From the evaluation the
following overall observations can be made:
1. With respect to the VULS mining the best coverage was produced using Complete
VULS.
2. The most effective VULS mining algorithms were the Complete VULS and frequent
VULS mining algorithms in terms of accuracy and AUC.
3. Frequent VULS mining is more efficient than Complete VULS mining.
4. There is no significant difference in terms of classification effectiveness between
the VULS classifiers built with max parameter settings in the range of {4, 5, 6}.
However, using max = 4 is more efficient in the context of VULS mining.
5. The set of VULS produced using directed grid graph resulted in the most effective
vertex classification (in terms of AUC).
6. With respect to the comparison with more traditional classifiers, Naive Bayes pro-
duced the best performance.
7. When considering different values for |LE |, when using higher values for |LE | more
significant VULS can be identified, thus a better vertex classification performance
(in terms of AUC) can be achieved.
8. VULS classifiers tend to perform better when dealing with “grid” graphs (degree =
4) than “cross-grid” graphs (degree = 8).
9. Relatively speaking, VULS classifiers tend to perform better when dealing with
directed graphs than undirected graphs.
10. With respect to the size of |LV |, as the number of vertex labels increases from 2
to 3, the graph labelling becomes more diverse and as a result the classification
performance tends to deteriorate.
11. VULS vertex classification tended to deteriorate when using d = 23 (mm) compared
with results obtained using d = 28 (mm) as reported in chapter 7.
Broadly the above findings corroborate the results obtained using d = 28 (mm) as
reported in Chapter 7.
